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ABSTRACT
In the light of new developments and studies on dental amalgam a request was submitted by
the Commission to update the SCENIHR opinion produced in 2008 on the safety and
performance of both dental amalgam and possible alternatives, such as resin-based
composites, glass ionomer cements, ceramics and gold alloys.
This updated 2015 Opinion evaluates the scientific evidence on the potential association
between amalgam and possible alternatives and adverse health effects, such as allergies and
neurological disorders.
The SCENIHR recognises that dental amalgam is an effective restorative material and is a
material of choice for specific restorations.
Currently in the EU, there is a shift away from the use of dental amalgam in oral health care
towards an increased use of alternative materials. Because dental amalgam is neither toothcoloured nor adhesive to remaining tooth tissues, alternative tooth-coloured filling materials
have become increasingly used. The change is indicated by trends in education on dental
treatment towards an increased use of alternative materials instead of amalgam. This
reduction is in line with concern about the use of mercury, the metallic element used in dental
amalgam and the general aim to reduce mercury use within the European Union.
The exposure of the general population to mercury is mainly due to fish consumption (organic
mercury, methyl mercury) and dental amalgam (elemental mercury, inorganic mercury). The
present Opinion reviews only the toxicology of elemental and inorganic mercury being relevant
to amalgam safety considerations.
Local adverse effects in the oral cavity are occasionally seen with dental amalgam fillings,
including allergic reactions and an association with clinical features characteristic of lichen
planus, but the incidence is low (< 0.3% for all dental materials in general) and usually readily
managed. Regarding systemic effects, elemental mercury is a well-documented neurotoxicant,
especially during early brain development. Inorganic mercury also constitutes a hazard to
kidney function. In some scientific reports the presence of dental amalgam has been suggested
to be associated with a variety of systemic adverse effects, particularly developmental
neurotoxicity as well as neurological and psychological or psychiatric diseases. However, the
evidence for such effects due to dental amalgam is weak.
The most recent in vitro evidence provides new insight into the effects of mercury on
developing neural brain cells at concentrations similar to those accumulated in human brain
and found in post mortem specimen. The effects of genetic polymorphism concerning mercury
kinetics may influence the degree of individual susceptibility with regard to mercury internal
exposure and consequently toxicity. This may raise some concern for possible effects on the
brain of mercury originating from dental amalgam. However, so far such effects have not been
documented in humans, although some evidence on alteration of mercury dynamics have been
reported.
Placement and removal of dental amalgam fillings results in transient short-time exposure to
the patients compared to leaving the amalgam intact. There is no general justification for
unnecessarily removing clinically satisfactory amalgam restorations, except in those patients
diagnosed as having allergic reactions to one of the amalgam constituents. However, as with
any other medical or pharmaceutical intervention, caution should be exercised when
considering the placement of any dental restorative material in pregnant women.
The mercury release during placement and removal also results in exposure of dental
personnel. Recent studies do not indicate that dental personnel in general, despite somewhat
higher exposures than patients, suffer from adverse effects that could be attributed to mercury
exposure due to dental amalgam. However, exposure of both patients and dental personnel
could be minimised by the use of appropriate clinical techniques.
The alternative materials also have clinical limitations and toxicological hazards. They contain a
variety of organic and inorganic substances and may undergo chemical reactions within the
tooth cavity and adjacent soft tissues during placement. The SCENIHR Opinion “The safety of
the use of bisphenol A in medical devices” (2015) concluded that release of BPA from some
4
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dental materials was associated with only negligible health risks. A similar detailed risk
assessment has not been performed for other compounds released from other alternative
dental materials. Some of the monomers used are cytotoxic to pulp and gingival cells in vitro.
There is in vitro evidence that some of these alternatives are also mutagenic although longterm health consequences are unclear. Allergies to some of these substances have been
reported, both in patients and in dental personnel. However, information on the toxicological
profile of alternative materials and clinical data on possible adverse effects of alternatives are
very limited.
The SCENIHR concludes that current evidence does not preclude the use of either amalgam or
alternative materials in dental restorative treatment. However, the choice of material should
be based on patient characteristics such as primary or permanent teeth, pregnancy, the
presence of allergies to mercury or other components of restorative materials, and the
presence of impaired renal clearance.
The SCENIHR recognises that there is a need for further research, particularly relating to (i)
evaluation of the potential neurotoxicity of mercury from dental amalgam and the effect of
genetic polymorphisms on mercury toxicity and (ii) to expand knowledge of the toxicity profile
of alternative dental restorative materials. Furthermore, there is a need for the development of
new alternative materials with a high degree of biocompatibility.

Keywords: Dental amalgam, mercury, toxicology, exposure, resin-based composites, glass
ionomer cements, allergy, systemic health effects, SCENIHR.
Opinion to be cited as: SCENIHR (Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly-Identified
Health Risks), Scientific opinion on the Safety of Dental Amalgam and Alternative Dental
Restoration Materials for Patients and Users (update), 29 April 2015.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the light of new developments and studies on dental amalgam, a request was submitted to
update the previous Opinion of SCENIHR from 2008 on the safety and performance of both
dental amalgam and possible alternatives, such as resin-based composites, glass ionomer
cements, ceramics and gold alloys.
This updated 2015 Opinion evaluates the scientific evidence about any links that may exist
between either amalgam or possible alternatives and allergies, neurological disorders or other
adverse health effects.
The SCENIHR recognises that dental amalgam is an effective restorative material for the
general population. From the perspectives of longevity, mechanical performance and
economics, amalgam has long been considered the material of choice, especially for certain
types of restorations in posterior teeth, including replacement therapy for existing amalgam
fillings. However, dental amalgam is neither tooth-coloured nor can it adhere to remaining
tooth tissues. It is retained in the tooth by mechanical means, such as undercuts in the cavity
preparation. Its use has been decreasing in recent years and the alternative tooth-coloured
filling materials are increasingly used. There is a trend towards minimal interventional,
adhesive, techniques in dentistry, which are based on adhesion to tooth structure by chemical
interaction and/or micromechanical retention. At the same time, the quality and durability of
alternative materials have improved.
The exposure of the general population to mercury is mainly due to fish consumption (organic
mercury, methyl mercury) and dental amalgam (elemental mercury, inorganic mercury).
Mercury is the metallic element of concern used in dental amalgam. Mercury is a welldocumented toxicant, with reasonably well-defined characteristics for the major forms of
exposure, involving elemental mercury as well as organic and inorganic mercury compounds.
This Opinion does not address the issues of organic mercury or methyl mercury.
Local adverse effects in the oral cavity are occasionally seen with dental materials in general,
including allergic reactions and an association with clinical features characteristic of lichen
planus. These reactions occur at an incidence below 0.3% and are usually readily managed.
Regarding systemic effects, elemental mercury is a well-documented neurotoxicant, especially
during early brain development, and inorganic mercury also constitutes a hazard to kidney
function. EFSA (2012) has recently evaluated inorganic mercury in food and recommended a
tolerable intake limit (tolerable weekly intake of inorganic mercury of 4 µg/kg body weight,
expressed as mercury). Several studies have explored the possible association of mercury
derived from dental amalgam with a variety of adverse effects, particularly neurological and
psychological or psychiatric diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and
multiple sclerosis as well as kidney diseases. The causality evidence for such effects due to
dental amalgam is weak because of contradictory reports and major challenges in exposure
assessment, which is generally expressed as total mercury in body fluids (mainly urine),
without differentiating between organic vs. inorganic forms as well as between sources (dietary
vs. dental amalgam or others).
Mercury concentration in the adult brain is associated with the number of amalgam fillings. In
the foetus, mercury concentration in the kidney (but not in the foetal brain) has a tendency to
be associated with the mothers’ number of amalgam fillings. Because the estimated
elimination half-life for inorganic mercury in the brain exceeds 10 years, mercury is likely to
accumulate in the central nervous system. The accumulated concentrations in brain tissue (as
measured in post-mortem specimen) may reach values that are similar to those inducing
neurochemical changes in experimental models in vitro. Such effects have not been
convincingly demonstrated in humans as caused by dental amalgam.
So far, studies in children of school age did not convincingly demonstrate amalgam-associated
neuropsychological deficits. However, recent studies suggest that genetic polymorphisms may
influence the degree of individual susceptibility with regard to mercury internal exposure and
consequently toxicity in children as well in adults.
8
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The transient mercury release during placement and removal will result in transient exposure
to the patients (resulting in a transient increase in plasma mercury levels) and also to the
dental personnel. There is no justification for removing clinically satisfactory amalgam
restorations as a precaution, except in those patients diagnosed as having allergic reactions to
amalgam constituents.
Recent studies do not indicate that dental personnel in general, despite somewhat higher
exposures than patients, suffer from adverse effects that could be be attributed to mercury
exposure due to dental amalgam. Exposure of both patients and dental personnel could be
minimised by the use of appropriate clinical techniques.
Respiratory air concentrations, blood levels and urinary excretion of mercury in individuals with
amalgam fillings indicate that the levels of exposure encountered are 5 to 30 times lower than
those permitted for occupational exposure. Tolerable limits for dietary exposures to mercury
are relevant to amalgam safety considerations, as inhaled elemental mercury may add to the
body burden of inorganic mercury. Recently the European Food Safety Agency reported that
the tolerable weekly intake for inorganic mercury might be exceeded due to the additional
inhalation exposure in people with a high number of amalgam fillings. However, evidence is
weak and the data are mainly derived from model-based calculations. Studies on large patient
collectives did not show any clear correlation of health effects with the number of dental
amalgam restorations.
The SCENIHR notes that alternative materials to amalgam are chemically very complex and
also have clinical limitations and may represent toxicological risks. They contain a variety of
substances including organic solvents, may undergo chemical reactions within the tooth cavity
and adjacent soft tissues during placement and may also degrade in situ. The SCENIHR
Opinion “The safety of the use of bisphenol A in medical devices” (2015) concluded that
release of BPA from some dental materials was associated with only negligible health risks. A
similar extensive risk assessment has not been performed for other compounds released from
alternative dental materials. Non-mercury containing alternatives are not free from any
concerns about adverse effects. With respect to resin composite restorative materials and
hybrid systems that incorporate polymerisable resins, there is in vitro evidence that some of
the monomers used are highly cytotoxic to pulp and gingival cells. There is also in vitro
evidence that some monomers are mutagenic although it is not known whether this has any
clinical significance. Allergic reactions to some of these substances have been reported, and to
a higher degree, both in patients and in dental personnel. Similar to treatment with dental
amalgam, the use of these materials in pregnant women is discouraged.
It is noted that there are very limited scientific data available concerning exposure of patients
and dental personnel to substances that are used in alternative restorative materials. Many of
the monomers and other organic solvents used in them are volatile and need to be better
identified and quantified. Further toxicological research on the various components of these
alternative dental materials is warranted.
Alternative materials have now been in clinical use for well over thirty years, initially in
anterior teeth and more recently also for restorations in posterior teeth. Existing clinical
experience has revealed little evidence of clinically significant adverse events. It is also
important to note that the composition of available materials has changed substantially in
recent years with reduced bioavailability of harmful components from use of improved
polymerisation processes and particular improvement in the adhesive systems and the filler
parts. There is no evidence that infants or children are at risk of adverse effects arising from
the use of alternatives to dental amalgam. However, similar to mercury, genetic
polymorphisms may also exist for toxicokinetics of some constituents of these alternative
materials. Cellular reactions towards resin monomers are regulated by the genes that are also
involved in the reaction towards mercury and therefore genetic variability is also relevant for
resin-based materials.
The SCENIHR notes that the full chemical specification of these alternative restorative
materials is not always divulged, and it may be difficult to know exactly what they contain. As
a result, there are limited toxicological data publicly available for these materials. Dental
restorative materials are defined as medical devices according to the Council Directive
9
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93/42/EEC concerning medical devices and belong to class IIa. Consequently, the certification
process does not include examination of the design dossier and, therefore, the chemical
specification does not have to be revealed to the third party. Although manufacturers are
obliged to assess biocompatibility and the risk from unintended side effects, accessible
information on the toxicity of the constituents of the materials as well as relevant exposure
data is lacking. Therefore, the SCENIHR notes that it is not possible to provide a scientifically
sound statement on the safety of these materials.
As a general principle, the relative risks and benefits of any dental treatment need to be
explained to patients to assist them to make informed decisions. Better information concerning
the relative risks of dental restorative materials requires more data. Therefore, it is
recommended that manufacturers should provide this information.
More publicly available research data are also needed to have a broader basis for risk
evaluation. In view of the controversial nature of this subject, it would also be beneficial for
the community in general to be better informed of the recognised benefits and risks.
In the light of the above comments the SCENIHR concludes that dental amalgam already in
place is not considered a health risk for the general population. Consequently, pre-existing
amalgam restorations should not be removed as a preventive measure. As far as dental
personnel are concerned, it is recognised that they may be at greater risk with respect to
higher mercury exposure from dental amalgam than the general population, although the
incidence of reported adverse effects seems to be in the same order of magnitude.
Information on exposure, toxicity and clinical outcomes for alternative materials is much
scarcer than for dental amalgam. There is some evidence that some of the low molecular
weight substances used in their preparation are associated with local allergic reactions. There
are insufficient data to draw firm conclusions about associations between these alternative
materials and neurological or other health disorders. The continuing evolution of these
materials suggests that caution should be exercised before new variations are introduced into
the market. As far as dental personnel are concerned, there are reports of small numbers of
cases of induced allergies to these materials. Their volatile organic solvent species that are
pervasive in dental clinics should be identified and quantified to enable proper risk assessment.
The SCENIHR concludes that dental restorative treatment can be adequately ensured by
amalgam and alternative types of restorative material. The longevity of restorations of
alternative materials in posterior teeth has improved with the continuing development of these
materials and the practitioner's familiarity with effective placement techniques, but is in certain
clinical situations (e.g. large cavities and high caries rates) still inferior to amalgam.
The choice of material should be based on patient characteristics such as primary or
permanent teeth, pregnancy, presence of allergies to mercury or other components of the
restorative materials, and presence of decreased renal clearance. The clinical trend towards
the use of adhesive alternatives is considered advantageous as it implies that a sustained
reduction in the use of dental amalgam in clinical practice will continue across the European
Union.
The SCENIHR recognises a lack of knowledge and a need for further research, in particular in
regard to genetic susceptibility related to mercury effects and to the constituents of alternative
restorative materials. Furthermore, there is a need for the development of new alternative
materials with a high degree of biocompatibility.
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1. BACKGROUND
Dental amalgam and its substitutes are regulated under Council Directive 93/42/EEC
concerning medical devices, according to which they must comply with the essential
requirements laid out in the directive, in particular in relation to the health and safety of the
patients.
Dental amalgam has been used for over 150 years for the treatment of dental cavities and is
still used, in particular in large cavities, due to its excellent mechanical properties and
durability. Dental amalgam is a combination of alloy particles and mercury that contains about
50% of mercury in the elemental form. Overall, the use of alternative materials such as
composite resins, glass ionomer cements, ceramics and gold alloys, is increasing, either due to
their aesthetic properties or alleged health concerns related to the use of dental amalgam.
In January 2005, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Community Strategy concerning
Mercury in order to reduce mercury levels in the environment and human exposure. Pursuant
to Action 6 of the Strategy, the use of dental amalgam should be evaluated with a view to
considering whether additional regulatory measures are appropriate.
In view of the above, the Commission requested the Opinion of the Scientific Committee on
Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR) on the safety of dental amalgam and
alternative dental restoration materials. According to the SCENIHR Opinion adopted in May
2008, dental amalgam is a safe material to use in restorative dentistry for patients. No health
risk other than allergic reaction in certain individuals can be associated with the use of dental
amalgam. The alternatives are not without clinical limitations and toxicological risks, and less
is known about these alternatives for which available scientific data are more limited.
In 2010 a report of the meeting convened by WHO on "Future Use of Materials for Dental
Restoration" was published, in which a 'phase-down' of the use of dental amalgam at the
global level was suggested. According to the report, this may be achieved effectively by
strengthening the prevention of dental caries and by encouraging better use of quality
alternatives to dental amalgam. More quality studies and systematic reviews are needed in the
case of dental materials alternatives to amalgam. A recent "Study on potential for reducing
mercury pollution from dental amalgam and batteries" (May 2012) addresses the
environmental
impacts
of
dental
amalgam
use
(http://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/mercury/pdf/BIO_Draft%20final%20report.pdf).
The study did not evaluate the health aspects.
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2. TERMS OF REFERENCE
In the light of recent developments and studies on dental amalgam we would like to ask the
SCENIHR to update, if appropriate, the Opinion adopted in 2008. In view of possible safety
concerns linked to the use of dental amalgam and its substitutes, it is essential to review and
evaluate available scientific data related to the safety of these substances for patients and in
particular for high risk groups.
In particular, the SCENIHR is asked the following questions:
1. Is there any new scientific evidence that justify reasons for concern from the health point
of view in the use of dental amalgam as dental restoration material?
2. In view of the above, is the use of dental amalgam safe for patients and users, i.e. dental
health professionals? Are certain populations particularly at risk, e.g. pregnant women or
children? Is it possible to recommend certain practices to minimise patient's and user's
exposure to dental amalgam?
3. Is there new scientific evidence on the safety and performance of alternative materials?
4. Is it possible to recommend alternative materials and certain practices related to these
materials to reduce potential risks for patients and users?
5. In case there is not enough scientific data to answer these questions, the SCENIHR is
asked to formulate recommendations for research that could help to provide the necessary
data.
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3. SCIENTIFIC RATIONALE
3.1. Introduction
This Opinion is an update of the safety issues of dental amalgam and alternative materials that
have been previously considered in an Opinion published in 2008. Since then, additional
information has been published, including clinical epidemiological studies. The present
document therefore highlights new information, and it supplements and updates the previous
opinion. While occupational exposures are included, this Opinion does not consider
environmental aspects of amalgam use. It is recognised that both at European and United
Nations level there are on-going efforts to reduce the exposure to mercury. The Scientific
Committee on Health and Environmental Risks (SCHER) has recently adopted an Opinion
regarding the contribution of dental amalgam to the environmental burden of mercury and the
possible health effects deriving from environmental exposure to Hg coming from dental
amalgam (SCHER, 2014).
One of the major components of the dental amalgam restoration is elemental mercury. The
essential metallurgical principles of dental amalgam are fairly straightforward. Liquid mercury
is able to react with many other metallic elements to produce a series of multi-phase alloys
that are solid at room temperature. The present Opinion will focus on these mercury species.
In the body, elemental mercury is oxidised to inorganic mercury, which also occurs as a food
contaminant. EFSA (2012) has recently evaluated inorganic mercury in food and recommended
a tolerable intake limit (tolerable weekly intake of inorganic mercury of 4 µg/kg body weight,
expressed as mercury). Thus, the present Opinion will review the toxicology of elemental and
ionic (mercuric) mercury as deemed appropriate in regard to amalgam safety considerations.
Once released into saliva, inorganic mercury might be methylated by bacteria in the
periodontal pocket and gastrointestinal tract, but the rate is not clear (Langendijk et al., 2001,
Leistevuo et al., 2002, van der Hoeven et al., 2007). However, the contribution of this reaction
when compared to the intake of methyl mercury from the food is expected to be limited.
The alternatives for dental amalgam in dental restorations include resin-based composite
materials, glass ionomer cements, ceramics, gold-based and other alloys, and a variety of
hybrid structures. Many of them have been in use only for a limited number of years, and the
toxicological database is limited, also in regard to reaction products. Thus, the data base is
much more limited in regard to these dental materials, and some conclusions regarding toxic
risks and long-term stability must therefore be tentative at this point. As amalgams are phased
out, further documentation on new dental restoration materials must be secured so that the
present high quality of care and high degree of safety can be maintained.
A changing scenario
Placing restorations due to dental caries is still a commonly performed treatment, but there are
great variations in decision-making about the threshold for intervention with restorative
treatment. This is a global issue.
Questionnaire surveys have been carried out, asking the practitioners whether they would
operatively treat an occlusal lesion confined to the enamel in a patient with low risk of
developing caries. In Iran 32 % (Ghasemi et al., 2008), in France more than one half
(Doméjean-Orliaguet et al., 2004) and in the USA 63 % would do so (Gordan et al., 2010). Of
the Scandinavian respondents only 2.6% said that they would intervene that early (Gordan et
al., 2010). A survey based on questionnaires revealed that in 2009, 7 % of Norwegian dentists
would restore approximal lesions confined to enamel, compared with (in similar studies) 18%
in 1995 and 66 % in 1983. These changes in treatment threshold criteria indicate that many
dentists have taken into account that caries is a slowly progressing disease and that especially
initial carious lesions can be arrested (Vidnes-Kopperud et al., 2011).
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3.2. Methodology
This Opinion of the SCENIHR is concerned with the analysis of the evidence for the potential
for either amalgam or alternatives to amalgam to have adverse effects on human health, from
the perspectives of both scientific plausibility as well as experimental, clinical and
epidemiological data. Recent scientific evidence is reviewed to determine whether it justifies
any reason for concern in regard to health risks associated with the use of dental amalgam and
currently available alternative materials. In this context SCENIHR refers to the definition of risk
as mentioned in different ISO-EN standards (ISO EN 10993-1 and ISO-EN 14971).
The SCENIHR has considered evidence derived from a wide variety of sources, including peerreviewed scientific and medical literature and published reports of institutional, professional,
governmental and non-governmental organisations. In coherence with the usual practice of the
SCENIHR, less weight has been given to work not freely available in the public domain.
The SCENIHR has reviewed as much evidence as possible and, especially where the available
data on alternatives is limited, attention has been given to some less well-controlled studies
where no other information was available. During the course of the deliberations of the
Working Group, a Call for Information was issued by the Commission (8 August 2012 to 10
October 2012) and all of the responses have been considered. An extensive literature search
was performed in 2012 (covering the period 2008-2012) by an external contractor with the
following search terms:
Dental amalgams/mercury amalgams implants/fillings and:








mercury exposure/levels/ blood/body burden/brain
leaching/ loss/release/mobilisation/stability
risk assessment/hazard/adverse effects/disorders/ neuro* effects/safety/risk benefits
removal, health effects/implications/risk/risk benefit/safety
cremation
life cycle analysis/ manufacturing/use/disposal

Non –mercury/ceramic/implants/fillings and:






leaching/ loss/release/mobilisation/stability
risk assessment/hazard/adverse effects/disorders/ neuro* effects/safety/risk benefits
removal, health effects/implications/risk/risk benefit/safety
life cycle analysis/ manufacturing/use/disposal

In addition, during the writing of the Opinion, additional relevant literature up to 2014 was
provided by both members of the working group and of SCENIHR. Literature published before
2008 that was not included in the previous Opinion but was considered relevant was also
assessed. Furthermore relevant references provided via the public consultation were included
as well.
In a review of the evidence for or against causation of disease, it is necessary to take into
account the generally accepted criteria for causation. The SCENIHR published a memorandum
on the weight-of-evidence approach to the evaluation of risks and hazards (SCENIHR, 2012).
The criteria considered are: (i) the establishment of temporal relationship between exposure
and outcome; (ii) the statistical evaluation of an effect; (iii) the evidence of a dose-response
relationship; (iv) the plausibility and specificity of any association; and (v) the coherence of
any putative association with existing knowledge.
On the other hand, these criteria, which build upon Hill’s original ‘aspects’ are not symmetrical.
That is, if one of the conditions is fulfilled, then it supports causality, but it does not
necessarily speak against it if not (or not yet) fulfilled (Kaufman and Poole, 2000).
In the weight of evidence approach, lines of evidence or hypothesis for causality are evaluated
based on the supportive studies. When a line of evidence is consistently supported by various
studies (i.e. evidence is independently reproduced in different studies) causality is likely
14
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between the observed effect and exposure to the substance. Strength and weaknesses of the
studies evaluated are considered. The weight of evidence can be categorised as follows:
Strong overall weight of evidence: Coherent evidence from human and one or more other
lines of evidence (in particular model/ mechanistic studies) in the absence of conflicting
evidence from one of the other lines of evidence (no important data gaps).
Moderate overall weight of evidence: Good evidence from a primary line of evidence but
evidence from several other lines is missing (important data gaps).
Weak overall weight of evidence: Weak evidence from the primary lines of evidence
(severe data gaps).
Uncertain overall weight of evidence: Due to conflicting information from different lines of
evidence that cannot be explained in scientific terms.
Weighing of evidence not possible: No suitable evidence available.
A major problem in many of the reviewed epidemiological studies was the quantitative
evaluation of the contribution of mercury exposure coming from dental amalgam.
The evidence for the presence of a causal relationship between exposure to dental amalgam
and/or alternative restoration material, and adverse health effects are discussed in the
chapters below.

3.3. Dental Amalgam
In this Chapter, the essential and relevant characteristics of dental amalgam and the evidence
concerning the general exposure and toxicity of mercury-based substances are explained and
discussed. This is followed by an assessment of the reported adverse effects in individuals with
amalgam restorations, the epidemiological and clinical evidence concerning adverse effects in
dental personnel, and general observations about the clinical usefulness of dental amalgam
restorations.

3.3.1. Metallurgical principles and physical-chemical properties
The principles and physical-chemical properties of dental amalgams are described in the
previous Opinion (2008). The SCENIHR is not aware of new developments in amalgam
metallurgy.
Mercury is a metallic element that occurs naturally and also in the form of several types of ore,
the mercury burden of the environment being derived in part from natural sources, in part
from accumulated anthropogenic emissions.

3.3.1.1. Major Forms of Mercury
Each form of mercury has its own toxicological profile and shows major differences in
toxicokinetics.

3.3.1.2. Background exposure to mercury
Exposure to Mercury in Adults
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As described in the previous Opinion (SCENIHR, 2008), background exposure to mercury by
inhalation is very low in the general population. The main source for mercury inhalation is
dental amalgam as indicated by relatively old data published by WHO in 1990.
The major sources of mercury intake in the diet is methyl mercury, essentially in fish and also
inorganic mercury coming from non-fish diet sources. Table 1 shows current estimates for
dietary exposures to inorganic mercury (EFSA, 2012).
Table 1: Summary statistics of the chronic dietary exposure to inorganic mercury
(μg mercury /kg b.w. per week) by age class (gyEFSA, 2012)

Age group

Minimum
LB

Toddlers
Other
children
Adolescents
Adults
Elderly
Very elderly

0.27
0.24

Toddlers
Other
children
Adolescents
Adults
Elderly
Very elderly

0.16
0.14
0.13
0.14

Median

Maximum

MB
UB
LB
MB
UB
LB
Mean dietary exposure in total population
0.79
1.31
0.37
1.13
1.71
0.59
0.59
0.89
0.38
0.84
1.24
0.76

MB

UB

1.36
1.13

2.16
1.75

0.73
0.53
0.42
0.38

0.94
0.70
0.55
0.52

0.67
0.50

0.39
0.59
0.25
0.44
0.68
0.51
0.26
0.38
0.23
0.41
0.55
0.40
0.23
0.33
0.22
0.35
0.48
0.30
0.25
0.35
0.19
0.33
0.47
0.24
P95 dietary exposure in total population
1.35
2.18
0.84
1.77
2.83
1.07
1.12
1.66
0.86
1.62
2.20
1.85

2.30
2.27

4.06
3.37

0.31
0.36
0.25
0.25

0.71
0.53
0.40
0.40

1.85
1.66
0.94
0.81

2.33
1.83
1.12
1.01

1.00
0.72
0.55
0.54

0.62
0.59
0.54
0.47

0.88
0.78
0.72
0.62

1.26
1.02
0.92
0.82

1.70
1.52
0.77
0.64

The minimum, median and maximum of the mean and the 95th percentile exposure values across
European countries and dietary surveys are shown.
LB, UB, MB, respectively lower bound, upper bound and middle bound exposure estimates.

In line with JECFA, the EFSA CONTAM Panel (2012) established a tolerable weekly intake (TWI)
for inorganic mercury of 4 μg/kg b.w., expressed as mercury. TWI for methyl mercury of 1.3
μg/kg b.w., expressed as mercury was established, which is somewhat lower than the TWI
JECFA level of 1.6 µg/kg b.w. It was concluded that mean dietary exposure across age groups
does not exceed the TWI for methyl mercury, with the exception of toddlers and other children
in some surveys. The 95th percentile dietary exposure is close to or above the TWI for all age
groups. High fish consumers may exceed the TWI by up to approximately six-fold. Unborn
children constitute the most vulnerable group. The EFSA stated that dietary inorganic mercury
exposure in Europe does not exceed the TWI. Inhalation exposure of mercury vapour from
dental amalgam is likely to increase the internal inorganic mercury exposure. The TWI might
be exceeded when a high number of dental amalgam fillings is present, but no further
indication is given.
Exposure during pregnancy and breast-feeding
Mercury vapour, like methyl mercury, is capable of passing the placental barrier. Thus, in a
study of 99 mother-child pairs, a strong positive correlation between maternal and cord blood
total Hg levels was found (ρ=0.79; P<0.001). Levels of Hg in the cord blood were significantly
associated with the number of maternal amalgam fillings (ρ=0.46, P<0.001) and with the
number of years since the last filling (ρ=−0.37, P<0.001); these associations remained
significant after adjustment for maternal age and education. The median values of total Hg
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concentrations were 0.63 µg/L (range 0.14-2.9 µg/L) and 0.80 µg/L (range 0.15-2.54 µg/L) for
maternal and cord blood, respectively (Palkovicova et al., 2008).
Mercury is usually present in amniotic fluid. In one study of 72 pregnant women (Luglie et
al.,2005) there was an overall mean mercury concentration in amniotic fluid of 0.37 ± 0.49
ng/ml. The women were divided into those with a low concentration of less than 0.08 ng/ml,
the detection limit of their analytical method (26.4% of the subjects) and those with a
concentration of greater than 0.08 ng/ml, mean 0.49 ±- 0.52 ng/ml (73.6% of subjects). A
dependence of mercury concentration in amniotic fluid on number of amalgam fillings (p=0.03)
and fish consumption (p=0.04) was observed, but not significant at their preset level
(p<0.01).
Björnberg et al.,(2005) reported that infant blood inorganic mercury was similar to maternal
blood mercury at delivery (median =0.09 μg/L) but decreased until the end of follow-up at 13
weeks of age (0.05 μg/L), while remaining unchanged in maternal blood. The exposure of the
infants to inorganic mercury was low being higher at birth than during the breast-feeding
period. In breast milk the authors could not differentiate between inorganic and organic
mercury. They concluded that the exposure to both forms of mercury is higher before birth
than during the breast-feeding period, and that methyl mercury seems to contribute more than
inorganic mercury to postnatalnfant exposure via breast milk.
In addition, mercury has been detected in foetal brain and kidneys. The concentrations in the
kidneys (but not in the brain) showed a tendency to increase with the number of amalgam
fillings of the mother, with no statistical significance. Brain levels were in the range of 2-23
µg/kg wet weight, and kidney levels in the range of 5-34 µg/kg (Lutz et al., 1996).
Brain tissue obtained from 18 foetuses and 35 children below 5 years of age showed mercury
concentrations up to 6 and 20 μg/kg, respectively. A significant correlation (p< 0.05) with the
mother’s number of amalgam fillings (grouped as less than 2 or more than 10 fillings), was
evident only for older children and not for foetuses. In foetuses and older infants significantly
higher mean mercury concentrations in the liver and the renal cortex were found, if the
mothers had more than 10 teeth with dental amalgam (Drasch et al., 1994).
Da Costa et al.,(2005) reported on a correlation between breast milk mercury and the number
of amalgam surfaces. However, Drasch et al.(1998), compared mercury in breast milk and in
cow’s-milk-based formulas and concluded that even for mothers with large numbers of dental
amalgam, these fillings should pose little danger to breast-feeding infants. Indeed, during the
first 2 mo, it is uncertain if any correlation between milk mercury concentrations and maternal
amalgam filling exists.
Drexler and Schaller (1998) concluded that Hg exposure in breast-fed babies from maternal
amalgam is of no significance to foetal and neonatal Hg blood. Stoz et al.,(1995) also reported
that newly made tooth fillings during pregnancy had no influence on Hg concentrations in
newborns.
Overall, the evidence provided by the available studies seems not to indicate a strong
relationship between amalgam fillings and mercury concentration in breast milk.

3.3.1.3. Intake estimates for mercury from dental amalgams
Mercury vapour is released from silver amalgam restorations during chewing, tooth brushing,
and parafunctional activities including bruxism. The parameters of this release of mercury
vapour by amalgam depends on the number of fillings, the filling size and placement, chewing
habits, food texture, grinding and brushing teeth, nose-mouth breathing ratio, inhalation,
ingestion and body weight, and the surface, composition and age of the amalgam restorations.
Therefore, there are large variations in the estimation of daily mercury release from the
restorations. Accordingly, exposure assessment is complicated and inherently imprecise.
Feasible assessment of the recent mercury exposure from amalgam restorations is routinely
recorded as dose parameters in terms of mercury concentrations in urine and blood (EFSA,
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2012; Grandjean and Yorifuji, 2012).Although mercury is also released in saliva, due to the
low gastrointestinal absorption, the mercury uptake through saliva was considered to be low
(0.2 and 3 µg/kg b.w. per week) (Björkman et al.,1997).
As discussed in the previous Opinion, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported a
consensus average estimate of 10 μg/day of amalgam derived mercury (range: 3-17 μg/day)
(WHO 1991). The daily uptake of mercury from amalgam fillings has been estimated by other
Authors to range between 3.8 and 17 µg/day, and results in a steady-state level of mercury in
body fluids (Sandborgh-Englund 1998a and 1998b). In case of individuals with a large number
of amalgam fillings, dental amalgam may account for 87% of the absorbed inorganic mercury
(WHO 1991). In individuals with only a few amalgam fillings, this source may account for
about 50% of the absorbed inorganic mercury (summarised in ATSDR, 1999). Unfortunately,
many of the older papers only use the arbitrary system of “few” and “large” numbers of
restored teeth or surfaces. There are 20 teeth (premolars and molars) with 100 surfaces that
may potentially be restored with dental filling materials.
More recently the assessment of exposure from dental amalgam was estimated as 0.2 to 0.4
μg/day per amalgam-filled tooth surface or 0.5 to 1 μg/day per amalgam filled tooth
(Richardson et al., 2011); each amalgam-filled surface results in an increase of mercury in
urine of 0.1 μg Hg/L or 0.06 to 0.07 μg Hg/g creatinine (summarised in Richardson et al.,
2011). However, this calculation has been criticised by Nicolae et al.,(2013), arguing that not
every aspect of mercury exposure, toxicity or pharmacokinetics was considered in the
calculations made by Richardson et al.,(2011). Data obtained by measuring urinary mercury
levels in the Canadian population show values of 0.12 μg Hg/L and 0.31 μg Hg/L (Nicolae et
al., 2013). It was estimated that for the vast majority of the Canadian population (up to
98.23%) this mercury level was below levels associated with any health risks. For the same
exposure level the absorption values of inorganic mercury from dental amalgam was estimated
six times lower compared to the absorption of organic mercury from food (Jones 1999; Nicolae
et al., 2013).
Similar results for blood and urine concentrations have been obtained for amalgam-bearers in
the UK (Eyeson et al., 2010) and Canada (Dutton et al., 2013). Dye et al.,(2005) found that
the average urinary mercury level in women of childbearing age was 1.3 μg/L and an increase
of 1.8 μg/L was seen for each ten dental surfaces restored with amalgam. Levels of 1-5 μg/L
were described as the normal range for non-occupational groups (Hørsted-Bindslev 2004).
Similarly, in a study of 1127 healthy males, Kingman et al.,(1998) found an average total
mercury urinary concentration of 2.55 μg/L. There was a significant correlation between this
level and amalgam exposure equivalent to an increase of 1 μg/L of urine for each 10 amalgam
surfaces. Substantially elevated urine levels, i.e. approximately five times higher than controls,
have been reported in individuals who regularly used nicotine chewing gums (Sällsten et
al.,1996).
In a prospective study of adolescents in the Casa Pia study in Portugal, the urinary mercury
excretion was averaged approximately 3 μg/L in those with amalgam fillings, compared to 2
μg/L in controls at age 18 years. There was a statistically significant dose-dependent
correlation between cumulative exposure to Hg from dental amalgams and urinary Hg levels,
after covariate adjustment. When urine values in children of 8 years with amalgam and
without were compared, they found 2.77 μg Hg/L without and 3.28 μg Hg/L with amalgam
restorations (Geier et al., 2012).
Due to the reduction of use of dental amalgam in children, the mercury levels in that
population are significantly decreased as indicated by a study in Germany (Link et al., 2012).
The removal of amalgam fillings causes an additional transient Hg-exposure and results in a
transient increase in plasma Hg levels. The mercury-dose from removal of 16 amalgam filled
surfaces is estimated to be around 40 µg mercury, based on data from Sandborgh-Englund
(1998a and 1998b). This single-dose exposure is equal to the integrated chronic mercury dose
from amalgam restorations over 2.3-10 days.
Greater plasma Hg-peaks have been shown in conjunction to amalgam removal in the studies
by Molin et al.,(1990) and Berglund and Molin (1997), whereas later studies show plasma
peaks in parity with Sandborgh-Englund et al.,(1998b) (Halbach et al., 1998; Halbach et al.,
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2000; Kremers et al.,1999). The number of fillings removed and the working technique (water
spray, suction efficiency, rubber dam use) affects the amount of mercury released.
Retention data are available from analyses of autopsy specimens. Brain tissue generally shows
average total mercury concentrations below 10 µg/kg, with a highly significant association
between number of amalgam fillings and surfaces on the one hand and the mercury
concentration in occipital cortex and pituitary gland. In a study of mercury in Swedish autopsy
samples from 30 subjects, with an average of 13.2 amalgam surfaces, the median
concentrations of methyl mercury and inorganic mercury in the occipital lobe cortex were 4
and 5 μg/kg wet weight, respectively. In one of the samples from occipital cortex the
concentration of inorganic mercury (164 μg/kg) was 9 times higher than the concentration of
the second highest case and fulfilled the criteria of an "extreme outlier" from a statistical point
of view. The subject was found to have been employed as a dental assistant in the past
(Björkman et al., 2007).
Another study from Italy showed that cerebral cortex concentrations averaged about 200
μg/kg in subjects with more than 12 amalgam fillings, i.e. being over 10-fold higher than in
subjects with three fillings or less (Guzzi et al., 2006). Mercury levels were significantly higher
in brain tissues compared with thyroid and kidney tissues in subjects with more than 12
occlusal amalgam fillings but not in subjects with 3 or less occlusal amalgams. However, no
information was available on the fish consumption, therefore it was not possible to estimate
the relative contribution of diet vs. dental amalgam. For comparison, adult victims who died
from methyl mercury poisoning in Japan had mercury concentrations in the brain that
averaged about 10 mg/kg, while much lower concentrations, about 1 mg/kg, were found in
victims of foetal Minamata disease (Takeuchi and Eto, 1999). Based on these data, the total
amount of mercury that must reach the brain to cause a condition commensurable with severe
clinical disease or fatal poisoning would therefore be 1 mg/kg brain or more (that is 5 fold
higher than the ones measured in individuals bearing more than 12 amalgam fillings).
However, in a recent assessment of the neurological problems from Minamata poisoning
described by Takeuchi and Eto (1999), methylmercury uptake was re-evaluated. Regarding the
neurological symptoms no dose response relationship was established, limiting the
interpretation of the earlier described results (Maruyama et al., 2012).
In living kidney donors, the kidney mercury concentration increased by 6% for every additional
amalgam surface, but was not associated with fish consumption, thus suggesting that
amalgam fillings constitute a main source of inorganic mercury exposure (Barregard et al.,
2010). Since the major part of mercury in the kidneys has a half-life of about 2 months
(Sallsten et al., 1994), the kidney mercury concentrations likely reflect exposures during the
most recent year or so. While some sex difference in kidney mercury retention has been
reported, animal studies suggest that genetic factors may substantially affect mercury
excretion in the urine and mercury accumulation in the kidneys (Ekstrand et al., 2010). This
notion is supported by human epidemiological evidence on differences in elimination associated
with gene variants (Goodrich et al., 2011), as described below.

3.3.1.4. Exposure to mercury in dental personnel
The mercury body burden of dental personnel is usually higher than in the general population.
The mean urine mercury levels in dental personnel has been variously reported to range from
3 μg/L to 22 μg/L, compared to 1-5 μg/L as the normal range for non-occupational groups
(Hørsted-Bindslev 2004). The increased body burden is attributed to dental personnel mixing
and applying dental amalgam and removing amalgam restorations.
Ritchie et al.,(2004) showed that dentists had, on average, urinary mercury levels over 4
times that of control subjects. All but one dentist had urinary mercury below the UK Biological
Monitoring Guidance Value of 20 μmol mercury /mol creatinine. Over 67% of the 180 surgeries
visited had environmental mercury measurements in one or more areas above the
Occupational Exposure Standard (OES) in UK. In the majority of these surgeries the high levels
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of mercury were found at the skirting and around the base of the dental chair. In 45 surgeries
(25%) the personal dosimetry measurement (i.e. in the breathing zone of dental staff) was
above the OES.
Correlations have been found amongst dentists between urinary mercury levels and the
number of hours worked in the surgery (r=0.22, P=0.006) and the number of amalgam
restorations placed (r=0.38, P<0.001) and removed (r=0.29, P<0.001) in a week, with urine
mercury levels in dentists ranging from 0.02 to 20.90 (mean 2.58) nmol mercury per nmol
creatinine. A contributing and thus confounding factor in such investigations is the number of
amalgam surfaces dentists have in their own mouths (Ritchie et al.,2002, Ritchie et al.,2004).
Dental personnel may now be exposed to much less mercury than in the past, in view of the
increased use of encapsulated dental amalgam, improvements in amalgam capsule design, the
heightened awareness and practice of appropriate dental mercury hygiene measures, and the
increasing use of alternative, non-mercury-containing materials (Hørsted-Bindslev 2004).
However, despite trends to reduce exposure to mercury, large, highly statistically significant
differences (P<0.0001) may be found between dental personnel (in particular dentists) and
controls, with respect of mean urinary, hair (head and pubic) and nail (finger and toe) mercury
levels (Morton et al., 2004). Nevertheless, according to head hair mercury data acquired over
35 years in Scottish dental practice (Duncan et al., 2011) median concentrations were reduced
from 8.6 µg/g in the period 1975-1979 to 0.5 µg/g in the period 2005-2009. The reduction
was attributed to preparation techniques and increased awareness. In comparison, mean hair
mercury concentration in the U.S. population of women in childbearing age is 0.20 µg/g
(McDowell et al., 2004).
High levels of exposure can also occur during preclinical training of students. A study in the
Dental Simulation Laboratory in a dental school in Puerto Rico revealed substantially higher
exposure levels for mercury vapour than otherwise typical for dental clinics. Thus, eight-hour
averages exceeded a level of 100 µg/m3 by several-fold. In contrast, mercury bound to
particulate matter (PM10) was low (0.1 – 1.2 µg/m3). In the Dental Clinic itself the levels were
below 100 µg/m3 (Gioda et al., 2007). In a more recent study in Canada it was observed that
mercury vapour exposure during dental training on amalgam removal remained below
occupational exposure limits (Warwick et al., 2013).
Since most dental chair-side personnel do not touch dental amalgam during mixing and
placement anymore, it is considered that the main sources of mercury exposure are aerosols,
created in the immediate working environment during placing and in particular the removal of
restorations of dental amalgam, and the exhaust air from dental vacuum systems. In a study
with three different dental clinics, one clinic with 30 dental chairs had about 1.5 times the
concentration of Hg directly at the vacuum outlet than NIOSH recommendation (Stone et al.,
2007). Interestingly, another clinic with 100 dental chairs and a 15 times larger number of
amalgam fillings placed per day was well below the NIOSH level. Immediate working
environment aerosols and exhaust air from dental vacuum systems may be inhaled. The
wearing of face masks provide little, if any, respiratory barrier to mercury vapour.
In a recent study in Canada it was observed that mercury vapour exposure during dental
training on amalgam removal remained below occupational exposure limits (Warwick et al.,
2013).

3.3.1.5. Considerations on exposure
All exposure measurements are subject to imprecision and may not reflect the true mercury
concentrations in the target organs. Mercury exposure is generally expressed as total mercury
in body fluid or tissues, without differentiating between organic vs. inorganic forms as well as
between sources (dietary vs. dental amalgam or other minor sources). As a general caveat,
exposure imprecision tends to bias study findings towards the null hypothesis, i.e. the doserelated toxic effects may be underestimated (Grandjean 2008; Grandjean and BudtzJørgensen, 2010)
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The use of chelating agents (e.g. DMPS) was found to be of no added diagnostic value
(Vamnes et al., 2000) and chelating substances may be associated with notable side effects
(Schuurs et al., 2000).
There may be differences in internal exposure since mercury excretion may differ between
boys and girls 8-18 years of age, treated with dental amalgam (Woods et al.,2007). Mercury is
eliminated as glutathione (GSH) conjugates (Custodio et al., 2005). Goodrich et al.,(2011)
suggest that polymorphisms in selenoproteins and glutathione-related genes may influence
elimination of mercury in the urine and hair or mercury retention following exposures to
inorganic mercury (via dental amalgams) and methyl mercury (via fish consumption). (See
paragraph 3.3.2.1)
While several common mutations of the catalase gene (CAT) are known, their impact on the
mercury toxicokinetics is unknown. Alcohol intake may inhibit this enzyme. Experimental
studies in guinea pigs suggest that combined ethanol and mercury vapour exposure will lead to
increased mercury retention in the brain, heart and kidney when compared to exposure only to
mercury vapour (Yoshida et al.,1997).
Sherman et al.,(2013) suggested that Hg isotopes can be used to differentiate between
exposure to fish-derived inorganic mercury and elemental mercury inhaled from dental
amalgams. A large part of the urinary mercury was found to be derived from methyl mercury
due to fish consumption. Demethylation of methyl mercury from seafood gave a major
contribution to the mercuric mercury excreted in the urine in North American seafoodconsumers with fewer than 10 amalgam fillings. Only for individuals with more than 10
amalgam restorations did a large percentage of the mercury derive from exposure to
elemental mercury.

3.3.1.6. Conclusions on mercury exposure from dental amalgam
Exposure of individuals to mercury from dental amalgam fillings has been estimated based on
assumptions regarding relative exhalation/inhalation of elemental mercuryvaporised in the oral
cavity and ingestion of Hg dissolved in saliva. Exposure assessments based on such
considerations have a significant variation due to differences in systemic availability of Hg after
inhalation and ingestion. Moreover, individual factors influencing mercury-release from dental
amalgam fillings (such as gum chewing, tooth brushing, bruxism, dietary habits, and different
rates of Hg releases from different amalgam types) are difficult to consider in such
assessment.
The SCENHIR therefore performed the exposure assessment based on urinary excretion of Hg
in individuals with and without amalgam fillings. Data on urinary excretion of mercury are
available on a large number of subjects from several surveys. Urinary excretion of mercury is
considered a suitable biomarker of systemic exposures to elemental and inorganic mercury,
though some of this may have been derived from organic mercury that was demethylated. In
addition, attention must be paid to the fact that urinary mercury excretion is affected by
several other factors other than absorption of elemental mercury from amalgams. Fish and
seafood consumption has a major influence on mercury body burden in the general population
and few studies have been designed to separate the contribution from the various sources.
Data on total urinary excretion indicate that dental amalgam restorations are currently
considered the main source of inorganic mercury exposure.
However, recently results obtained by using mercury isotopes to differentiate between
exposure to fish-derived or amalgam derived-mercury in the urine indicate that a large part of
the urinary inorganic mercury was found to be derived from fish consumption and only for fishconsumer-individuals with more than 10 amalgam restorations a large percentage of mercury
derives from exposure to elemental mercury from amalgam. Consequently at low levels of
exposure from amalgam, the urinary mercury excretion will provide an imprecise indication of
that source of exposure for inorganic mercury exposure. Unfortunately no other non-invasive
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biomarker is available, nor is any non-invasive way to estimate the levels possibly
accumulated in different tissues.
Estimated daily absorption of inorganic mercury from dental amalgam ranges from 3 – 17
μg/day. It also has been estimated that in urinary excretion of mercury each amalgam filling
will contribute to an increase of 0.1 µg Hg/L. The mean urine mercury levels in nonoccupational groups range from 0.1 to 5 μg/L, while in dental personnel reported ranges are
between 3 μg/L and 22 μg/L.
3.3.2. Mercury toxicology
In general, the toxicology of mercury is highly dependent on the route of administration, the
exposure conditions and the speciation of mercury. Since human exposure to mercury from
dental amalgams may occur by inhalation of mercury vapour released from the dental fillings
into the oral cavity, by ingestion of the released inorganic mercury, or swallowing small pieces
of amalgam releasing mercury in the alimentary tract, this discussion focuses on the toxicology
of inorganic mercury. The ECHA website indicates the following classification for mercury
(http://apps.echa.europa.eu/registered/data/dossiers/DISS-9d872986-171c-222a-e04400144f67d249/AGGR-995f8d07-ac73-4081-8ad0-ed8b5616e7ee_DISS-9d872986-171c-222ae044-00144f67d249.html).
Table 2: Hazard statements
Hazard statements

Risk phrases

Safety phrases

H330: fatal if inhaled

R26: very toxic by inhalation

S45: in case of accident or if
you feel unwell, seek medical
advice immediately

H360: may damage fertilityor
the unborn child

R61: may cause harm to
unborn child

S53: avoid exposure - obtain
special instructions before use

H372: causes damage to
organs

R48/23: Toxic: danger of
serious damage to health by
prolonged exposure through
inhalation

S60: this material and its
container must be disposed of
as hazardous waste

R50/53: - Very toxic to
aquatic organisms, may cause
long-term adverse effects in
the aquatic environment

S61: avoid release to the
environment

It should be noted that classification is a hazard based process, referring to the intrinsic
toxicological potential, with no reference to the doses able to elicit the effects. The doseresponse is a concept related to risk assessment.
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3.3.2.1. Toxicokinetics
General toxicokinetics
Mercury vapour is lipophilic and can pass biological membranes, including the blood-brain
barrier and placenta, thus resulting in deposition in the central nervous system, including the
foetal brain. The vapour dissolved in the blood and tissues rapidly becomes oxidised due to
catalase activity. Ionic Mercury becomes bound to some extent to metallothionein and
accumulates in the kidneys. Excretion takes place mainly through the urine and some is
eliminated through faeces and sweat (Sanfelieu, 2003).
Oral ingestion of liquid elemental mercury results only in a very limited absorption, typically
<0.01 % of the dose (ATSDR, 1999; MAK, 1999; Klaassen, 2001). Dermal absorption of liquid
elemental mercury is also very limited. In contrast, approximately 80% of the inhaled
elemental mercury vapour is absorbed in the lungs. Due to the high lipid solubility, elemental
mercury rapidly penetrates alveolar membranes and is then distributed to all tissues of the
body. Elemental mercury is slowly oxidised in the blood in a saturable process to give Hg2+
probably by catalases. Due to the ease of saturation of the enzymatic oxidation of elemental
mercury to Hg2+, the proportion of inorganic mercury in blood increases with increasing dose
of inorganic mercury. A small part of the elemental mercury vapour dose received is also
eliminated by exhalation and a small part of the dose is delivered to the central nervous
system.
Human toxicokinetic data are scant: it has been reported that after a single exposure to
mercury vapour the half-time of distribution to the plasma compartment is approximately 5 hr
(Sandborgh-Englund et al., 1998). The amount of mercury in plasma at the time of the peak
concentration was 4% of the inhaled dose (95% confidence limit, 3–5%). Approximately 7% of
the initial dose is found deposited in the cranial region after a single exposure to nontoxic
levels of the vapour. The kidney is the main depository.
When experimental toxicology data are considered, it appears that in squirrel monkeys, a 4hour exposure to mercury vapour led to a brain retention of 0.27 % of the absorbed amount.
In mice, a somewhat higher immediate retention of about 1.2 % was seen, with a decrease
over several days to about 0.4 % (Berlin et al., 1969). One can assume that up to 0.3-7% of
the absorbed dose may be retained in the central nervous system. Thus, the daily inhalation of
up to 10 µg from amalgam fillings may after almost complete absorption result in a brain
retention of up to 0.03 – 0.7 µg per day, or an increase in the concentration up to 0.1 µg/kg
per day assuming a brain of 1 kg. Although these crude estimates likely represent a worstcase scenario, they indicate an approximate order of magnitude for further consideration.
A recent review of pharmacokinetic modelling studies concluded that predictions using a long
half-life of 27.4 years for mercury in the brain are consistent with autopsy findings, and that
the evidence from such studies point to a half-life of inorganic mercury in human brains of
several years to several decades (Rooney, 2014).
Within the brain, mercury vapour results in high concentrations in the cerebellum, especially in
Purkinje cells (Sørensen et al., 2000). Autoradiography studies of marmoset monkeys and
mice exposed to radioactive 203Hg0 vapour documented that the retention in the central
nervous system includes specific accumulation in the anterior horn cells of the spinal cord
(Roos and Dencker, 2012; Rooney, 2013).
Methyl mercury elimination in humans mainly occurs via the biliary route after conjugation
with liver glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), which produce a stable glutathione–metal
conjugate which is then, eliminated mainly via faeces (Ballatori and Clarkson, 1985). However,
some mercury can be reabsorbed, thus contributing to the inorganic mercury circulating in the
blood. Excretion of inorganic mercury takes place via both urine and faeces. Urinary mercury
originates mainly from mercury in kidney tissue.
GSTs are present in all mammalian tissues. They are divided into several classes dependent on
their cell location and structure.
GSTs are highly polymorphic in humans; e.g. GSTM1*∗0 (cytosolic mu (µ), subfamiliy 1, null
genotype) and GSTT1*∗0 (cytosolic theta (θ, subfamily 1, null genotype) resulting in the
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deletion of the entire gene. GST polymorphisms may be associated with methyl mercury
detoxification (Mazzaron Barcelos et al., 2012).
Demethylation of methyl mercury from seafood (mainly by gut microflora) may also contribute
to the mercuric mercury excreted in the urine, as previously suggested by WHO (1990) by
population studies (Johnsson et al., 2005), and by recent studies on mercuryisotopes
(Sherman et al., 2013). Indeed, species involved in environmental mercury methylation are
present in the human gut (Gibson et al., 1993), and limited evidence supports the notion that
human faecal and oral microorganisms can generate methyl mercury from inorganic mercury
(Edwards and McBride, 1975; Leistevuo et al., 2001). However, the extent and the rate to
which this happens given rise to increased methyl mercury exposure due to dental amalgam is
unclear.
Thus, the urinary mercury excretion may not solely originate from amalgam fillings and other
sources of elemental and inorganic mercury have to be considered. Sherman et al.,(2013)
reported that while hair-mercury from dental professionals reflect isotope ratios typical for
seafood, the urinary mercury reflected mercury isotope content from dental amalgam.
However, in urine also mercury isotope content was noted similar to ratios in seafood as well,
though with a wide variability that probably reflect differences in dietary habits. The
investigators calculated that, in North American seafood-consumers with fewer than 10
amalgam fillings, most of the mercury in urine comes from demethylation of methyl mercury
absorbed from seafood. Accordingly, at low levels of exposure from amalgam, the urinary
mercury excretion will provide an imprecise indication of the inorganic mercury exposure. At
higher exposure levels, occupational exposure studies also document substantial variability in
urinary excretion levels (Symanski et al., 2001). Part of this variability may be related to
additional factors such as sample contamination, diurnal variation in exposure and urine
production, usage of spot samples, and routine laboratory variability. The authors conclude
that in the use of random- and mixed-effects models that combine data across occupational
groups, additional studies are warranted to evaluate whether it is reasonable to assume
common variances and covariances among measurements collected on workers from different
groups.
However, the extent to which this happens and results in increased methyl mercury exposure
is unclear.
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Figure 1: Fate of inorganic mercury and potential effects

Source: Philippe Grandjean

3.3.2.2. Toxicity of Elemental Mercury
The toxicity of elemental (mercury vapour) and inorganic mercury in animals was recently
evaluated by the EFSA and by the JECFA. Both used the results of a 6-month repeated dose
study performed in the 1990s as a basis to derive a tolerable weekly intake (TWI) based on
effects on absolute and relative kidney weights in rats (BMDL10 of 0.06 mg/kg b.w. per day)
applying the standard safety factors.
The EFSA (2012) also evaluated some recent studies (Huang et al., 2011; Lukačínová et al.,
2011, 2012) that reported ototoxicity and reproductive toxicity. Both studies used only a single
dose level. In the Huang study, ototoxicity was observed at a dose equivalent to 0.37 mg/kg
b.w. per day as mercury, which is a dose level approximately 6 fold above the BMDL10 used as
point of departure in the risk assessment. The multigeneration study by Lukačínová et
al.,(2011) (single dose level of 0.022 – 0.029 mg/kg b.w. per day expressed as mercury)
reported adverse effects on survival, lifespan and reproductive parameters at a lower daily
dose of mercury exposure than that reported to induce kidney effects. The results of this study
were not considered in EFSA's risk assessment due to significant limitations in study design
and reporting (i.e. only one dose level tested), low number of animals/group and an unusually
high survival (90 -100 %) in control rats as compared to 30 to 35 % in mercury-exposed rats.
The SCENIHR supports this evaluation.
Recent toxicology studies have focused on developmental vulnerability to mercury vapour
toxicity and the impact of genetic predisposition. In a study that involved postnatal exposure
up to 20 days of age in mice, effects were assessed at 12 weeks (Yoshida et al., 2011).
Mercury concentrations in the brain were below 0.5 µg/g. Patterns of exposure-associated
changes in gene expression in the brain were more extensive in metallothionein (MT)-I/II null
mice, which also showed a decrease in locomotor activity in an open field test. In particular,
decreases were detected in calcium-calmodulin kinase II (Camk2a) involved in learning and
memory. The meaning and relevance of these changes for induction of adverse effects in
humans are not clear yet.
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3.3.2.3. Neurotoxicity of mercury in laboratory models
Several studies have demonstrated the in vitro toxicity of methyl mercury to neuronal cells.
Rodent neuronal stem cells in culture showed increased cell death and inhibited differentiation
at methyl mercury concentrations as low as 2.5-5 nM (Tamm et al., 2006). Human neural crest
cells derived from human embryonic stem cells were tested in a migration assay (Zimmer et
al., 2012). A 50% inhibition was seen at 50 nM but statistically significant effects were seen
also at 5 nM, while effects at lower concentrations were not distinguishable from the
background. In primary cultures of rat cerebellar granular cells (Hogberg et al., 2010), gene
expression of neuronal markers was determined from RNA assays after exposure to methyl
mercury chloride. Changes in RNA expression and increased neuronal cell death were induced
by 50 nM, while changes at 5 nM were equivocal. In a recent study, methyl mercury triggers
pronounced effects (p<0.05) on proliferation of human amniotic fluid stem cells starting at
concentrations as low as 30 nM (6 ng/mL). At higher concentrations, it induced apoptotic
effects (Gundacker et al., 2012).
Evidence from in vivo animal studies and human autopsies has shown that the most prominent
feature after mercury exposure is neuronal loss and alteration of neuronal migration during
brain development (Castoldi et al., 2008; Costa and Giordano, 2012). In vitro studies have
confirmed that mercury primarily targets neuronal cells with a greater affinity than glial cells
(Gassó et al., 2001, 2003; Suñol & Rodriguez-Farre, 2012; Costa and Giordano, 2012). The
range of Hg concentrations that affect neuronal viability range from 0.4 to 2.9 μM (IC50) when
using both primary cultures or neural cell lines, cerebellar granule cells (CGC) being the most
sensitive to cytotoxicity (Costa and Giordano, 2012).
Cerebellar granule cells are targeted selectively by mercury compounds in vivo (Sanfeliu et al.,
2003). Despite the affinity of mercury for thiol groups present in all cells, the molecular
determinant(s) of selective cerebellar degeneration remain to be fully elucidated, but neuronal
glutamate transport is an important target to be taken into account when assessing mercuryinduced neurotoxicity (Fonfria et al., 2005).
These in vitro data need to be interpreted in light of the retained mercury concentrations in the
brain following mercury vapour exposure, as the tissue distribution in squirrel monkeys
exposed prenatally or postnatally to mercury vapour is quite similar to the distribution pattern
after exposure to methyl mercury (Berlin et al., 1969).
3.3.3. Toxicology of other metallic elements in amalgam
This has been assessed thoroughly in the former SCENIHR Opinion (2008). There does not
seem to be any new information, except for the possibility of nanoparticles being formed by
removal, normal wear and attrition of the dental amalgam fillings. This particular issue is
discussed in the SCENIHR Opinion: Nanosilver: safety, health and environmental effects and
role in antimicrobial resistance (2014). The elements other than mercury used in dental
amalgam all have their own, different profiles in terms of essentiality and/or toxicology. There
is no scientific evidence that any of those elements currently used in dental amalgam
restorations constitute a risk of adverse health effects in individuals apart from allergic
reactions to the individual elements.

3.3.4. Weight-of-evidence for a possible risk after exposure to dental amalgam
Regulatory limits for mercury exposures decreased over the years as adverse effects at lower
levels of exposure have become better documented. As shown in table 3, inhalation of mercury
at an occupational exposure limit results in an uptake of more than 60 μg of Hg per day,
whereas inhalation of mercury from dental amalgams results in body burdens which are about
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one-fourth or less than those considered acceptable from occupational exposures at present.
Similarly, a biological exposure limit of 30 μg Hg/g creatinine in urine is 5-to-10-fold higher
than that typically occurring in subjects with amalgam fillings. Thus, the margin between
occupational and amalgam-related exposures is less than 10-fold. Tolerable limits for dietary
exposures to mercury are relevant to amalgam safety considerations, as inhaled elemental
mercury may add to the body burden of inorganic mercury. Recently, the EFSA reported that
the tolerable weekly intake for methyl mercury might be exceeded due to fish consumption,
while the TWI for inorganic mercury might be exceeded due to the additional inhalation
exposure in people with a high number of amalgam fillings. However, evidence is weak as the
data are mainly derived from model-based calculations. Studies on large patient collectives did
not show any correlation of health effects with the number of amalgam restorations.
Table 3: Air concentrations, blood levels and urinary excretion of mercury in
individuals with amalgam fillings compared to levels of mercury considered safe for
occupational exposures.
Medium

Individual with dental
amalgam fillings

Occupational limit

Air

3 – 17 µg Hg/day

70 µg Hg/day*

Urinary

1- 5 µg Hg/L

30 μg Hg/g creatinine

Blood

3 – 5 µg Hg/L

9 µg Hg/L

*Based on an alveolar ventilation of 9 L/min, a retention of 0.8 for elemental mercury. The EU
recommended limit is 0.02 mg/m3.

3.3.5. Adverse effects in individuals with amalgam restorations
Mercury toxicity associated with methyl mercury, elemental (vapour) and inorganic mercury is
well documented (EFSA 2012; ATSDR, 1999). The question remains whether mercury
exposure from dental amalgams can cause adverse health effects, including neurological and
kidney diseases, neuropsychological deficits and other less clearly defined conditions, such as
chronic fatigue, memory impairment and depression.
The types of adverse effects may be local, systemic or psychological, and are discussed below.

3.3.5.1. Localized mucosal reactions
The possibility that restorative dental materials could be responsible for lesions within the
mouth associated with direct contact between the material and the oral mucosa is obviously of
importance. Such localised reactions are often discussed in the context of allergies and
hypersensitivity.
In the dental clinic two reaction patterns are relevant: the delayed reaction (Type IV) and the
immediate reaction (Type I). In the type IV reaction, the incomplete allergens (haptens) are
brought in contact with tissue proteins by way of the oral mucosa to form complete allergens.
Provided that previous sensitisation has taken place, specialised T-lymphocytes now produce
inflammatory mediators causing tissue damage, seen as contact mucositis, i.e. intra-oral
diffuse red zones, blisters, or ulceration with pain and burning sensation. The inflammation is
not always limited to the exposure site. Contact dermatitis may be observed in the face or
more distant locations as urticarial or eczematous reactions. An enhanced risk for atopic
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patients to become sensitised against dental materials in general could not be established.
However, for special materials like amalgam and composite resins (Bis-GMA; a methacrylate)
there seems to be a higher risk for sensitisation for atopic patients (Rojas-Alcayaga et al.,
2012). A suspected Type IV reaction may be confirmed with an epidermal patch test (Roitt and
Delves, 2006, Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009).
An immediate type (Type I) allergic reaction is based on the release of vasoactive humoral
mediators from mast cells or basophilic granulocytes. These mediators are released from the
cells upon contact with antigens binding to the IgE antibodies on their surface. The antigen
specific IgE antibodies provide the specificity of the allergic response. The released mediators
lead to increased capillary permeability and contraction of smooth muscles. The symptoms
may consist of urticaria, asthmatic seizures, swelling of the mucosa of throat and eyes and
even result in anaphylaxis, all seen within minutes. This immediate type of hypersensitivity is
in general associated with allergic responses to protein allergens. Potential full allergens
encountered in restorative dentistry are mainly limited to the accessories used, including
residual proteins from natural rubber latex in gloves, rubber dam, polishing remedies or parts
of anaesthetic cartridges and in seldom cases acrylates (Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev,
2009).
A chronic inflammatory response of the gingival tissue around restorations may be present,
which appears as chronic gingivitis, recurrent necrotic gingivitis and periodontal pockets. When
patients with self-diagnosed oral problems (142 women and 76 men) were examined, the
mean concentration of mercury in the whole blood was 17.3 nmol/l and no value exceeded 50
nmol/l. Mental disorder was diagnosed in 93 cases (42.7%), including 41 cases of generalized
anxiety disorder and 12 cases of panic disorder. A total of 82 patients (40%) did not work
because of medical reasons or unemployment (Herrstrom and Hogstedt, 1993). However, no
correlation could be demonstrated between the oral symptoms and a generalized toxic effect of
amalgam fillings.
Amalgam tattoos, which are occasionally observed, are associated with the iatrogenic
introduction of small particles of dental amalgam, inadvertently implanted into oral soft tissues
during dental procedures. Tattoos are resistant to protracted conventional therapies. Most of
the foreign bodies examined by light-microscopy and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) methods contained amalgam (amalgam dusts) that appears either as fine granular or
larger globular structures implanted in gingival tissues. There is no free mercury, but large
globular pieces of amalgam, which induce metallothionein expression in adjacent histiocytes.
There is no consequence to the presence of tattoos, except the unpleasant dark blue staining
of the gingiva (Lau et al., 2001) and currently there is no indication for the surgical removal of
these tattoos.
Metals, including mercury, in close contact with skin and mucosa are well-recognised causes of
contact dermatitis (Garner, 2004, Raap et al., 2009). Oral lichen planus is associated with
dental restorations and one of the causes may be contact allergy to constituents of dental
amalgam (McPharland and Warnakulasuriya, 2012, Ahlgren et al., 2013). Khamaysi et
al.,(2006) examined 134 patients presenting with mucosal reactions, where the most frequent
oral manifestations were cheilitis, peri-oral dermatitis, burning mouth, lichenoid reactions and
orofacial granulomatosis. Patch testing showed several allergens in this group, including metals
such as gold, cobalt, platinum, nickel and mercury. No specific association between any one
metal and a specific clinical manifestation was found but mercury was not a significant factor
contributing to the pathogenesis of oral lichenoid reactions. In another study on a patient
group with Oral Lichen Planus (OLP) and on Oral Lichenoid Reactions, sensitisation towards
amalgam was found to be more seldom than towards gold sodium thiosulfate, palladium
chloride or nickel sulfate (Raap et al., 2009).
When dental amalgam was removed in a subgroup of patients suspected of amalgam contact
hypersensitivity lesions, considerable improvement was seen (Thornhill et al., 2003). Seventy
percent of these patients also showed a positive skin patch test for amalgam or mercury. Total
or partial replacement of amalgam fillings following a positive skin patch test reaction to
ammoniated mercury, liquid mercury, or amalgam is followed by significant improvement,
when the lesions are confined to areas in close contact with amalgam fillings. Similar results
have been reported in a more recent study (Luiz et al., 2012) and in a review by McPharland
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and Warnakulasuriya (2012). Even if there is no topographic relationship, improvement occurs
in nearly all patch test-positive patients (Laeijendecker et al., 2004) although there is no
general evidence that either OLP or oral lichenoid lesions patients would routinely benefit from
having all their amalgam restorations replaced (Baccaglini et al., 2012). If mercury is the
allergen, the removal of the filling should lead to complete remission after about 3 months. A
total of 51 patients who had oral lichenoid lesions suspected to be related to the dental
restorations were investigated. Fifty three per cent (n= 27) of the patients had positive patch
test reactions, 24 of them for one or more mercury compounds. Nine months after the removal
of the fillings, 42% of the patients were completely healed. Improvement was found in 47%
especially when lesions were in close contact with restorations (Issa et al., 2005). Contact with
amalgams and positive patch testing are good but not absolute indicators of the beneficial
effect of amalgam replacement (Montebugnoli et al., 2012). This possible adverse effect of
dental amalgam is widely recognised and reflected in contemporary contra-indications for the
use of this material.
Burning Mouth Syndrome can occasionally be associated with a change in the appearance of
the clinically normal oral mucosa but no significant association between the burning mouth
patients and positive patch test reactions was found (Marino et al., 2009). In some cases it
may be associated with a strong allergy to mercury and a positive patch test supports the
removal of the amalgam filling. Full recovery and complete remission of systemic dermatitis
may occur after removal of a mercury-containing filling (Pigatto et al., 2004). Patch-test
analysis for the determination of mercury allergies was carried out by Wong and Freeman
(2003) on a group of 84 patients with reticulate, lacy, plaque-like or erosive oral lichenoid
lesions. Thirty-three (39%) of the patients had positive patch-test findings. The amalgam
fillings were removed for thirty of them, and an improvement was seen within 3 months in 28
of them (87%).

3.3.5.2. Systemic effects
There are a number of epidemiological studies on the possible health effects of mercury
released by dental amalgam fillings. The effects reported may affect the nervous and renal
system, and also the immune, respiratory, cardiovascular, gastro-intestinal, haematological,
and reproductive systems. A variety of study designs has been used, some of which are less
than optimal, thus limiting the conclusions that can be drawn. Bates (2006) concluded that
the available studies show little evidence of effects on general chronic disease incidence or
mortality. On the other hand, although a number of new studies have been published after
2006, most of the studies reviewed were ecological, i.e. without individual exposure
information, or based on proxy measures of exposure, such as number of amalgam fillings.
Thus, because of exposure misclassification, such studies may overlook dose-response
relationships, unless the linkage is strong.
In a New Zealand retrospective cohort study of 20.000 military personnel (84% males)
followed up for 20 years, data on dental history was linked with national mortality, hospital
discharge and cancer incidence databases. The study design was highly appropriate, but no
association was found between dental amalgams and chronic fatigue syndrome or kidney
diseases. Based on the ICD codes, amalgam exposure showed a significantly increased risk of
mononeuritis of the upper limb and mononeuritis multiplex, while inflammatory and toxic
neuropathy showed a decreased risk. The authors state that in the absence of supporting
evidence, they regarded these results as hypothesis-generating. It is likely they have arisen
as a result of the number of statistical tests that were carried out—the well-known ‘multiple
comparisons’ issue. The number of cases for investigation of Alzheimer’s or Parkinson‘s
diseases was insufficient to draw any conclusion (Bates et al., 2004).
Other population-based studies have focused on dentistry personnel in comparison with other
occupational groups (Thygesen et al., 2011). They are reviewed in 3.3.6.
Cross-sectional studies are less informative. For example, in 56 patients with perceived chronic
mercury toxicity (various medical symptoms), mercury levels in blood and urine were within the
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reference range (Eyeson et al., 2010). However, the exposure assessment may not represent
the causative exposure, thus preventing meaningful conclusions. Similar concerns can be raised
in regard to several other studies of patient groups.
The available evidence for health effects due to mercury from amalgam fillings is discussed
below in relation to specific organ systems.
Urinary system
Mortada et al.,(2002) investigated 49 healthy individuals with amalgam fillings and 51
matched controls. The mercury concentration in urine was correlated to the number of
amalgam fillings. In the amalgam group, urinary excretion of NAG and albumin correlated with
the number of fillings and albuminuria with blood and urine mercury levels. Other kidney
biomarkers were not affected. Bellinger et al.,(2006) selected 534 children for a randomised
clinical trial, comparing groups with amalgam restorations and alternative composite resins
(New England Children’s Amalgam Trial). After five years, renal data were obtained on
409 children. A significantly higher mean urinary mercury level was noted in the amalgam
group, but the renal function was comparable in the two groups as measured by creatinine
adjusted albumin levels. However, a follow up of the same group of children showed an
increased prevalence of microalbuminuria among children with amalgam fillings (Barregard et
al., 2008), but no change in biomarkers for tubular function.
In the Casa Pia study, 507 children from Lisbon were randomised to amalgam or composite
resin dental care groups and evaluated annually over a 7 year period. Analyses showed no
significant association of amalgam with various renal biomarkers including microalbuminuria
(DeRouen et al., 2006, Barregard et al., 2008). Later, some urinary porphyrins were reported
to be increased in a subgroup of the youngest children in the amalgam group, but the levels
were below those considered to be able to cause renal damage (Woods et al., 2009). Other
analyses of selected samples from the same study using different statistical methods (after
data had been generated) suggest that Hg-associated urinary porphyrins are increased in
amalgam treated children (Geier et al., 2011) and that glutathione-S-transferases (GST)–α
increased with time in amalgam treated children (Geier et al., 2012). This study has been
challenged by DeRouen et al.,(2015), authors of the original study, who draw the attention to
the fact that Geier et al.,used a post-hoc evaluation with the potential of bias and that the
statistical methods Geier et al.,used did not comply with current standards (e.g. no correction
for multiple comparisons).
A cross-sectional study of 403 Chinese school children, about half of whom had amalgam
fillings, showed a slight increase in urinary mercury concentration in children with amalgam
fillings, but no difference in renal biomarkers was observed (Ye et al., 2009).
A study from Saudi Arabia analysed a number of different renal biomarkers in 182 children.
Only urinary NAG levels were significantly higher in children with dental amalgam fillings than
in those without fillings (P=0.008). In contrast, both α1-MG and 8-OHdG levels were higher in
the non-amalgam group than those with and P-values were 0.004 and 0, respectively. None of
the biomarkers revealed a significant correlation with the number of dental amalgam fillings
(Al-Saleh et al., 2011, 2012). The authors state that confirmation of these data is needed.
Studies in rodents suggest that mercury elimination is compromised as a result of
experimental kidney damage (Zalups, 1997). Systematic studies in humans have not been
found.
Overall, the conclusion of available epidemiological studies is that only limited evidence
suggests that mercury from dental amalgam fillings affect clinical kidney function, although
any long-term risk of kidney disease in humans needs to be ascertained. The known
accumulation of mercury in the kidneys and the observed effect on some porphyrin excretion
and possible changes in special biomarkers are of some concern. However, additional data are
necessary to evaluate whether such changes have long-term clinical significance.
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Neurological System
Neurological diagnoses
Inorganic mercury is a neurotoxicant and it has therefore been suggested that it may play a
role in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease
(Mutter et al., 2010).
A cross-sectional study that found substantially elevated blood-mercury concentrations in
Alzheimer patients, especially those with early-onset disease (Hock et al., 1998), is difficult to
evaluate, as the premorbid levels and sources of exposure are unknown. Also, this study
found no association with the number of fillings as such. However, these findings have not
been confirmed. A recent review of the literature reported some cases of increased mercury
levels in brain tissue of patients with Alzheimer’s disease but measurements in other tissues
and body fluids were inconsistent. While retention in the brain would be considered most
relevant, the data available do not allow a judgement on whether a relationship exists
between dental amalgam and Alzheimer's disease (Mutter et al., 2010).
A possible association between amalgam and multiple sclerosis has been suggested (Bates et
al., 2004), but the evidence is inconclusive. Thus, the small number of subjects,
inadequate and imprecise exposure data, and inadequate control recruitment methods
constitute limitations of the available studies (Aminzadeh and Etminan 2007).
In regard to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the evidence suffers from the same
weaknesses as indicated above. It is thought that an interaction between mercury exposure
and an individual's genetic makeup is required to produce epigenetic changes that may
ultimately lead to the disease (Callaghan et al., 2011).
Parkinson’s disease is suggested to be linked to mercury exposure, but the disease has a
multifactorial etiology. In workers exposed to mercury vapour, single-photon emission
computed tomography examination revealed decreased dopamine innervation in the
striatum, caudate and putamen, and a negative association with urinary mercury and
simulated exposure levels (Lin et al., 2011). Such findings reflect early changes that may be
part of the Parkinson’s disease pathogenesis. However, a nation-wide register-linkage study
of dentists and dental assistants, as compared to professionals and secretaries in general
practitioners’ and lawyers’ offices, did not show any increased risk of Parkinson’s disease
associated with dentistry employment although a small excess risk could not be excluded
(Thygesen et al., 2011). Thus, overall, the current evidence does not allow any judgment on
whether mercury exposure from amalgam fillings is associated with the development of
degenerative diseases of the nervous system.
A large American study of 452 2-to-5-year-old children with autism or autism spectrum
disorders did not show any difference in current blood mercury concentrations in patients
compared to controls (Hertz-Picciotto et al., 2010). The blood levels of mercury depended
both on the number of amalgam fillings and fish consumption, but they may not necessarily
reflect premorbid or causative exposures.
A prospective blinded study on 100 patients with autism showed a correlation between the
number of amalgam fillings in the mother during pregnancy and the severity of autism (Geier
et al., 2009). The patients were recruited at outpatient genetic consultations at the Genetic
Centers of America. Patients whose mother had 6 or more amalgam fillings had 3.2 times
greater risk of having a severe autism compared to patients with mild autism where the
mother had 5 or less amalgam fillings. However, this paper shows serious limitations in
methodology used (e.g. the estimation of the number of amalgam fillings present during
pregnancy in the past, no adjustment for diet and socio-economic status).
In conclusion, the overall available data do not show a correlation between autism and blood
mercury levels in small children. However, although causality was not demonstrated, one
paper indicated a a possible association between the severity of autism in autistic children and
the number of dental amalgam fillings in their mothers during pregnancy, thus suggesting a
need for further research.
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Neurological function tests
In the Casa Pia study (DeRouen et al., 2006), annual neurological examinations were
performed on 507 children. There were no significant differences between the amalgam and
resin-based composite groups and it was concluded that exposure to mercury from dental
amalgam does not adversely affect the neurological status of children (Lauterbach et al.,
2008, Mackert 2010). In the parallel study performed in the US (Bellinger et al., 2006), a total
of 534 children aged 6 to 10 years at baseline with no prior amalgam restorations and 2 or
more posterior teeth with caries were randomly assigned to receive dental restoration of
baseline and incident caries during a 5-year follow-up period using either amalgam (n=267) or
resin composite (n =267) materials. The primary neuropsychological outcome was a 5-year
change in full-scale IQ scores. Secondary outcomes included tests of memory and visuomotor
ability. In this study, there were no statistically significant differences in adverse
neuropsychological effects observed over the 5-year period in children whose caries were
restored using dental amalgam or composite materials.
In a cross-sectional study of 403 Chinese school children, neurobehavioral and
neuropsychological performance could not be shown to be associated with the presence of
amalgam fillings (Ye et al., 2009).
In cross-sectional studies of U.S. air force personnel, no significant associations were found
between amalgam exposure and clinical neurological signs of abnormal tremor, coordination,
station or gait, strength, sensation, or muscle stretch reflexes or for any level of peripheral
neuropathy among the study participants. However, a statistically significant association was
detected between amalgam exposure and the continuous vibrotactile sensation response in
non-diabetic participants (Kingman et al., 2005). No adjustment was made for multiple tests
and the authors conclude “Overall, we found no association between amalgam exposure and
neurological signs or clinically evident peripheral neuropathy". No follow-up studies have been
published.
Auditory thresholds were measured in 39 non-smoking women aged 40-45 years. There was a
significant positive correlation between the number of amalgam fillings and the decline in
hearing thresholds, the strongest association was found at 14 kHz (Rothwell and Boyd 2008).
No correlation was found for non-amalgam fillings. This has not been confirmed by other
studies so far.
The visual system may also be vulnerable to mercury exposure, but the studies usually do not
include the sensory test outcomes that would have revealed such deficits. In one study, visual
contrast sensitivity was examined in relation to exposure from dental amalgam. A decline was
shown at increasing urinary mercury excretion (geometric mean, 0.16 µg/24 h in connection
with an average of 1.15 amalgam fillings per child) in 384 German children at age 6 years.
According to the authors, this decline could not be classified as a disease (Altmann et al.,
1998).
In conclusion, there are some publications that indicate that exposure to mercury may be
associated with some decline in the auditory and visual system.
Neurobehavioral functions
During the past decades, mercury and other metals have been claimed to be
responsible for a series of mental health problems, with a variety of symptoms (Bratel et al.,
1997a,b), not limited to neurobehavioural ones.
A series of patients with various health complaints were referred to the Dental
Biomaterials Adverse Reaction Unit in Bergen, Norway (Lygre et al., 2005). The complaints
were heterogeneous. Many individuals displayed multiple subjective symptoms associated
with several organ systems. The most common were fatigue, muscle and joint pain,
dizziness and headache. Intra-oral symptoms were related to burning sensations, taste
disturbances and dry mouth. After removal of the mercury-containing fillings, a small
decrease in the intensity of different symptoms was noted. Intra-oral symptoms were
decreased and the decrease was statistically significant for taste disturbances (p=0.001), dry
mouth (p=0.034), and stiffness/paraesthesia (p=0.05). However, the symptoms were still
higher than in a reference group sampled from the general population in Norway.
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Follow-up studies on the above-mentioned patient study were recently published (Sjursen et
al., 2011, Lygre et al., 2012). Three years after removal of amalgam fillings most of the
health complaints decreased, being statistically significant for taste disturbances, pain from
muscles and joints, gastrointestinal complaints, complaints from ear/nose/throat and fatigue.
Interestingly, serum levels of several Th1 cytokines were slightly but significantly increased in
the patient group before removal of the fillings and some of them were normalised one year
after (Björkman et al., 2012). It is unclear if raised cytokine levels may explain some of the
symptoms.
Another study from Germany compared three strategies in 90 patients with health complaints
attributed to amalgam fillings. The individuals were randomly assigned to either removal of
amalgams fillings, removal combined with doses of vitamins and trace elements, or
participation in a health promotion program without removal of dental amalgam. In all three
groups clinically relevant improvements were observed after 1 year, with no statistically
significant difference between the groups (Melchart et al., 2008).
Two longitudinal studies were carried out on a Swedish population including patients with
amalgam related complaints. The first one evaluated cognitive functions in 342 patients and
342 matched controls (Sundström et al., 2010). None of the cognitive tests showed any
difference between the groups. The second study involved 337 patients with self-reported
amalgam complaints and the same number of matched controls (Sundström et al., 2011).
Many of the patients with complaints had experienced negative life events as somatic illness,
death of a very close family member or financial problems. It was concluded that adverse
negative life events could play a vital role in understanding and explaining amalgam-related
complaints.
A German study analysed two different databases. In the first, 90 patients attributed their
health complaints to dental amalgam, and in the second 116 patients from an outpatient unit
for environmental medicine attributed their symptoms to environmental sources other than
amalgam. The results showed some differences in symptomatology, while general
psychological distress was similar in both groups, indicating no strong evidence for an
amalgam-specific syndrome (Weidenhammer et al., 2009).
In conclusion, patients with self-reported symptoms attributed to amalgam fillings constitute a
heterogeneous group; the study design presents possible selection bias, not having defined
inclusion/exclusion criteria, thus limiting the validity of data, which are difficult to interpret.
Negative life events and environmental factors may also play a role.
Neuropsychological development
The developing brain is known to be uniquely sensitive to neurotoxic damage, but exposures in
early life generally result in non-specific deficits that may be difficult to document in the
presence of multiple risk factors (Grandjean and Landrigan, 2014).
Two randomised, controlled clinical trials have been carried out on the neuropsychological
and renal effects of dental amalgam in children (Bellinger et al., 2006 and 2007, DeRouen et
al., 2006).
In the first study 534 children aged 6 to 10 years living in the New England area (USA), were
randomly assigned to receive dental restorations using either amalgam (n=267) or resin
composites (n=267). They were selected from a background population almost 10 times larger
and re-examined after 5 years. No difference appeared in full-scale IQ. No difference was found
in the general memory index. It was concluded that the exposure to mercury from dental
amalgam at this age, on average, was not associated with any detectable adverse
neuropsychological effects over a five year period and that the use of dental amalgam is not
associated with an increase in children’s risk of experiencing neuropsychological dysfunction.
The findings suggest that the health effects of amalgam restorations in children need not be the
basis of treatment decisions when choosing restorative dental materials. Another follow-up
study showed no evidence that exposure to mercury from dental amalgams was associated with
adverse psychosocial outcomes over the five-year period following initial placement of
amalgams. All significant associations favoured the amalgam group (Bellinger et al., 2008).
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In the other randomised clinical trial (“The Casa Pia study”), annual follow-up for 7 years was
carried out on 507 children in Lisbon, Portugal (DeRouen et al., 2006). The children received
either amalgam restorations (n=253) or resin composites (n=254). The creatinine-adjusted
urinary mercury levels were 1.8µg/g in the amalgam group, and 1.9 µg/g in the composite
group. No statistically significant difference was found in measures of memory, attention, visual
function, or nerve conduction velocities over all the 7 years of follow-up. The authors also
noticed that the need for additional restorative treatment was approximately 50% higher in the
composite group. These data suggest that exposure to dental amalgam restorations within this
age range has no important adverse effect on average psychological development, with the
superior performance of the amalgams compared to alternatives being noteworthy.
However, further examination of the data, with assessment of the heterogeneity of the
coproporphyrinogen oxidase gene (CPOX) gene (CPOX is an enzyme responsible for the
conversion of coproporhyrinogen III to protoporphyrinogen III in the haeme biosynthetic
pathway), showed decreased neurobehavioral test performance correlated with increased
urinary mercury level in boys with the CPOX4 variant (Woods et al., 2012). This enzyme defect
causes hereditary coproporhyria (HCP), in which one third presents with neurological
symptoms. The disease is latent before puberty although a few homozygous cases with onset
in early childhood have been reported (Sassa, 2006). HCP can be induced by drugs,
environmental stressors and diet changes.
Examination of other genetic polymorphisms in the genes of metallothionein and catechol-Omethyltransferase also showed that certain variants increased the susceptibility of boys to
adverse neurobehavioral effects of mercury (Woods et al., 2013, 2014). It is important to note
that the three articles by Woods et al.,(2012, 2013, 2014) do not compare amalgam versus
alternative treatment, but evaluate the association between mercury levels in urine and
outcome of the neurobehavioral tests. The authors estimate that only about 17 % of the urinary
mercury level variation was due to amalgam (15 % in girls), indicating considerable background
mercury exposure unrelated to dental amalgam. They therefore conclude that the findings do
not support an association between mercury in dental amalgam and adverse neurobehavioral
outcome observed (Woods et al., 2013, 2014).
A retrospective study of 587 mother-child pairs from the Seychelles evaluated the association
between prenatal exposure from maternal amalgam restoration status and the results of six
neurodevelopmental tests at the age of 66 months. None of the tests showed an adverse
association with the number of amalgam fillings in the mothers during gestation (Watson et
al., 2011). This cohort also failed to show any clear evidence of adverse neurotoxic effects of
methyl mercury exposure (Karagas et al., 2012).
Likewise, in a cross-sectional study of 403 Chinese school children, neurobehavioral and
neuropsychological performance could not be shown to be associated with the presence of
amalgam fillings (Ye et al., 2009).
In conclusion, there is no evidence that amalgam negatively influences the neuropsychological
development of children.
Immune System
Mercury is able to induce autoimmunity in susceptible strains of rodents and so the
question arises as to whether such effects are seen in humans with respect to amalgam
related mercury exposure.
In 24 patients heavily exposed to amalgam and showing various adverse effects, none
developed autoimmunity to glomerular basement membrane, even in patients showing allergy
to mercury (Guzzi et al., 2008).
The susceptibility to sensitisation to dental materials was compared in 40 atopic and 40 nonatopic patients. Among the atopic patients, 67 % were sensitised to one or more allergens,
including amalgam and ammoniated mercury, while 55 % of the non-atopic patients were
sensitised (Rojas-Alcayaga et al., 2012). The difference is not significant (p>0.05) and thus
suggests the need for further studies.
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A subpopulation of the participants in the New England study were tested for in vitro
manifestations of immunotoxic effects of dental amalgam. T-cell and monocyte responses
were slightly diminished 5-7 days after amalgam restorative treatment, but no differences
were observed at follow-up at 6, 12 or 60 months (Shenker et al., 2008).
In a Norwegian study of immune markers in patients with self-reported health complaints
associated with amalgam fillings, an increased level of Th1 type proinflammatory cytokines
was found in the patients. Twelve months after removal of the fillings, the cytokine level was
normalised for most of the cytokines (Björkman et al., 2012) along with a decrease of the
symptoms (Sjursen et al., 2011). It is unknown if the increased level of proinflammatory
cytokines might have played a role for the health complaints.
In conclusion, inorganic mercury exposure may cause adverse effects on the immune system.
However, there is no evidence that autoimmune disease is provoked in humans by mercury
exposure from amalgam fillings. In some patients with allergy to mercury, clinical
improvement is seen after removal of amalgam fillings. There is some evidence that exposure
to mercury influences proinflammatory cytokine levels, but the clinical implications are not
clear.
Reproductive system
Although reproductive effects have been addressed in several of the studies discussed in this
Opinion, there is very little data available on this subject. There is no evidence of any
association between amalgam restorations and either male of female fertility or obstetric
parameters. One study that attempted to examine the question of fertility in detail failed to
show any correlation between the mercury burden from amalgam restorations and male
fertility disorders (Hanf et al., 1996).
The fecundability of 558 female dental surgeons was examined vs. 450 high school teachers.
Occupational exposure had no clear adverse effects on fertility among female dental surgeons,
except for a possible effect in the last pregnancy of multiparous dental surgeons. However it
should be noted that beside mercury, dentists were occupationally exposed also to chloroform,
ethanol, benzene, which could act as confounding factors (Dahl et al., 1999).
Other effects
A study of 75 mother-child pairs from Slovakia showed that exposure to mercury from amalgam
and the environment influences thyroid hormone status with e.g. lower thyroxine levels in the
mothers. However, in this study, mercury exposure of children did not correspond with the
cord or maternal blood mercury at the time of delivery. Mercury exposure status of children at
age of 6 months depended more likely on other sources than prenatal exposure. (Ursinyova et
al., 2012). The relationship between blood mercury levels and antithyroid antibodies was
reported (Gallagher & Meliker, 2012). A higher frequency of autoantibodies towards
thyroglobulin was noted in women with the highest mercury levels. Although in the latter study
dental amalgam presence was not considered, the findings appear meaningful even if the
clinical implications are not clear.
Bergdahl et al.,(2007) and Naorungroj et al.,(2013) found that edentulism was correlated with
lower cognitive status. Tooth loss and gingival bleeding were markers of poorer executive
function among dentate people. The association of lower cognitive scores with edentulism
suggests that past oral diseases may be a risk indicator for cognitive decline, whereas the
association with gingival inflammation indicates a possible effect of cognitive decline on oral
health.
The relationship between mastication and cognitive function remains unclear, but both animal
and experimental human studies suggest a possible causal relationship (Hansson, 2013). They
hypothesised that natural teeth are of importance for hippocampus-based cognitive processes,
such as episodic long-term memory. A population-based sample of 273 participants (55-80
years of age; 145 women) was investigated in a cross-sectional study. The participants
underwent health assessment, completed a battery of cognitive tests, and took part in an
extensive clinical oral examination. The number of natural teeth contributed uniquely and
significantly to explaining variance (3-4%) in performance on measures of episodic memory
and semantic memory over and above individual differences in age, years of education,
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gender, occupation, living conditions, and medical history. The number of natural teeth did not
have an influence on the performance of measures of working memory, visuospatial ability, or
processing speed. Within the limitations of the current study, a small, but significant,
relationship between episodic memory and number of natural teeth is evident.
The influence of other, sometimes confounding, parameters in investigating possible
relationships between dental amalgam exposure and biochemical or psychological alterations
need to be addressed.
Occupational studies have contributed evidence that prolonged exposure (approximately 15
years) to mercury vapour can affect sensory perception in regard to the visual system,
resulting in sub-clinical color vision impairment (Urban et al., 2003). Thus, permanent
impairment of contrast sensitivity has been documented in former workers from a lamp
manufacturing facility (Costa et al., 2008). Furthermore, in workers with exposure to
mercury vapour at least one year ago and a current urinary mercury excretion average of 1.4
µg/g creatinine, deficits were detected in colour vision (Feitosa-Santana et al., 2008). Later
follow-up supported the conclusion that the deficits may be permanent (Feitosa-Santana et
al., 2010). In contrast, another study from Poland showed less clear differences in colour
vision in currently exposed workers (Jedrejko and Skoczyńska, 2011). These data are of
importance, as vision is usually not included in neurobehavioral assessment batteries,
although vision could well be a particularly sensitive target for mercury vapour.
The earlier, now banned use of mercury as antimicrobial agent was reported to induce
antibiotic resistance. (Hall et al., 1970, Joly et al., 1975 and Poiata et al., 2000). For the
induction of antibiotic resistance in relation to the use of dental amalgam, contradictory
studies were reported (Summers et al., 1993, Ready et al., 2007, Roberts et al., 2008).
However, in the positive studies the increase in antibiotic resitance did not seem to influence
the health of the individual patients.
In general, the intestinal exposure to mercury from dental amalgam seems to be extremely
low; as a consequence an effect on intestinal flora is not anticipated.
General conclusion
The exposure of the general population to mercury is mainly due to fish consumption (methyl
mercury plus inorganic mercury to a lower extent) and dental amalgam (elemental mercury
vapour, inorganic mercury). Elemental, organic and inorganic mercury is toxic to humans and
experimental animals, the mechanisms and the degree of toxicity being different depending on
the mercury forms. Individual variation in response has been reported especially in
determining exposure; age also plays a role in susceptibility, in that the developing brain is
more prone to the toxic effects of mercury.
The EFSA (2012) reported that the tolerable weekly intake for inorganic mercury might be
exceeded due to the additional inhalation exposure in people with a high number of amalgam
fillings. This information is derived from mainly model-based calculations. However, in direct
patient studies from Ahlqwist et al.,(1993, 1995) no correlation of possible health symptoms
for cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer and early death in Swedish women with the
number of existing amalgam filling was found. In a further study on a large population of
4,787 patients claiming health effects from amalgam (Melchart et al., 1998) no significant
correlation between the intensity of complaints or particular groups of symptoms and the
number of amalgam-filled surfaces was found. Therefore, no conclusions related to
restrictions of the number of amalgam fillings can be drawn.
Concerning the urinary system, several studies show that parameters of kidney function may
be influenced by mercury from amalgam, but there is no convincing evidence that dental
amalgam is associated with a clinically decreased kidney function in the patients in the short
or long term. On the other hand, decreased kidney function (decreased renal clearance) is
likely to decrease the ability to eliminate mercury and other substances via the urine.
For the neurological system, there is no clear evidence for an increased risk for Alzheimer’s
disease, Parkinson’s disease or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis associated with amalgam fillings.
The data are inconclusive for multiple sclerosis.
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Likewise, a possible association between amalgam fillings and clinical signs of peripheral
neuropathy (paraesthesia) has not been replicated in more recent studies.
The visual and auditory system may be influenced by mercury from amalgam fillings. There is
some evidence that indicates that exposure of the mother in early pregnancy to mercury from
amalgam may promote the development of autism in the child. Large studies have been
carried out to evaluate the neuropsychological development in children with amalgam fillings
or alternative treatments. These studies do not give convincing evidence for a negative effect
on the children.
A special patient group is constituted by individuals that attribute various health complaints to
amalgam restorations. Some of these patients have a psychiatric or psychological disorder and
in some cases a negative life event has been experienced by them. In general, the symptoms
seem to improve after removal of the amalgam fillings, but symptoms also resolve after a
health promotion program without removal of dental amalgam (Melchart et al., 2008).
The immune system is influenced by mercury exposure in experimental animals and humans.
There is no evidence for an increased risk for autoimmune disease due to amalgam fillings,
but it seems that the level of Th1 type cytokines may be increased by mercury exposure. The
main adverse immune reactions in patients are local reactions near the amalgam restorations,
which mainly resolve after removal of the amalgam fillings. In addition, some patients may
develop an allergic response to mercury or the dental amalgam.
The local effects of dental amalgam are well established as well as the possibility for individual
patients to show allergy to mercury, but they occur at low frequency. Regarding the systemic
effects, several papers have suggested effects of dental amalgam exposure on the central
nervous system. Since contrasting results have also been published, further studies are
needed in order to confirm or negate these findings.
Unfortunately, many of the studies reviewed have imprecise exposure assessment, incomplete
adjustment for covariates, and genetic polymorphism has not been considered.

3.3.6. Epidemiological and clinical evidence concerning adverse effects of dental
amalgam in dental personnel
Long-term retention in brain and kidneys is impossible to measure in clinical studies (see
3.3.2.2), and mercury concentrations in blood and urine samples may not be sufficiently
informative in regard to cumulated past mercury exposures from different origins. As an
example, measurement of mercury in autopsy samples showed a case of brain cortex with a
mercury concentration of 164 μg/kg, i.e. 9 times higher than the concentration of the second
highest case; the subject was later found to have been employed as a dental assistant in the
past (Björkman et al., 2007). Mercury concentrations in urine and blood may therefore be
misleading as they reflect more recent exposures to mercury. Thus, many studies have used
occupational status as a proxy for mercury vapour exposure (Hørsted-Bindslev, 2004). When
reviewing past studies of dental personnel, exposure conditions must be considered, in
particular the handling of both silver and copper amalgam filling materials without protective
gloves and without a proper ventilation system. However, even recent studies support the
notion that dental assistants have more frequent neurological symptoms, although the
association to mercury vapour exposure is uncertain, as the symptoms are generally nonspecific, and other chemical risk factors may have been present (Ngim et al., 1992, Moen et
al.,2008, Hilt et al., 2009).
No clear association has been detected between mercury exposure and negative health
effects in dentists, although their mercury blood level is higher than in a control population.
The life span of dentists was shown to be three years greater than that for a control nondentist group. The same type of effect was seen with many other parameters, indicating
that the general health of dentists is good (McComb, 1997). The data do not allow for
appropriate adjustment for beneficial factors associated with the dental profession, but these
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factors at least appear to exceed any perceived disadvantageous effects due to mercury
exposure.
Heggland et al.,(2011) investigated whether women who have worked as dental personnel in
Norway, a group with possible previous exposure to mercury vapour, have had an excess risk
of having children with congenital malformations or other adverse pregnancy outcomes
compared to the general population. A cohort of female dental personnel was identified from
the archives of the public dental healthcare and the national trade unions in Norway. Data on
births and pregnancy outcomes during 1967–2006 were obtained from the Medical Birth
Registry of Norway (MBRN). The final cohort of dental personnel consisted of 4482 dental
assistants and 1011 dentists. All other women registered in the MBRN were assigned to the
control group, in total 1 124 758. Excess risks of several adverse pregnancy outcomes for
dental personnel compared to the general population were estimated. Analyses were
conducted for the whole time period as well as stratified by 10-year periods.
Female dental personnel had no observed increased occurrence of congenital malformations
(including malformations of the central nervous system, dysplasia of the hip, clubfoot,
malformations of the heart and great vessels), low birth weight, preterm birth, small for
gestational age, changed gender ratio, multiple birth, stillbirth, or prenatal death. On a group
level, they did not observe any excess risks of congenital malformations or other adverse
pregnancy outcomes among female dental personnel in Norway during 1967–2006 compared
to the general population. Svendsen and Hilt (2011) emphasised that assessment and
classification of exposure is essential in epidemiological studies and questionnaires might not
be the best method to estimate exposure. They found a marked difference between the pairs
of employees working in the same clinic regarding the start and termination years for the
different preparation methods, and this was partly independent of their occupation. Kappa
values for using different preparation methods in the questionnaire and at the interview varied
between 0.41 (moderate) to 0.88 (very good). The results of this study indicated that a mailed
questionnaire will cause misclassification of exposure.
The observed occurrence of false positive exposure classifications from the questionnaire
compared to the interview was higher than for false negative. This is important and may result
in serious bias if the prevalence of exposure is low. Due to missing information, detailed
questionnaires may also be inefficient if the goal is to construct exposure measures from
combinations of several answers in the questionnaire.
Dentists were significantly more likely than control subjects to have suffered from disorders of
the kidney (6.5 % vs. 0.6 %) but these self-reported symptoms were not significantly
associated with their level of mercury exposure as measured in urine (Ritchie et al., 2004).
This difference between dentists and controls remained significant after correcting for multiple
comparisons and after adjusting for age and sex using logistic regression (adjusted odds ratio
of kidney disorders for dentists: 15.2 (95% CI = 1.8 to 126.3; p = 0.01). As exposure was
assessed cross-sectionally, it is possible that the kidney disease resulted in a decreased
urinary mercury excretion.
A US study of dentists and dental assistants suggested that an increased prevalence of
symptoms of depression, anxiety, and memory was associated with two genetic
polymorphisms thought to convey hypersusceptibility to mercury vapour toxicity (Heyer et al.,
2009).
More recent epidemiological studies have utilised registry information and therefore avoided
problems associated with self-selection and other biases. Still, such studies assumed that all
subjects with the same occupational title have the same exposure, thereby introducing
possible misclassification. A Danish nation-wide registry study of hospital admissions of
122,481 workers, including 5731 dentists and 33,858 dental assistants, as compared to
professionals and secretaries in general practitioners’ and lawyers’ offices, did not show any
increased risk of Parkinson’s disease, neurological disease, or kidney disease, associated with
dentistry employment (Thygesen et al., 2011).
A US study using pharmacy utilisation data examined a representative sample of dentists and
a matched control group and found increased prescription utilization of specific illness
medications for neuropsychological, neurological, respiratory, and cardiovascular disease
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(Duplinsky and Cicchetti, 2012). However, the link of adverse outcomes to mercury exposure
from amalgam work in either of the two latter studies is not clear.
Neurobehavioural tests in 98 dentists (mean age 32, range 24-49) and 54 unexposed controls
(mean age 34, range 23-50) consisting of motor and visual function tests showed a deficient
performance of the dentists compared to the controls.
The performance decreased at
increased dose, calculated as the product of the average air mercury concentrations and years
of exposure. The dentists were exposed to an average personal air concentration of 0.014
(range 0.0007-0.042) mg/m3 for a mean period of 5.5 (range 0.7-24) years (Ngim et al.,
1992).
Clinical neurological findings
Sletvold et al.,(2012) investigated whether dental personnel with previous exposure to metallic
mercury (vapour) have later developed disturbances in cognitive function. Ninety-one female
participants who had been selected from a previous health survey of dental personnel were
investigated neuropsychologically within the following domains: motor function, short-term
memory, working memory, executive function, mental flexibility, and visual and verbal longterm memory. The scores were mainly within normal ranges. Relationships between an
exposure score, the duration of employment before 1990, and previously measured mercury in
urine as independent variables and the neuropsychological findings as dependent variables,
were analysed by multiple linear regression controlling for age, general ability, length of
education, alcohol consumption, and previous head injuries. The only relationship that was
statistically significant in the hypothesised direction was between the previously measured
urine mercury values and visual long-term memory, where the urine values explained 30% of
the variability. As the study had a low statistical power and also some other methodological
limitations, the results have to be interpreted with caution. They concluded that
neuropsychological findings indicative of subsequent cognitive injuries are difficult to find in
groups of otherwise healthy dental personnel with previous occupational exposure to mercury.
Hilt et al.,(2009) examined if Norwegian dentists have an increased prevalence of symptoms
consistent with neurological and/or cognitive malfunction. The study group consisted of 406
dentists from central Norway and 217 controls from the general population, all under the age
of 70. They had responded to a standardised postal questionnaire (Euroquest) inquiring about
seven symptoms in regard to neurology, psychosomatics, memory, concentration, mood, sleep
disturbances, and fatigue. A score was calculated for each symptom based on 4 to 15 single
questions scored on a scale from 1 (seldom or never) to 4 (very often).
The dentists and controls had a participation rate of 57.2 % and 42.9 % respectively. The
dentists reported no more cognitive symptoms than the controls, with low average symptom
scores from 1.16 for neurological symptoms in males to 1.73 for fatigue in females.
Corresponding figures for the controls were 1.22 and 1.77. There were a total of 1.2 % of the
dentists and 1.8 % of the controls who reported having three or more of the seven symptoms
“often” or more frequently.
In conclusion, the Norwegian dentists did not report more cognitive and neurological
symptoms than controls from the general population.

3.3.7. Genetic predisposition of individuals and subpopulations
As with many exogenous
susceptibility to mercury
2013). However, there is
toxicokinetics and toxicity.

substances, genetic factors may also contribute to the individual
toxicity based on mercury toxicokinetics (Julvez and Grandjean,
limited knowledge about genes that specifically influence mercury
GSH-related genes have broad substrate specificities.

Glutathione (GSH) related enzymes play a role in mercury toxicokinetics, and several studies
have addressed the impact of polymorphisms in glutathione-related genes (Clarkson et al.,
2007). An association between GSTM1 and GSTT1 null genotypes and the GST polymorphisms
may be associated with methyl mercury detoxification (Mazzaron Barcelos et al., 2012). In
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dental professionals from Michigan (US), the glutathione S-transferase GSTT1 deletion was
associated with decreased urine mercury concentrations (Goodrich et al., 2011).
The metabolism of mercury is also likely to be influenced by binding to certain ligands, such as
selenoproteins and metallothioneins. In the same dental professionals, adjusted urinary
mercury excretion was higher in individuals with selenoprotein 1 (SEPP1) rs7579 CT+TT
genotypes compared to those with CC (Goodrich et al., 2011). This is a possible protection
mechanism.
In a population from Northern Sweden the glutathione transferase (GST) P1-105 and -114
genotypes influenced the retention of methylmercury in individuals that consumed fish 2-3
times a week. The erythrocyte mercury was higher, depending on the phenotype (Schlawicke
Engstrom et al., 2008). However, no association with clinical symptoms was demonstrated.
In Ecuadorean gold miners and gold buyers highly exposed to mercury vapour, the glutamylcysteine ligase GCLM-588T allele (which is associated with lower glutathione production) was
associated with increased blood, plasma and urine mercury levels (Custodio et al., 2005).
Subjects with the GCLM-588 CC genotype had half as high a urinary mercury excretion as
expected from exposure data. In regard to adverse effects linked to mercury exposure, there
was no evidence that the glutathione genotypes modified the relationship between exposure
and neurotoxic effects due to gold mining in Ecuador (Harari et al., 2012).
For metallothionein, the small number of subjects with MT1M A or MT2A CC genotypes had
lower urinary mercury levels than did those with MT1M or MT2A GG genotypes. The study gave
little evidence of effect modification of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the
relationship between mercury biomarkers and peripheral nerve function. Their study suggested
that some metallothionein genetic polymorphisms may influence the biomarker concentration
at levels of exposure relevant to the general population (Wang et al., 2012).
Although less certain, the data suggest that additional factors beyond glutathione metabolism
affect mercury toxicokinetics. Certain mercury transporter genes may also modify the urinary
excretion of mercury. In populations from Indonesia, the Philippines, Tanzania and Zimbabwe
exposed to mercury vapour from gold mining, SNPs in four transporter genes appeared to
affect mercury concentrations in urine, such as solute-carrier family 22 members 6 and 8
(SLCA22A6/OAT1 and SLCA22A8/OAT3), solute-carrier family 7 member 5 (SLC7A5/LAT1),
and ATP-binding cassette sub-family C member 2 (ABCC2/MRP2) (Engstrom et al., 2013). As
this study was done in populations from Southeast Asia and Africa, confirmatory data are
needed for European populations.
These data suggest that mercury toxicokinetics may depend on genetic polymorphisms
including enzymes involved in glutathione metabolism, glutathione transferases, and other
ligands or transporters, although no relationship was reported with these variants and Hginduced adverse effects.
The impact of genetic variants was considered in regard to neurobehavioral outcomes or
effects on moods in male dentists and female dental assistants from Washington State.
Genetic polymorphisms include the brain-derived neurotropic factor (BDNF)(Echeverria et al.,
2005; Heyer et al., 2004), coproporphyrinogen oxidase gene (CPOX) (Echeverria et al., 2006),
catechol O-methyltransferase (COMT) (Heyer et al.,2009, Woods et al.,2014), and the
serotonin transporter gene promoter region (5-HTTLPR) (Heyer et al., 2008). The biological
plausibility of these association is link to the function of the gene product: CPOX is involved in
the haeme biosynthesis of crucial biochemical importance. As a result, the mercury-associated
porphyrin profile in urine is changed (Woods et al., 2005; Heyer et al., 2006). COMT is
involved in the metabolism of catecholamine neurotransmitters, while 5-HTTLPR affects
another key transmitter substance in the brain. However, some of these studies (Heyer et al.,
2006) have been challenged due to methodological problems (Björkman 2007).
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Similarly, the presence of the metallothionein MT1M mutant or MT2A mutant (33 and 39% of
frequency, respectively) in boys, but not the girls in the Casa Pia trial, was reported in an in an
additional evaluation after the completion of the original study to be associated with significant
mercury-dependent deficits in neurobehavioral function (Woods et al., 2013). By using
exploratory methods additional analysis of clinical data with statistical models may indeed find
some associations. However, using an explotory method for data analysis evaluates multiple
associations and should be considered as hypothesis generating for further clinical research
(DeRouen et al., 2015).
In the most recent of the studies related to the Casa Pia Clinical Trial, the 330 enrolled
subjects were genotyped for 27 variants of 13 genes that are reported to affect neurologic
functions and/or Hg disposition in adults (Woods et al., 2014). Urinary mercury concentrations,
reflecting mercury exposure from any source, served as the mercury exposure index.
Modelling strategies were employed to evaluate potential associations between allelic status for
individual genes or combinations of genes, mercury exposure, and neurobehavioral test
outcomes assessed at baseline and for 7 subsequent years during the clinical trial. A significant
modification of mercury effects on neurobehavioral outcomes was observed with variant
genotypes for 4 genes (CPOX, MT1M, MT2A, COMT). Modification of mercury effects on a more
limited number of neurobehavioral outcomes, was also observed for other variants in boys, but
the modification was limited in girls (Woods et al., 2014). This gender differences, although
not explained by the authors, can be likely attributed to kinetic differences, affecting mercury
exposure.
Julvez et al.,(2013) report that in a study population as a whole, no adverse effect of
methylmercury exposure on neuropsychological outcomes could be identified, and indication of
some effects became apparent only when the genetic variants were included in the analysis.
The common BDNF polymorphism is shown to affect the neurotoxicity of methyl mercury
exposure, but polymorphisms in CPOX appear unrelated to cognitive development (Julvez et
al., 2013) in contrast with results obtained by the Wood group.
Recently a review was published reporting the possible genotype–mercury interactions
influencing health outcomes, in relation to Hg kinetics, transport, and dynamics (Basu et al.,
2014). Quantitative knowledge on the weight of polymorphism should help in improving the
assessment factors in carrying out the risk assessment. Whenever data are available they
should be used to refine the default factor. The authors highlighted that while different groups
investigated the kinetic factors, a large portion of studies to date involving the interaction of
polymorphisms and Hg exposure on health outcomes stem from a single research team
studying a cohort of male dentists and female dental assistants with occupational elemental
(inorganic) Hg exposure and the Casa Pia Clinical Trial on children.
Although the considerations given by the authors refer to data on methyl mercury, their
estimation advocates for a default factor of 10. Indeed, they estimated that hair mercury
predictions for frequent fish consumers (equivalent of 6 cans of tuna per week) varied 8-fold
depending on genotype’ (Basu et al., 2014). So, irrespective of the existence of vulnerable
sub-groups, the available data seem to indicate that they are covered by the default
uncertainty factor of 10 generally used in the risk assessment to account for genetic
heterogeneity in the human population.
Accordingly, the European Food Safety Authority argued that for methylmercury a partial
uncertainty factor of 2 would be sufficient when a benchmark dose level (BMDL) had been
obtained from a birth cohort that would represent the most vulnerable population (European
Food Safety Authority, 2012).
The studies presented above seem to indicate that genetic variations, relatively common to the
general human population, may have an influence also on responses to mercury -induced
toxicity but gaps in knowledge still exist. However, no prospective clinical studies clearly
showing the influence of genetic variations on the occurrence of adverse effects due to
mercury from dental amalgam are available. Even in the Casa Pia group of papers, urinary
mercury reflected mercury exposure from any source, therefore it could not be ascribed to
dental amalgam.
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There is no accepted and validated method available for identifying such risk groups.This is
important as genetic variants may also play a role for alternative dental restorative materials
(see below). Therefore, especially in this area further research is needed before clinical
conclusions can be drawn.
3.3.8. Experience with non mercury-based fillings/amalgams
There does not seem to be any new information or new products based on non-mercury-based
metallic fillings/amalgams for direct restorations, since the former Opinion (2008).

3.3.9. General Observations on Amalgam Efficacy
The efficacy, longevity and general performance of amalgam restorations has been assessed
on many occasions in the past, and it is not necessary to review these studies here. Whatever
the material chosen, direct restorations may fail, primarily through secondary caries, fracture
of the restoration or tooth, marginal deficiencies or wear. The rates at which these failures
occur are difficult to compare since they will vary with clinical technique and patient
characteristics, and since there have been improvements to the quality of all materials over
time.
It remains the view, however, that from mechanical functionality and longevity perspectives
and resistance to secondary caries, possibly through anti-bacterial activity, amalgam will
outlast alternative materials in many instances (Mitchell et al., 2007, Soncini et al., 2007). In a
review from DIMDI (German Institute for Medical Documentation and Information) it was
stated that only two out of six systemic reviews conclude that the expected survival time of
composite fillings can be comparable to amalgams. However, these conclusions are based on
the results of short term studies for composite resins which usually overestimate the longevity
of filling materials (Antony et al., 2008). From such perspectives, dental amalgam may still be
the material of choice with many dental practitioners e.g. for large restorations and the
replacement of large restorations. In a recent Cochrane systematic review on the comparative
longevitiy of resin based composites and amalgams it is stated that the parallel group trials
indicated that resin restorations had a significantly higher risk of failure than amalgam
restorations and increased risk of secondary caries. The results from the split-mouth trials
were consistent with those of the parallel group trials. More data with higher levels of evidence
are warranted (Rasines Alcaraz et al., 2014).
A main driving force for using composite materials instead of amalgam is the tooth-coloured
appearance of composite restorations. One study from the Netherlands and one from Sweden
showed very good long-term clinical effectiveness for posterior resin composite restorations
with equal and better longevity than for amalgam (Opdam et al., 2007; van Dijken, 2013;
Opdam et al., 2012). However, even under optimal conditions large composite restorations in
caries risk patients failed more often than amalgam fillings (Opdam et al., 2010). It is with
respect to their aesthetics and non-adhesive character, which means that larger cavities have
to be prepared, often with excessive tooth tissue removal, that amalgams may be seen to be
inferior to the alternatives, and it is this, and not overall longevity, that is driving a change to
these alternatives.
3.3.10. Conclusions on Dental Amalgam
It is recognised that mercury, which is the major metallic element used in dental amalgam,
does constitute a toxicological risk, with reasonably well-defined characteristics for the major
forms of exposure. The reduction in use of mercury in human activity would be beneficial, both
for the general decrease in human exposure and from environmental considerations.
However, with respect to the debate about the possibility of causal relationships between the
use of mercury containing amalgam and a wide variety of adverse systemic health effects and
taking into account many studies and investigations into this putative causal link, there is no
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unequivocal evidence to support this possibility. These studies have included assessments in
children and in pregnant and lactating women. The existence of susceptible subpopulations due
to genetic predisposition needs further research before conclusions can be drawn.
It is generally concluded that no increased risks on adverse systemic effects have been
documented in the general population as a whole and it is considered that the current use of
dental amalgam does not pose any risk of systemic disease. It is recognised that some local
adverse effects are occasionally seen with dental amalgam fillings, but the incidence is low and
normally readily managed. In addition, allergy against mercury can occur. It is also recognised
that there have been reports of reactions to dental amalgam, which indicate that very
occasionally an individual may have unexplained atypical physical or other reactions attributed
to mercury. The reasons for such hypersusceptibility are poorly understood.
The mercury release during placement and removal will result in transient exposure to the
patients and also to the dental personnel. There is no general justification for removing
clinically satisfactory amalgam restorations as a precaution, except in those patients diagnosed
as having allergic reactions to amalgam constituents.
The SCENIHR recognises that current evidence does not preclude the use of amalgam in dental
restorative treatment in the general population. Dental restorative therapy during pregnancy,
as for any other therapeutic treatment, should be limited as much as possible in order to
reduce the exposure of the foetus. The choice of material should be based on patient
characteristics such as primary or permanent teeth, pregnancy, the already existent number of
dental amalgam fillings, presence of allergies to mercury or other components of the
restorative materials, and presence of decreased renal clearance.
As far as dental personnel are concerned, it is recognised that they may be more exposed to
mercury exposure than the general population, although the incidence and type of reported
adverse effects are similar to what is observed in the general population. However, the same
considerations for caution in regard to patient exposure also applies to dental personnel.
To reduce the use of mercury-added products in line with the intentions of the Minamata
Convention (reduction of mercury in the environment) and under the above mentioned
precautions, it can be recommended that for the first treatment for primary teeth in children
and in pregnant patients, alternative materials to amalgam should be the first choice. This
decision should be made after informed consent from the patient or the legal guardians.

3.4. Alternatives

3.4.1. Classification of alternatives according to chemical composition

Dental filling materials in general can be classified into those used for direct and those used for
indirect restorations; some materials like resin-based composites can in certain cases be used
for both. With the indirect filling technique, an impression from the intraoral situation of the
patient (after cavity preparation) is taken and the actual restoration is constructed outside the
oral cavity. Traditionally, an impression material is used and from the impression a cast is
made on which the dental technician then fabricates the restoration. The latter is mainly either
made from a dental alloy or from ceramics. Dental alloys can be gold-based, but contain many
other metals to improve the mechanical and corrosion properties. These metals can be silver,
copper, palladium, platinum and others. For crowns, nickel-based alloys are also described.
Recently other metals, like titanium/titanium-alloys are used as well as cobalt-chromium
alloys; e.g. for CNC milling or laser sintering.
Several thousand different alloys are on the market today. Alternatively, silicate-based and
zirconium oxide ceramics can be used for partial and full crowns. In pediatric dentistry,
prefabricated metal crowns are used as amalgam alternatives. With this technique, out of a
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large variety of prefabricated crowns, the one with the best fit is selected and trimmed to
further improve the fit. These steel crowns contain considerable amounts of nickel.
Recently, optical impression techniques have been introduced into dental practice; here, the
impression is taken by a specifically designed camera and the restoration is constructed on a
computer. Based on this data set, the actual restoration is then grinded from a ceramic (or
metal) block in a 3-D-grinding machine.
Common to all indirect restorations is the fact that they must be luted to the tooth substance.
For this purpose, different cements are being used, for ceramics mainly resin-based
composites materials with low viscosity.
Due to the additional impression technique and the rather complicated manufacturing process,
costs of such restorations are comparatively high. Technical properties of the dental alloys and
ceramics are generally good. However, when health risks of these restorations are to be
evaluated, one must consider not only the composition of the alloys/ceramics but also the
composition of other materials used like impression materials or luting substances.
Due to the high costs of indirect restorations, direct techniques are often preferred. Currently,
most attention is focused in this context on materials, such as resin-based composites, glass
ionomer cement, compomers, giomers and sealants.
A composite is generally defined as a material composed of two or more distinct phases
(O’Brien 2002). Dental resin composites consist of a polymerisable resin base containing a
ceramic filler. They may be classified in a number of ways, the normal method being based on
the size, distribution, and volume percentage of the ceramic particles. With respect to their
size, this classification yields the so-called macrofill, midifill, minifill, microfill and nanofill
composites. Macrofill composites contain ceramic particles ranging in size from 10-100 μm,
midifill in the range from 1-10 μm, minifill in the range from 0.1-1 μm, microfill in the range
from 0.01-0.1 μm (10-100 nm) and nanofill in the range from 0.005-0.01 μm (5-10 nm).
Recently the European Commission has published a recommendation of the definition of
nanomaterial which mentions for nanomaterials a size range of 1-100 nm (Commission
Recommendation 2011/696/EU, EC 2011). Hybrid composites contain a mix of two particlesize fractions of fillers, e.g. midi-hybrids consist of mix of microfillers and midifillers, minihybrids or micro-hybrids consist of a mix of microfillers and minifillers and nanohybrids consist
of a mix of nanofillers and minifillers.
Filler loading varies significantly between the different resin composite materials. For example
in a macrofill and hybrid composite, the filler material occupies 50-80% of the composite by
weight, while in a microfill composite the filler loading is limited to about 35-50% by weight.
Silorane monomers replaced the methacrylates (e.g. Bis-GMA, UDMA, TEGDMA) in the resin
matrix of a recently marketed posterior resin composite material. The ring-opening chemistry
of the monomers reduces shrinkage of the resin composite below 1% (Weinmann et al., 2005).
Recently, other resin formulations have been marketed claiming reduced shrinkage/shrinkage
stress (Roggendorf et al., 2011). Clinical experience with these materials is very limited.
Currently, almost all resin composites are supplied as a pre-packed single-paste system, the
curing of the resins occurring by light activation. Different types of commercially available
curing units have different light intensities and utilise different light sources. Light-curing units
use halogen-based, light-emitting diode (LED), plasma-arc, or laser technology. The energy
levels range from 300 to more than 3,000 milliwatts/cm2.
Glass ionomer cements were introduced in 1972 by Wilson and Kent (1972) and may be
considered as a combination of silicate and polyacrylate cement system. Glass ionomer
cements bind chemically to dental hard tissues. Polyalkenoate chains enter the molecular
surface of dental apatite, replacing phosphate ions, which leads to the development of an
ionenriched layer of cement that is firmly attached to the tooth (Wilson et al., 1983). More
recently, so-called high-viscosity glass ionomer cements have been marketed with somewhat
improved mechanical properties (Lohbauer et al., 2011; Sidhu, 2011). In addition to the
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original concept of glass ionomer cement, certain resin modified glass ionomer cements are
now used in order to improve functionality.
Compomers were introduced in the 1990’s and combine some of the benefits of composites
and glass-ionomer cements. A Giomer resin composite was introduced in the early 21st century
and featured the hybridisation of glass-ionomer and resin composite.
Sealants are flowable resins or glass ionomers that are applied to seal pits and fissures in
permanent teeth in order to prevent the occurrence of caries. A non-resinous calcium
aluminate based filling cement received CE marking 2000 as alternative material. The material
particles are based on alumina (Al2O3) and calcium oxide (CaO), and small amounts of ZrO2-,
TiO2-, Fe2O3- and SiO2. Mixing the particles with water, which contain small amounts of Na, Li
and Fe additives, results after a crystalline phase formation into a hardened cement. Reported
poor mechanical properties and unacceptable clinical efficiency resulted in that the materials
continued clinical use could not be justified (Sunnegårdh-Grönberg et al., 2003; van Dijken &
Sunnegårdh-Grönberg, 2003).
3.4.2. Chemical characterisation of alternative materials
3.4.2.1. Resin composites
Dental resin composites are composed of a wide variety of components with different chemical
composition (O’Brien 2002, Powers and Wataha 2007, Roeters and de Kloet 1998). Chemicals
described in the literature as possible constituents of resin-based composites are summarised
in Annex 1. There is inadequate data on the composition and leachables of these materials,
which is sometimes reflected in the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) (Henriks-Eckerman
and Kanerva, 1997; Fleisch et al., 2010). According to information from the manufacturers,
the dental business environment is highly competitive, and, therefore, data on product
composition and chemical characterisation are presently treated as confidential business
information and are not typically available to the public.
Filler material
The filler materials are of inorganic composition, such as silica glass (SiO2), alumina glass
(Al2O3), and combinations of glass and sodium fluoride. Silica glass is made of beach sand and
ordinary glass, but also of crystalline quartz, pyrolytic silica and specially engineered
aluminium silicates (e.g. barium, strontium or lithium aluminium silicate glass). Alumina glass
is made of crystalline corundum, while sodium-calcium-aluminafluorosilicate glass is an
example of a combination glass. A combination glass has to be considered as an engineered
mixture of various glasses, which can serve as a source of fluoride ions. The radiopacity of
resin composites is obtained by the addition of barium, strontium, lithium or ytterbium fluoride
(YF3) to the filler particles.
Matrix material
The matrix is of organic composition. A large group of different aromatic and diacrylate
monomers and oligomers is used, such as bisphenol A-glycidylmethacrylate (Bis-GMA),
ethoxylated bisphenol A-methacrylate (Bis-EMA), triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate (TEGDMA)
and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA). In the silorane resin composite, the monomer is a
silorane derived from the chemicals siloxanes and oxiranes (Weinmann et al., 2005). As was
mentioned above, other resin formulations are recently marketed for which publicly available
information, especially on the biological characteristics and the clinical experience, is scarce.
Ormocers
To overcome the polymerisation and biocompatibility problems of conventional methacrylate
based resin composites, the first restorative material based on ormocer technology was
marketed in 1998. Ormocer is an acronym for organically modified ceramic and the material
was originally developed for electronic applications by the Fraunhofer Silicate Research
Institute (Würzburg, Germany). Ormocers are synthesised through a solution and gelation
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processes from multifunctional urethane and thioether(meth)acrylate alkoxysilanes (Moszner
et al., 2008). Monomers are better embedded in the matrix, reducing the release of
monomers.
After incorporation of filler particles, the ormocer can be handled like a hybrid resin composite.
Improved wear resistance has been observed compared to conventional hybrid resin
composites (Manhart et al., 2000). Shrinkage was equal to that of conventional hybrid resin
composites despite having less filler content (Cattani –Lorente et al., 2001). Ormocer with
higher filler content showed shrinkage equal to low shrinkage resin composites (Yap and Soh,
2004). Due to problems with handling properties, conventional methacrylates had to be added
as diluents to the marketed ormocer monomer matrix (Ilie and Hickel, 2009). Clinical
performance of an ormocer material together with its adhesive system, however, was not
satisfying: With a failure rate of 9.6% after 1 year, this material system did not fulfill ADA
acceptance criteria for restorative materials (Oberländer et al., 2001). A more recent
preparation of an ormocer-based resin composite showed a better performance after four
years (van Dijken and Pallesen, 2011). Studies with longer observation times are not available.
Filler particle incorporation
Coating of the filler particles with silane coupling agents (such as trialkoxysilane) ensures
covalent coupling between filler and resin matrix. The carbon-carbon bond on silane molecules
binds to the filler particles as well as resin monomer during polymerisation of the resin
composite.
Curing of resin composite
Chemical agents (self or auto-cure) or, most commonly, light energy (ultraviolet or visible
light) ensures polymerisation of dental resin composites. Dual curing, i.e. a combination of
chemical and light curing is also possible. For most resin composite systems in current use,
visible light polymerisation at 470 ± 20 nm wavelength is used. Depending on the curing
method, various polymerisation initiators and accelerators are required. Initiators for chemical
curing are usually benzoyl peroxide and benzene sulphinic acid which initiate polymerisation in
the presence of an aromatic tertiary amine. For light curing systems, camphorquinone is
normally used in conjunction with an aliphatic tertiary amine as accelerator. Due to the yellow
color of camphorquinone, other initiators like trimethylbenzoyl-diphenyl-phosphine oxide (TPO)
have been proposed as an alternative (Schneider et al., 2012). In this context biphasic light
curing units are now marketed with one peak at around 470 nm and one at around 420 nm.
Additional components
Resin composites contain a number of further additives, like stabilisers and inorganic oxides,
and organic compounds are pigments that are added to create a range of various composite
shades.
Bonding to enamel and dentine
Bonding of the resin composite, compomer and giomermaterials to hard tooth tissues is
achieved by use of a bonding system that incorporates etchants, primers and bonding resins
(van Landuyt et al., 2007). Chemical etching using agents such as phosphoric acid, or acidic
monomers are used to demineralise the tooth surface and increase the surface area. In etchand-rinse systems, after rinsing and drying, a primer solution, composed of solvent and low
viscosity resins such as HEMA, Phenyl-P, MDP, PENTA, is applied to obtain optimal wetting of
the surface for the following bonding agent. Solvents used are water, acetone, ethanol and
buthanol or a combination of these. The third step which bonds to the hydrophobic resin
composite is achieved by the application of a very thin resin bonding layer. Classical bonding
agents are composed of unfilled or with nano-filler filled resins of similar composition as the
resin matrix of the composite material. Newer simplified etch-and-rinse bonding systems are
composed of only two steps, combining in the second step the primer and bonding. In socalled self-etching adhesives (SEA), the phosphoric acid etching is replaced by etching of the
tooth substance with acidic monomers which are included in the primer step. The applied acidic
primer is not rinsed away as is the case for the phosphoric acid in the etch-and-rinse systems,
but is included as a part of the hybrid layer. In the 2-step SEA, the primer application is
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followed by a separate low viscous bonding step. In the 1-step SEA adhesives, etching,
priming and bonding are all combined in one application step.
Glass ionomer cements
In the original form, the powder component of these cements is a sodium-calciumaluminofluoro-silicate glass. The liquid component is composed of polyacrylic acid and tartaric acid.
When the powder and liquid are mixed together, a three phase acid-base reaction occurs,
involving calcium and aluminium ions leaching as the acid attacks the glass particles, hydrogel
formation as the polyacrylic acid molecules crosslink, and polyalkenoate salt gelation as the
polyalkenoate salt captures un-reacted glass. More recently, high-viscosity glass-ionomer
cements or those in combination with a surface varnish have been marketed with somewhat
improved mechanical properties (Lohbauer et al., 2011; Sidhu, 2011). Glass ionomer cements
have also been used with the ART technique. They can be used to restore single-surface
cavities both in primary and in permanent posterior teeth, but their quality in restoring
multiple surfaces in primary posterior teeth cavities need to be improved. Insufficient
information is available regarding the quality of ART restorations in multiple surfaces in
permanent anterior and posterior teeth (Frencken et al., 2012). Other authors claim better
clinical performance of high viscosity glass ionomer materials in primary teeth, but data are
comparatively scarce (Mickenautsch et al., 2010).
In the resin-modified cements, methacrylate monomers like HEMA have been added to
improve functionality with respect to higher strength and water resistance. The materials have
been further modified by the addition of photo initiators so that light-curing can occur, but
they maintain their ability to set by an acid-base reaction. The setting of resin modified glass
ionomer cement is identical to the polymerisation of composite resin. During this process, free
radical species are generated.
3.4.2.2. Compomers
The main components of compomers are polymerisable dimethacrylate resins, such as
urethane dimethacrylate and TCB, which is a reaction product of butane tetracarboxylic acid
and hydroxyethylmethacrylate, and ion-leachable glass filler particles such as strontium
fluorosilicate glass. The glass particles are partially silanised to achieve bonding with the resin
matrix. The setting reaction is based on free radical polymerisation using photoinitiators.
During the setting reaction, HEMA is released while fluoride release occurs after setting.
3.4.2.3. Giomers
Giomers are based on the technology of a reaction between fluoride containing glass and a
liquid polyacid. The prereacted glass particles are mixed with resins such as urethane
dimethacrylate and hydroxyethylmethacrylate, and a catalyst to initiate polymerisation.
Bonding of the material is achieved through the use of self-etching primers including
methacrylate resins like 2-HEMA, 4-AETA , UDMA, and TEGDMA and pre-reacted glass-ionomer
filler. The bonding agent releases fluoride. In a recent 6-year clinical evaluation, posterior
restorations of giomer showed a rather high failure rate (van Dijken, 2013).
3.4.3. Toxicology of components of alternative materials
The alternative restorative materials are chemically complex, with many different components,
setting reaction mechanisms and opportunities to interact with tissues of the individuals in
whom they are placed. However, characteristics of exposure are very difficult to determine,
bearing in mind that volumes of the materials used are very small, the residence time within
the body of chemicals that take part in setting reactions is usually very short and the chemical
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and toxicological profiles of the set material are usually very different to those of the starting
materials. In evaluating the possibilities for adverse effects arising from the clinical use of
these materials, it is necessary to consider the evidence about the inherent toxicity of the
chemicals used and the performance and behavior of the restorations over time. Of interest to
most investigations here have been the monomers used in polymerisation reactions, which
may remain unreacted and therefore present in the set material, the acids used in various
phases of the setting and etching processes and ions released from glasses.
3.4.3.1. Release of substances from alternative materials
Unbound monomers and/or additives are eluted within the first hours of placement in the tooth
cavity. The very nature of the polymerisation processes, involving the absorption of light
energy by the material that will vary with depth within the restoration, and the subsequent
conversion of monomer molecules into cross-linked macromolecules, inevitably means that
some monomer molecules do not have the opportunity to take part because of diffusion
limitations. The completeness of the polymerisation process is reflected by the degree of
conversion. Between 15 and 50% of the methacrylate groups may remain un-reacted
according to Ferracane (1994). However, this may be enough to contribute to major cytotoxic
effects in vitro (Stanislawski et al., 1999). Improvements in the material formulations have
resulted in increasingly superior degrees of conversion in recent years. The effects may also be
dependent on dentine permeability and residual dentine thickness (Bouillaguet et al., 1998,
Galler et al., 2005) since dentine may absorb unbound monomers and therefore contributes to
decrease the cytotoxicity of the material. This is not directly under the control of the dental
surgeon although the formation of reactionary dentine may be stimulated by preparative steps.
Dentine permeability may also be modified by calcium phosphate precipitation in the lumen of
the tubules leading to sclerotic dentine formation. It has also been shown that the surface of
composite resins exposed to oxygen during curing produces a non-polymerised surface layer
rich in formaldehyde, which by itself is an additional factor of cell toxicity (Schmalz, 1998).
Monomers have been identified in dental resin composites eluates by gas and liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry. A considerable concentration of the co-monomer
triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate and minor concentrations of the basic monomers Bis-GMA and
UDMA as well as the co-monomer HDDMA have been detected with these methods (Geurtsen
1998; Spahl et al., 1998). Kopperud et al.,(2010) found no substances to leach from Silorane
resin composite in water, whereas silorane monomers and an initiator component were eluted
from the material into an ethanol solution.
Formaldehyde is released from resin-based composites into an aqueous environment especially
from the superficial oxygen-inhibited surface layer after curing but also over a prolonged
period of time (Oysaed and Ruyter, 1988). This also applies to resin modified glass ionomer
cements (Ruyter, 1995). Formaldehyde is very likely generated by an oxidation of unsaturated
methacrylate groups (Oysaed and Ruyter, 1988).
BPA is released into an aqueous environment from resin composites which contain Bis-DMA,
because Bis-DMA itself is eluted, and it is then hydrolytically and enzymatically cleaved into
BPA and methacrylic acid. This release mainly takes place during the first 24 hours after
placement (Schmalz et al., 1999; Myers and Hutz, 2011; Fleisch et al., 2010). BPA is released
in small amounts from some brands of Bis-GMA based resin composites continuously, because
it is a residue from the production process of Bis-GMA, in which BPA is used (Imai, 2000; Imai
and Komabayashi, 2000). Earlier data on larger amounts of BPA released from Bis-GMA resins
(Olea et al., 1996) could not be confirmed (Schmalz et al., 1999; Myers and Hutz, 2011; Imai,
2000; Geurtsen et al., 1999; Hamid and Hume, 1997; Moon et al., 2000; Wada et al., 2004).
A recent study from NIH showed that BPA and related compounds could be found in saliva and
urine after restoration with resin composites (Kingman et al., 2012). In saliva, most
compounds returned to prerestoration levels within 8 hours, while concentrations of the study
compounds in urine returned to prerestoration levels nine to 30 hours after restoration
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placement with the exception of a 43 percent increase in BPA. In a recent study, the release of
BPA after long-term storage was reported (Sevkusic et al., 2014).
The SCENIHR Opinion “The safety of the use of bisphenol A in medical devices” (2015)
concluded that release of BPA from some dental materials was associated with only negligible
health risks.
Dental alloys continuously release metals into the oral environment depending e.g. on the
metal content, the phase distribution within the alloy, thermal treatment and the corrosion
conditions. Metals like Au, Cu, Ag, Pd are released and also Ni, Zn, Co, Ti, Cr and many others
(Schmalz and Arenholdt-Bindslev, 2009).
Release of substances from and degradation of glass ionomer cements are generally regarded
higher than for resin-based composites. These materials mainly release fluorides (Forsten,
1990) but also calcium, sodium, silicon, strontium, and aluminium. Some release silver or zinc
(Guertsen, 1998; Hantsen et al.,1994). Ceramic releases – depending on the composition –
substances like silicon, boron, sodium, potassium, and aluminium, some brands lithium in
small amounts (Anusavice and Zhang, 1997).

3.4.3.2. Leachable substances generated by erosion and degradation
Leachable components are released due to degradation or erosion over time, the leaching
process being determined not only by the degradation process itself but also diffusivity through
the material. Chemical degradation is caused by hydrolysis or enzymatic catalysis. Non-specific
esterases, human saliva derived esterase and pseudocholinesterase may catalyse the
biodegradation of resin composite (Geurtsen 2000; Jaffer et al.,2002; Finer et al.,2004).
Incubated in vitro with cholesterol esterase, the composites may release 2,2-bis [4(2,3hydroxypropoxy)-phenyl]propane (bis-HPPP) and TEGDMA for up to 32 days, the amount
depending on the matrix/filler ratio (Shajii and Santerre, 1999).
These esterases have been shown to hydrolyse Bis-GMA to bis-(2,3-dihydroxypropyl) ether
(BADPE-4OH) by the loss of two molecules of methacrylic acid. The same enzyme converted
TEGDMA into triethylene glycole and methacrylic acid and HEMA hydrolyses under acidic
conditions into thylene glycole and methacrylic acid (Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009).
During cell metabolism of TEGDMA and HEMA epoxy-intermediate 2,3-epoxymethacrylic acid is
formed which is considered to be mutagenic (Durner et al., 2010). The hydrolytic degradation
of Bis-DMA to BPA has already been mentioned above.
It is also assumed that bonds in the pendant side chains of the macromolecule are attacked
through the effect of thermal, mechanical and photochemical factors.
Water or other solvents may diffuse into the polymer, facilitating the release of degradation
products, including oligomers and monomers. The leaching process is influenced by size and
polarity and by hydrophilic and lipophilic characteristics of the released components (Geurtsen
1998). Softening of the Bis-GMA matrix allows the solvents to penetrate more easily and
expand the polymer network, a process that facilitates the long-term diffusion of unbound
monomers (Finer and Santerre 2004).
3.4.3.3. Release of ions
Ions are released from both metallic and non metallic alternative materials. Ions from dental
alloys comprise a large variety like gold, palladium, platinum, silver, copper, zinc, tin, nickel,
cobalt, chromium and others (Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009). But also non metallic
alternative dental restorative materials release ions, such as fluoride, strontium and aluminium
ions. The fluoride is expected to be beneficial and reduce the development of secondary caries.
Presumably, the fluoride content of toothpastes and nutriments reload the material so that the
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resins or resin modified glass ionomer cements do not become porous. Other ions are
implicated in the colour of the restorative material, and these metal elements may interfere
with the biocompatibility of the resin because they are implicated in the Fenton reaction
producing reactive oxygen species that are cytotoxic. The concentration of fluoride and
strontium is considered to be too low to produce cytotoxicity. In contrast, however, copper,
aluminium and iron may be present in toxic concentrations. The cytotoxic cascade has been
shown to be enhanced by metals such as aluminium and iron present in various amounts in
some of these materials (Stanislawski et al.,1999; Stanislawski et al., 2000; Stanislawski et
al., 2003).

3.4.3.4 Toxicity of resin composite monomers
Toxicity evaluation of resin composite materials is very complex, because a large variety of
different substances are contained in these materials, which vary from one manufacturer to
another. Furthermore, other substances may be produced during the polymerisation process,
like formaldehyde. Also, different biological endpoints need to be critically discussed. This all
would go well beyond the scope and the range of this report. Therefore, only key elements are
mentioned here and more detailed information can be obtained from the literature (e.g.
Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009).
The first ormocer that was markeded initially showed low cytotoxicity and mutagenicity, which
further decreased after prolonged aging (Wataha et al., 1999; Bouillaguet et al., 2002,
Schweikl et al., 2005). On the other hand, Al-Hiyasat et al.,(2005) showed a higher
cytotoxicity for another commercial ormocer in comparison with two other resin composites.
Its flowable material showed lower cytotoxicity than the restorative material. Furthermore,
estrogenic effects have been described with an ormocer material, although the clinical
relevance is yet unclear (Wataha et al., 1999). Polydorou et al.,(2009) showed that an
ormocer released significantly less monomers such as Bis-GMA, TEGDMA or UDMA compared
to either a nanohybrid composite or a self-curing composite.
Monomers caused cytotoxicity in cultured cells with ED50 in the low millimolar to submillimolar
concentrations (Kleinsasser et al., 2006; Schweikl et al., 2005; Schweikl and Schmalz, 1996a;
Schweikl and Schmalz 1997; Schweikl et al., 1998a; Schweikl et al., 1996b; Schweikl et al.,
1998b; Schweikl et al.,2006). In an in vitro embryotoxicity screening study, BisGMA induced
effects at low, non-cytotoxic concentrations suggesting a potential for embryotoxicity or
teratogenicity (Schwengberg et al., 2005). Siloranes showed reduced cytotoxicity (Brackett et
al., 2007). They also showed low genotoxic potential and can be suitable components for
development of biomaterials (Schweikl et al., 2004; Krifka et al., 2012).
TEGDMA and the photostabiliser 2-hydro-4-methoxybenzophenone (HMBP) are cytotoxic and
inhibit cell growth (Geurtsen and Leyhausen 2001). The intracellular glutathione level may be
decreased by 85% by TEGDMA (Stanislawski et al., 1999; Stanislawski et al., 2000;
Stanislawski et al., 2003; Engelmann et al., 2001; Engelmann et al., 2002).
An in vitro evaluation of the cytotoxicity of 35 dental resin composite monomers and additives
indicated moderate to severe cytotoxic effects (Geurtsen et al., 1998). The effects vary
according to the material tested, but also they strongly dependon the cells used for testing.
For example, human periodontal ligament and pulp fibroblasts are more sensitive than 3T3 and
gingival fibroblasts (Geurtsen et al., 1998). With the exception of a very few reports, there is a
general consensus that resin-containing restorative materials are cytotoxic (Geurtsen et al.,
1998; Geurtsen, 2000; Schmalz, 1998), greater effects generally been seen at early intervals
after preparation.
At clinically relevant concentrations and for different cell lines, TEGDMA and HEMA have been
shown to increase the intracellular concentration of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
(Stanislawski et al., 2003; Schweikl et al., 2006). Monomer-induced oxidative stress is
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associated with the depletion of the non-enzymatic antioxidant glutathione and modified
expression of enzymatic antioxidants (Volk et al., 2006; Schweikl et al., 2006; Krifka et al.,
2012). The presence of these resin monomers also leads to DNA damage (genotoxic effect) in
vitro probably due to oxidation processes (Schweikl et al., 2007), DNA strand breaks
(Kleinsasser et al., 2006; Durner et al., 2011), a cell cycle delay (Schweikl et al., 2006;
Schweikl et al., 2007) and to apoptosis (Janke et al., 2003; Krifka et al., 2012). In p53
deficient culture systems (V79 cells), mutation can be observed after exposure to TEGDMA or
HEMA (Schweikl et al., 1998; Schweikl et al., 2001). Furthermore, the ability of dental human
pulp cells for biominerlisation (here: formation of new dentin) is blocked by TEGDMA (Galler et
al., 2011) as well as the bacterial defense system of macrophages (Schmalz et al., 2011).
Only limited toxicity data for the monomers used in dental resin composite systems are
available. Major differences in the degrees of cytotoxicity of various resin composite materials
have been found (Schedle et al., 1998; Franz et al., 2003; Franz et al., 2007). Most tested
materials showed only mild cytotoxicity comparable to amalgam or less than amalgam but
there were a few exceptions. Most of the available toxicity data have been generated in invitro systems that focus on genetic toxicity of the compounds in standard test systems such as
the Ames-test, and on cytotoxicity in gingival fibroblasts. TEGDMA, UDMA and HEMA have all
been shown to be positive in the COMET assay indicating induction of DNA-damage in
mammalian cells. HEMA, BisGMA and TEGDMA also induced gene mutations in mammalian
cells by a clastogenic mechanism.
The limited data on these monomers in experimental animals include studies on absorption,
distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) on HEMA, TEGDMA and Bis-GMA after oral
application of radiolabelled compounds. A rapid absorption of these compounds from the
gastrointestinal tract and a rapid catabolism by physiological pathways to carbon dioxide,
which is exhaled, has been described, although important details are still unknown (Reichl et
al., 2001a; Reichl et al., 2002a; Reichl et al., 2002b; Reichl et al., 2001b; Reichl et al., 2002c;
Reichl et al., 2008; Durner et al., 2009). During this process, highly mutagenic epoxy
compounds (2,3-epoxymethacrylic acid) are produced (Durner et al., 2010).
No direct data on toxic effects of resin monomers in animals are available from publicly
accessible sources. However, since the materials used as a basis for resin generation are
derivatives of methacrylic acids and glycidyl ethers, the well-studied toxicology of methacrylate
and its esters may be used as a basis for structure activity relationships to predict major
toxicities.
Methylmethacrylate, as a relevant resin monomer, is rapidly absorbed after oral administration
in experimental animals and is rapidly catabolised by physiological pathways to carbon dioxide.
The major toxic effects of methylmethacrylate in animals are skin irritation and dermal
sensitisation. In repeated dose-inhalation studies, local effects on respiratory tissue were
noted after methylmethacrylate inhalation. Neurotoxicity and liver toxicity were observed as
systemic effects after inhalation of methylmethacrylate in rats and in mice to concentrations
above 3000 ppm for 14 weeks. For developmental toxicity of methylmethacrylate a NOAEC >
2000 ppm was observed. Methylmethacrylate is also clastogenic at toxic concentrations (EURAR 2002).
A detailed overview of the toxicity of glycidyl ether compounds is available (Gardiner et al.,
1992), although it is based mainly on unpublished study reports. Skin irritation and
sensitisation were the major toxicities observed. In addition, positive effects in genetic toxicity
testing were seen with many glycidyl ethers at comparatively high concentrations.
For BPA release from dental materials acute exposure was reported (Joskow et al., 2006) to be
in total 110 µg for six fissure sealants placed at one time with Bis-DMA containing material and
5.5 µg for sealants free of Bis-DMA. For chronic exposure, data are scarce. It is known from
the elution behavior of resin-based materials that most of all eluable substances are eluted
during the first 24 hours (Ferracane et al., 1994; Ferracane et al., 1995). No further
degradation of Bis-GMA or related products to BPA was observed so far. However, recently it
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was reported that BPA was released only after storage of several months (Sevkusic et al.,
2014).
EFSA (2015) established a temporary (t)-TDI of 4 μg/kg b.w./day for oral exposure to BPA
based on kidney alterations as the critical effect. The latter dose would mean for a 25kg child a
tolerable daily intake would be 100 µg, which is higher than the amount of BPA acutely
released immediately after placement of a Bis-DMA-containing fissure sealant material on 6
teeth. Therefore, no acute or chronic estrogenic effect is to be expected from the use of BisGMA (and Bis-DMA free) resin-based composites/sealants. Even for the Bis-DMA containing
resin composites/sealants the risk cannot be regarded as unacceptable under the given
assumptions.
Saliva had been collected from 8 male volunteers; 4 had received 38 + 3 mg of a Bis-DMA
containing sealer and one which was Bis-DMA free. The saliva samples had been collected
before and immediately after placement as well as 1 hour and 24 hours later (ArenholtBindslev et al., 1999). The results show an estrogenic activity elicited by those saliva samples
from patients with the Bis-DMA contains fissure sealant, but not from patients with a Bis-DMA
free Bis-GMA based sealant (Arenholt-Bindslev et al., 1999). The estrogenic activity could only
be observed immediately after placement. After one or 24 hours no estrogenic effect could be
observed. Other authors have reported similar results (Tarumi et al., 2000; Fung et al., 2000;
Kingman et al., 2012). Other components than BPA of composite resin eluates like a
photostabiliser [HMBP], a photointiator [DMPA], an inhibitor [BHT] or a phthalate compound
[BBP] were in vitro estrogenic, but the amounts of these substances released were very small
and the risk possibly negligible in the clinical situation (Wada et al., 2004).
In ovariectomised mice, a high dose of bis-GMA via subcutaneous route had no effect on DNA,
RNA and DNA/RNA ratio compared to the control group were observed but a modest increase
of uterus weight (Mariotti et al., 1998). This was apparently due to an unspecific increase in
collagen but not due to an increase of the cell number, and the dose in this experiment was far
higher than any expected exposure in humans (Mariotti et al., 1998); thus no unacceptable
risk for the patient was concluded.
In conclusion, resin-based composite materials are today for many clinical situations
recognised tooth-coloured materials to restore lesions; e.g. due to caries, erosion or trauma or
to prevent caries (fissure sealants). According to present knowledge, for Bis-GMA-based
materials with no Bis-DMA, additional exposure evaluation shows no risk for BPA-related acute
or chronic effects, because no or very little BPA is released from dental materials (SCENIHR,
2015). However, BPA present as impurity/residue from the manufacturing process may be
released.
For Bis-DMA containing materials, BPA release was consistently shown. The amount was so low
that according to present knowledge, no adverse effect is expected (SCENIHR, 2015).
However, if for personal considerations and wishes of a patient, any BPA exposure shall be
minimised, products containing Bis-DMA should not be used. To better inform the user (dentist
and patient), the content of dental materials should be declared.
No adverse effects were noted in reproductive toxicity studies of BisGMA (Moilanen et al.,2014)
or TEGDMA (Moilanen et al.,2013) conducted in mice at doses at least 100-fold higher than
estimated clinical exposure from use of composite restoratives.
3.4.3.5 Toxicity of other alternative materials
Under this heading dental alloys, glass ionomer cement including those with resin ingredients
and ceramics are summarised. Metals released from dental alloys are – depending on the
element and its oxidation stage – cytotoxic (Schedle et al.,1995; Schmalz et al., 1997).
Cytotoxicity of alloys depends on the corrosion rate, which with high gold alloys is generally
smaller than with less noble alloys. Some Ni-containing alloys and Pd-Cu alloys but also Cu
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containing gold alloys are clearly cytotoxic (Wataha and Schmalz, 2001). Some metals are
mutagenic, but the clinical relevance is not yet clarified for the use in dentistry (IARC, 1996).
Alloys used for ceramic metal restorations may cause inflammation of the surrounding gingiva
due to the release of metals (Schmalz and Arneholdt-Bindslev, 2009). Certain metals released
from dental alloys like Ni, Cr, Co and Pd are well known to elicit as haptens allergic reactions.
Also, Au has been described as an allergen (Møller, 2002). Cross reaction between Ni and Pd
have been reported (Garhammer et al., 2001; Hindsen et al., 2005). Oral lichenoid reactions
could be associated with an Au or Pd allergy (Raap et al., 2009). Like for amalgam, patient
groups claimed systemic reactions caused by dental alloys, but these claims could not be
substantiated except for allergies (Schmalz and Arneholdt-Bindslev, 2009).
Glass ionomer cements are only cytotoxic, when not fully set (Ersev et al., 1999). Neither
mutagenicity nor allergic reactions have been reported, but in direct contact with the dental
pulp, severe tissue damage occurs (Schmalz et al., 1994). Resin modified glass ionomer
cements and compomers have biologic characteristics similar to resin composites. One resin
modified glass ionomer cement was strongly cytotoxic and mutagenic (Heil et al., 1996;
Ribeiro et al., 2006).
Ceramic materials are – with very few exceptions – not cytotoxic, mutagenic and do not cause
allergic reactions. Radioactivity was measured, but the doses were considered low (Schmalz
and Arneholdt-Bindslev, 2009). Many ceramic materials have to be luted to the dental hard
tissues using resin-based materials and therefore biological problems associated with resin
materials (see above) have to be considered.

3.4.4. Exposure
As noted earlier there are very limited data on exposure levels to the components of
alternative dental restorative materials. Unlike the situation with amalgam, there are no
obvious markers for exposure. Moreover, there are significant limitations to the determination
of these exposure levels. The molecules used in any setting reaction, whether that is a
polymerisation or an acid – base reaction, are by definition chemically reactive with a potential
to exert toxic effects in humans. However, the reaction involves a small amount of material
and usually takes place very quickly, following which many of these molecules have been
irreversibly changed into far less reactive species or trapped within a solid mass with very
limited capacity to diffuse and leach out. It is therefore expected that there will be a low but
detectable level of exposure to many of these molecules during placement of the restoration.
This is followed by a considerably reduced level, during the lifetime of the restoration.
The monomers used in dental resin-based materials are volatile and it is usually possible to
smell them in dental clinics. The exposure of dental personnel to airborne methacrylates was
studied during the placing of resin composite restorations in six dental clinics in Finland by
Henriks-Eckermann et al.,(2001). Both area and personal sampling were performed, and
special attention was paid to measurement of short-term emissions from the patient's mouth.
The median concentration of HEMA was 0.004 mg/m3 close to the dental nurse's work-desk
and with a maximum concentration of 0.003 mg/m3 in the breathing zone of the nurse with a
maximum concentration of 0.033 mg/m3. Above the patient's mouth the concentration of 2HEMA was about 0.01 mg/m3 during both working stages, i.e., during application of adhesive
and resin composites and during finishing and polishing of the fillings. Maximum concentrations
of 3-5 times higher than median concentrations were also measured.
TEGDMA was released into the air during the removal of old resin composite restorations (0.05
mg/m3) but only to a minor extent during finishing and polishing procedures. The results
showed that, except for short-term emissions from the patient's mouth, the exposure of dental
personnel to methacrylates is very low. Measures to reduce exposure were discussed, as the
airborne concentrations of methacrylates should be kept as low as possible in order to reduce
the risk of hypersensitivity. In a study from Germany similar concentrations for HEMA and
TEGDMA have been measured (Marquardt et al., 2009). Other than those papers, there seems
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to be limited information about the actual level of exposure to volatile monomers in a clinical
situation.
Polymerised resin-based materials contain various amounts of residual monomers and
polymerisation additives that may leach from restorations. The release may remain on a high
level for some days (Polydorou et al., 2007). In addition, as noted above, chemical,
microbiological and wear impacts are observed over time, and occlusal or approximal
degradation of resin composite restorations occurs (Groger et al., 2006; Söderholm, 2003).
Most information on the release of material components is based on laboratory models with
solvents such as ethanol, water, saline, artificial saliva or culture media. Gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry of the solutes from resin composites, compomers and resin modified
glass-ionomers have demonstrated the presence of a number of organic leachables such as
monomers, co-monomers, initiators, stabilizers, decomposition products and contaminants.
Some of them have been identified as the low viscosity monomers EDGMA, TEGDMA and HEMA
together with initiator and co-initiators such as hydroquinone, camphorquinone, and DMABEE
and an ultraviolet absorber, Tinuvin P (Lygre et al., 1999; Michelsen et al., 2003). Attempts at
quantification have shown that elution from different materials differs significantly (Michelsen
et al., 2006) and the data are contradictory. Bis-GMA, Bis-EMA, UDMA and various additives
have been shown to leach (Rogalewicz et al., 2006), although others have failed to
demonstrate BisGMA and UDMA in aqueous extracts, even though TEGDMA-based composites
released high amounts of monomers (Moharamzadeh et al., 2007). Under simulated in vitro
chewing conditions TEGDMA release from a resin composite was analysed; with or without
chewing most TEGDMA was released in the first 26 hours, then the amount declined. Around
2.6% of the included 14C labeled TEGDMA was released after 86 hours (Durner et al., 2010).
It is reasonable to assume that similar leaching reactions take place in patients, depending on
the composition of the material, the effectiveness of the polymerisation process and the
chemical impact of the oral environment, although limited information is available on the
concentration of components from amalgam alternatives in patient saliva or other body fluids.
There are some exceptions, such as acrylic monomers from soft liners and phthalates from
denture base materials (Lygre et al., 1993; Lygre 2002).
Bisphenol-A (BPA) can be released from resin-based materials (Olea et al., 1996; Pulgar et al.,
2000) with more BPA being eluted in the polymerised state than in the unpolymerised.
However, from unpolymerised samples fewer substances are released than from polymerised
ones, which is in contradiction to studies reported elsewhere in the literature (Schmalz and
Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009). Furthermore, a large number of other authors who studied BPA
release using a large variety of test methods and materials could not detect BPA with the
exception of a Bis-DMA containing sealant. Because of the contradictory results, the analytical
methods used by Olea et al.,(1996) and Pulgar et al.,(2000) were heavily questioned (Imai,
2000; Imai and Komabayashi, 2000; Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009; Fleisch et al.,
2010; Myers and Hutz, 2011).
It was shown that materials containing Bis-DMA released BPA immediately after application
into the patient’s saliva. After 24 hours the BPA concentrations in saliva returned to
pretreatment level (Schmalz et al., 1999; Arenholt-Bindslev et al., 1999). In the same study, a
Bis-GMA-based pit and fissure sealant that contained no primary BPA contamination was not
found to release BPA into saliva. BPA release from Bis-DMA containing sealants have been
reported by other authors (e.g. Joskow et al., 2006). BPA could not be detected in the blood
samples and urine content of BPA was most elevated in patients after Bis-DMA material
application one hour after placement and then decreased after 24 hours.
Bis-DMA was cleaved hydrolytically under alkaline conditions, using porcine esterases and
human saliva. BPA could be detected, but this was not the case with Bis-GMA (Schmalz et al.,
1999). It can be concluded that Bis-DMA is initially eluted from Bis-DMA-containing pit and
fissure sealants, which is then degraded to BPA in saliva. BPA degradation from Bis-GMA could
not be demonstrated under the given analytical conditions (Schmalz et al., 1999).
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As BPA is used during the production process of Bis-GMA, residues of BPA may be present.
These have been estimated by Imai (2000) to be at maximum 10µg/g unpolymerised resin.
Experimental addition of 100 µg/g of BPA to a resin composite resulted in a BPA release being
lower than for TEGDMA, and over ten years 12% (water) or 53% (methanol) BPA from the
original BPA content of the resin was calculated to be released. From 1 g of this resin during 10
years patients may be exposed to minute amounts of 4 ng/day (water) or 16ng/day
(methanol) (Imai and Komabayashi, 2000).
A study performed by the American Dental Association (2014) shows that bis-GMA-based
dental restorative materials have the potential to release BPA at a detectable level.
Furthermore, bis-DMA and bis-EDMA also demonstrated a high potential to release BPA. All
sources of raw bis-GMA had detectable levels of BPA. However, all of the tested dental
restorative composites released BPA at levels that are far below the daily exposure limits set
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the European Food Safety Authority.
Summarising the data, it can be stated that patients may only be exposed to minute amounts
of BPA from Bis-GMA resins due to possible impurities. From materials containing Bis-DMA,
BPA exposure of patients could consistently be found, but mainly during the first 24 hours after
placement. In addition the risk assessment due to BPA release from dental amalgam has been
carried out and described in the recent opinion by SCENIHR (2015), showing that no concern is
associated with these dental material.
Nano-particles
Recently, attention was drawn to another exposure source for patients and dental personnel
with a possible toxicological relevance: the formation of nanoparticles during the placement or
the removal of resin composite fillings (van Landuyt et al., 2012). From a large group of
contemporary resin composite materials, blocks were formed, ground as is done in a dental
practice and the dust was analysed. Small respirable dust particles were found and the ratio of
dust particles < 1 µm to those >1 µm ranged between 3:1 to 9:1.
This was confirmed in a recent study by Bogdan et al.,(2014), showing that nanoparticles were
generated during shaping of materials independent of the amount and size of the filler
particles.
Exposure measurements of dust in a dental clinic revealed high peak concentrations of
nanoparticles in the breathing zone of both dentist and patient, especially during aesthetic
treatments or treatments of worn teeth with composite build-ups (Van Landuyt et al., 2014).
Analysis of the particles generated by abrasive procedures confirmed that all tested
composites, including both conventional and nano-composites, released airborne nanoscale
particles.
3.4.5. Potential adverse effects in patients
On the basis of the above comments on the composition of the alternatives to amalgam, the
possible exposure levels associated with their components and known in vitro data on their
toxicity, a general assessment of potential adverse effects in patients may be made.

3.4.5.1. General
The components released from dental restorative materials comprise a long list of xenobiotic
organic substances and metallic elements (Schmalz 2005; Wataha and Schmalz 2005). The
components are subject to oral mucosal, pulpal and gastrointestinal absorption, and, for
aerosols, pulmonary absorption, the passive diffusion through cell membranes being guided by
factors such as the concentration gradient, molecular size, polarity, lipophilicity, and
hydrophilicity.
Toxic effects after inadvertent contact with chemicals associated with restorative dentistry may
appear as acute soft tissue injuries among dental patients. Local chronic reactions of irritation,
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or of combined irritation and hypersensitivity, appear as lichenoid reactions of the gingiva or
mucosa. It is generally accepted that the amount of potentially toxic substances absorbed from
alternatives to amalgam is too small to cause systemic reactions by dose-dependent
mechanisms in target organs. However, this statement does not deny that adverse reactions
may occur, elicited by minute quantities of released substances, including allergies and
genotoxicity. Of these, only allergy has been confirmed among dental patients.
The cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of substances leached from resin-based materials and
metallic elements have been the subject of extensive studies using cell culture techniques and
a bacterial mutation test (Ames test). Substances such as TEGDMA and HEMA cause gene
mutations in vitro. Studies on the intracellular biochemical mechanisms have clarified various
effects such as cell membrane damage, inhibition of enzyme activities, protein or nucleic acid
synthesis etc. (Schweikl et al., 2006). At present, the clinical relevance of these in vitro studies
is uncertain.
The release of Bisphenol A from Bis-GMA based materials such as fissure sealants and
composites into saliva has been of special interest because of its potential estrogenic effect
(Joskow et al., 2006). The concentration of released Bis-GMA from certain types of sealants
has been reported to be within the range at which estrogen receptor-mediated effects were
seen in rodents (Schmalz et al., 1999). However, the release from resin-based restoratives is
much lower. The conversion of Bis-GMA to Bis-MA is minimal in resin-based materials if pure
base monomers are used (Arenholt-Bindslev and Kanerva, 2005). The minute concentration in
resin-based amalgam alternatives is not considered to be a problem.
It must be noted that there are other alternatives to amalgams in addition to these resin- and
cement-based materials. These primarily include a variety of different alloys and ceramics used
for indirect restorations. These, however, do not represent clinically relevant options for the
treatment of the vast majority of teeth and are only used when direct restorations are contraindicated. Although idiosyncratic responses may be encountered with most materials (Ahlgren
et al., 2002), and there may be exposure even to gold from such restorations (Ahlgren et al.,
2007), there are very few indications that such materials have the potential for adverse effects
with the exception of allergies towards metals like nickel, cobalt, palladium and even gold
(Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindlev, 2009).
3.4.5.2. Allergy/Immune system
Potential allergens among amalgam alternatives
There is limited possibility to predict the allergenic potential for a foreign substance on the
basis of chemical composition using Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)
analysis. However, experimental testing such as the Guinea Pig Maximisation Tests or the
Murine Local Lymph Node Assay, and empirical results after years of testing substances
causing allergies have given some leads: the strongest allergens are often low molecular
weight, aromatic, lipid soluble substances, or otherwise chemically active substances that react
with proteins. Metal and metal salts are also high ranking haptens. On this basis, monomers,
cross-linking agents, chemicals associated with the polymerisation process, and degradation
products, all associated with resin-based materials, are important candidates for allergic
responses among users of these alternatives, including dental patients and professionals. A
short list of allergens relevant to resin-based amalgam alternatives is presented in Table 4.
Although an allergic reaction may be provoked by haptens derived from dental materials, the
sensitisation process may be caused by substances unrelated to dentistry. Plastics are met
with in everyday life and in occupations such as construction work and printing. For anatomical
reasons both the allergic sensitisation and the allergic response are more easily obtained on
skin than in the oral tissues. Epidermal tests are therefore adequate also for observations of
intraoral adverse effects. A positive patch test is an indication of a causal relationship between
the substance and the suspected allergic reaction, but does not provide definitive evidence
without other criteria of causality, which often cannot be performed for practical and ethical
reasons.
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Table 4: Some allergens in resin-based amalgam alternatives (primers, bonding
agents, resin composites, glass ionomers, resin modified glass-ionomers, compomers
etc.).
Methacrylate monomers
2-hydroxy ethyl methacrylate
Triethylene glycol dimethacrylate
Pyromelilitic acid dimethylmethacrylate
Bisphenol-A glycidyl methacrylate
Urethane dimethacrylate
Bis-phenol-A polyethylene glycol diether dimethacrylate
Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGMDA)
Other substances
Benzoyl peroxide, camphorquinone (initiators)
Tertiary aromatic amine (activator)
Methylhydroquinone (inhibitor)
2-hydroxy-4-methoxy benzophenones, (UV absorber)
2-(2-hydroxy-5 methylphenyl) benzotriazole (UV absorber)

3.4.5.3. The role of bacteria
The presence of bacteria located at the interface between composite materials and dental
tissues may be important (Hansel et al., 1998). EGDMA and TEGDMA promote the proliferation
of cariogenic microorganisms such as Lactobacillus acidophilus and Streptococcus sobrinus;
TEGDMA stimulates the growth of S mutans and S salivarius in a pH-dependent manner
(Khalichi et al., 2004). This provides one explanation for caries that develop beneath
restorations of resin-containing materials. In addition, bacterial exotoxins have harmful effects
on pulp cells after diffusion throughout dentine tubules.
It is also important to note that effects on dental pulp associated with restorations may be
caused by bacterial contamination rather than the materials themselves (Bergenholtz et
al.,1982; Bergenholtz 2000). This is still a matter of controversy and a few reports still
consider that the pulp reaction to adhesive systems is generally minimal (Murray et al., 2002;
Murray et al., 2003). Improvements of resin-containing materials and bonding agents and
techniques have reduced the significance of shrinkage and gaps at the interface, which may be
less than 1 µm (Hashimoto et al., 2004). However this is still a large gap for many
microorganisms such as lactobacilli that are less than 0.1 µm in diameter, and therefore the
microbial parameter cannot be ignored.
Clinical studies in high risk caries groups report more secondary caries when composites
restorations are used compared to amalgam (Opdam et al., 2010), and recurrent caries is the
primary reason for composite replacement (Burke et al., 2001). Recurrent caries is primarily
located at the gingival margin of the restoration (Mjor, 1998). The vitality of the biofilm formed
on composites is higher compared to amalgam (Auschill et al., 2002).
Biofilm grown on dental composites in vitro have been shown to lead to chemical degradation
of the composite and to increase the surface roughness of the composite material (Beyth et
al.,2008; Gregson et al., 2012). However, a 30-day old S. mutans biofilm did not have a
negative impact on surface roughness or hardness of a composite, but surface degradation
was evident. (Fucio et al., 2008).
Resin composites are vulnerable to hydrolytic degradation of polymerised methacrylates
(Gopferich, 1996), and the dentin-resin interface have been shown to be degraded by water
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sorption, possibly by two degradation patterns, disorganisation of the collagen fibrils and loss
of resin in interfibrillar spaces (Hashimoto et al., 2003). In addition, degradation of resin
composite materials by bacterial and salivary esterases have been shown to occur (Shokati et
al., 2010; Bourbia et al., 2013). These findings show that bacteria may have an active role in
breakdown of adhesives and composites, and that degradation at the dentin-resin interface
may increase bacterial microleakage (Kermanshahi et al., 2010). In addition, it has been
shown that the presence of a multi-species biofilm may lead to degradation at the dentincomposite interface, and that the degree of degradation varies between different composite
restorative systems (Li et al., 2014).
Interestingly, both unlined and bonded amalgam restorations show reduced marginal leakage
when compared to composites (Ozer et al., 2002; Alptekin et al., 2010).
Monomers used in dental composites have been described to promote proliferation of oral
microorganisms such as Lactobacillus acidophilus and Streptococcus sobrinus by measuring an
increase in absorbance during growth (Hansel et al., 1998). However, the effect of monomers
is controversial, as others have shown that the actual bacterial number, colony forming units,
of S. sobrinus and S. sanguinis did not increase when exposed to TEGDMA or DEGDMA. The
increase in absorbance was described to be caused by vesicular formation around bacteria
when exposed to ethylene-glycol monomers, causing an increase in particle size and not
increase in the actual number of bacteria (Takahashi et al., 2004). However biodegradation
products of the monomers have been shown to affect bacterial growth. The hydrolysed end
products of TEGDMA, metacrylic acid and triethylene glycol, have been shown to exert
opposite effects on bacterial growth. Metacrylic acid may inhibit growth of S. mutans and S.
salivarius, whereas triethylene glycol accelerated the growth of S. mutans at low pH (Khalichi
et al., 2004). Triethylene glycol has also been shown to affect gene expression of
glycosyltransferase B, a known virulence factor involved in production of extracellular
polysaccharides of S. mutans. This finding shows that low concentrations of monomers and
their degradation products may affect virulence gene expression of bacteria (Khalichi et al.,
2009).

3.4.6. Epidemiological
alternatives in patients

and

clinical
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Studies published by Maserejian et al.,(2012 a, 2012 b; 2014) concerning possible adverse
effects related to exposure to bisGMA-based dental composite restorations have contrasting
results. A post-hoc analysis of the Casa Pia Study showed that exposure to bisGMA-based
dental composite restorations was associated with impaired psychosocial function in children in
comparison to amalgam (Maserejian et al., 2012a). The same authors published another study
related to neuropsychological development, finding insignificant associations (Maserejian et al.,
2012b). A more recent analysis showed that use of sealants (containing BPA) or preventive
resin restorations were not associated with behavioural, neuropsychological, or physical
development in children (Maserejian et al., 2014).

3.4.6.1. Case reports
Several cases and series of cases confirming allergic reactions caused by tooth-coloured
restorative materials have been published. For example, an early case report described a
female patient who developed a rash and hives on her chest, arms and legs after treatment
with a composite (Nathanson and Lockhart, 1979). Patch-testing indicated that Bis-GMA was
the provoking agent, whereas the sensitisation might have taken place by contact with a
cross-reacting epoxy product. Patch tests also indicated Bis-GMA in a case of peri-oral
erythema and crusting of cheeks following the application of a bonding agent for resin
composite and glass ionomer fillings (Carmichael et al., 1997). Moreover, stomatitis and perioral dermatitis was attributed to Bis-GMA in a filling material (Kanerva and Alanko 1998). Even
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immediate type allergic reactions have been described after contact with a Bis-GMA resin
composite used for fissure sealing (Hallström, 1993; Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009).
Other relevant molecules were reported to be TEGDMA and HEMA, which are used in materials
for bonding resin composites to the tooth structures (Aalto-Korte et al., 2007; Drucker and
Pratt, 2011; Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009). In general, clinical symptoms comprise
intraoral, perioral and extraoral reactions (Tillberg et al., 2009). Local lichenoid reactions
similar to those described for amalgam, have also been attributed to composite fillings. In one
case patch testing indicated EGDMA as the allergen (Auzeerie et al., 2002), whereas other
cases indicated formaldehyde derived from the resin (Lind, 1988). Ulcerating gingivitis
localised to resin composite fillings was explained as a delayed reaction to the UV-absorber
Tinuvin P (Björkner and Niklasson, 1979).
Metals and alloys are another group of materials which can be used as alternatives to
amalgam. While cases of allergic reactions to nickel are well known (Schmalz and ArenholtBindslev, 2009), reactions towards palladium (Garhammer et al., 2001) have also been
reported and a cross reactivity between nickel and palladium was proposed (Garhammer et al.,
2001). Also, cases of contact allergy to gold and the relationship with OLL have been reported
(Ahlgren et al.,2012).
Reactions to cobolt-chromium metal-ceramic fixed partial dentures and crowns have also been
reported (Sélden et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1996). Alloys must be processed by dental
technicians to produce crowns, partial crown or inlays. This is traditionally done after taking an
impression of the patient's mouth and then making a cast.. Cases of allergic reactions towards
impression materials have been described (Mittermüller et al., 2012).
For deciduous teeth, steel crowns are advocated as amalgam replacement. A case of delayed
hypersensitivity with perioral skin eruptions after insertion of such a crown in a 13-year-old girl
was reported (Yilmaz et al., 2012).
The multitude of case reports with the various alternatives used indicate a concern for adverse
reactions of these alternatives. However, currently no general conclusions can be made based
on the available information.

3.4.6.2. Reports from adverse reaction registry units
In the years 1999-2002 the Norwegian Dental Biomaterials Adverse Reaction Unit received an
increasing number of reports of adverse reactions associated with composite materials,
although these were still outnumbered by reactions to amalgam and other alloys (Lygre et al.,
2003; Vamnes et al., 2004). Swedish data showed a similar tendency. Patch-testing of
referred patients demonstrated positive reactions to methacrylates and additives relevant to
resin- based materials, although the most frequent allergens were nickel, gold, cobalt,
palladium, mercury and chromium. A survey by the UK registry indicated that the number of
adverse reactions caused by resin-based materials, amalgam alternatives included, was about
14 % of the total number of patient reactions (Scott et al., 2004). The UK Registry and the
Swedish Registry have been discontinued since the former version of this Opinion was
published.
The discussions concerning potential adverse reactions related to the use of dental amalgam
have also focused on potential side-effects from other materials, such as polymer-based filling
materials and associated products, e.g. bonding agents, and cast gold alloys. There are no
harmonised criteria for what can be classified as an adverse reaction related to dental
materials. Under-reporting was a recognised problem and lack of awareness and lack of clarity
as to what constitutes an adverse reaction may be contributory factors.
The Dental Biomaterials Adverse Reaction Unit is a permanent activity funded by the
Norwegian Government and located at the Department of Clinical Dentistry, University of
Bergen.The Dental Biomaterials Adverse Reaction Unit has three main purposes:
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1) Recording of adverse reactions
Dentists, dental assistants and physicians report to the Adverse Reaction Unit when any kind
of side effect related to dental materials is observed. Both subjective and objective reactions
can be recorded. The information is evaluated, coded and collected in a database at the Unit.
2) Clinical examination of referred patients
At the Adverse Reaction Unit, patients who exhibit reactions that are suspected to be
associated with dental biomaterials can be referred from the patient’s primary dentist or
physician for additional examination. No dental treatment is given at the Adverse Reaction
Unit. The aim is to collect clinical data on the various aspects of adverse reactions, particularly
those which are not directly related to local reactions. The referral routines are designed so
that a co-operation is required between the patient's primary physician and dentist.
3) Information activities
The Unit gathers informational material pertaining to dental materials and their potential risks
for both health personnel and the public.
Unfortunately, the Unit only publishes its Annual Report in Norwegian. However, the following
graph indicates the types of materials involved in reports from 1993 to 2012.
Figure 2: Types of dental materials involved in adverse reaction reports
Adapted and translated from Annual Report Dental Biomaterials Reaction Unit 2012, courtesy
of Professor Lars Björkman.

Since all dental materials pose a potential risk to patients and members of the dental team,
the post-market monitoring of adverse reactions caused by dental materials should be
considered essential.
The Directive concerning medical devices (93/42/EEC) requires the manufacturers to have
postmarketing surveillance data which are reviewed by the Notified Bodies on audits. The
Competent Authorities have a vigilance system for adverse events with medical devices.
However, this information is not publically accessible.
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The US Food and Drug Administration has active reporting systems for adverse events
concerning all types of medical devices, including dental materials. Their MAUDE database
houses medical device reports submitted to the FDA by mandatory reporters (manufacturers,
importers and device user facilities) and voluntary reporters such as health care professionals,
patients and consumers.

3.4.6.3. Reports from dermatological units
A Finnish multicentre study based on dental screening allergens on 4000 patients concluded
that methacrylates, particularly HEMA, were responsible for 2.8 % of reactions, which were
otherwise dominated by metal salts (Kanerva et al., 2001). A Swedish investigation showed
positive patch tests to methacrylate allergens in 2.3 % of the patients (Goon et al., 2006). The
most common of these allergens was HEMA, followed by EDGMA, TEGDMA, and MMA.
Simultaneous positive reactions were frequent. Only one patient reacted to Bis-GMA, whereas
reactions to HEMA alone were seen in most patients. Data from Israel after testing of patients
with oral manifestations such as cheilitis, burning mouth, lichenoids, and orofacial
granulomatosis also ranked HEMA as the most frequent dental allergen after the metal salts
(Khamaysi et al., 2006).
1632 subjects had been patch tested to either the dental patient series or dental personnel
series at the department of Occupational and Environmental Dermatology, Malmö, Sweden.
Positive patch tests to (meth)acrylate allergens were seen in 2.3% (30/1322) of the dental
patients and 5.8% (18/310) of the dental personnel. The most common allergen for both
groups was HEMA, followed by EGDMA, TEGDMA, and methyl methacrylate (Goon et al.,
2006). The prevalence of acrylate/methacrylate allergy was in Singapore – slightly lower
compared to Malmö (Goon et al., 2008).
In a series of 121 patch-tested patients suffering from several intra-, peri- and extraoral
symptoms, the most common allergens detected included goldsodiumthiosulphate (14.0%),
nickel sulfate (13.2%), mercury (9.9%), palladium chloride (7.4%), cobalt chloride (5.0%),
and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (5.8%) (Khamaysi et al., 2006). Twenty-eight of 206
patients had positive patch-test reactions to metals used in dentistry. The number of positive
patch-test reactions was highest for gold sodium thiosulfate, palladium chloride, and nickel
sulfate (Raap et al., 2009).

3.4.6.4. Questionnaire studies
A few attempts have been made to estimate the incidence of adverse effects of dental
materials among dental patients. However, no studies have focused specifically on alternatives
to amalgam. After about 10 000 dental treatments, one fifth of which were resin composite
restorations, 22 adverse reactions were observed, none of them being related to tooth
coloured restorative materials. Thirty-one dentists, representing a collective practice time of
387 years, recollected 70 cases of adverse effects, of which two were attributed to temporary
resin-based and denture base materials, and 5 to copper cement, but none to alternatives to
amalgam (Kallus and Mjør, 1991).
Other questionnaire studies have aimed at obtaining incidence rates of material related side
effects in dental specialty practices such as paedodontics, orthodontics, and prosthodontics.
Data from paedodontics indicated one reaction in 2400 patients, but only a minimal part was
attributed to alternatives to amalgam (Jacobsen et al., 1991). Orthodontics and prosthodontics
do not regularly include the placement of restorative amalgam alternatives, but resin-based
materials of similar composition are used. In orthodontics, only one of 41 000 patients showed
an intra-oral reaction to an orthodontic composite, but nine others reacted to resin-based
removable appliances, retention appliances, activators, and polymeric brackets (Jacobsen and
Hensten-Pettersen 2003). However, some of these appliances are often made by chemically
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polymerised methacrylates, containing relatively higher concentration of potentially allergenic
residual monomers as compared to well-cured restorative composites. Questionnaire data from
prosthodontics could be interpreted to indicate a reaction rate of one per 600 patients for
resin-based prosthodontic materials (Hensten-Pettersen and Jacobsen 1991).
More recently, New Zealand dentists were asked about their experience with (non-amalgam)
dental alloy allergies. As many as one in six general practising dentists have encountered
allergic reactions to metal alloys in their patients (Zhou et al., 2010).

3.4.6.5. General Comments
Case reports and reports from dermatological units highlight the possibility of adverse effects
related to identified dental materials. Information from these sources is helpful in a field where
these events are infrequent. The adverse reaction registry units in some countries contribute
data on the relative frequency of the different adverse reactions, including those to amalgam
alternatives. However, since participation by dental personnel is voluntary, the amount of
under-reporting of patient reactions is unknown. The existing epidemiological studies offer an
impression of the different material related adverse effects as perceived by dental personnel.
However, none of these studies are well suited as a basis for estimation of the prevalence of
reactions caused by specific allergens associated with amalgam alternatives or other materials.
In spite of these drawbacks, an attempt to rationalise the risk of material-related adverse
effects in dentistry on the basis of published reports has appeared (Schedle et al., 2007).
Large variations were found, ranging between 1:10 000 and 1:100 for dental patients. A FDIreport also points to the fact that the vast majority of patients have encountered no adverse
reactions, but dentists were advised to be aware of the possibility of reactions to resin-based
materials (Fan and Meyer, 2007). The importance of satisfactory curing of these materials was
specifically underlined. It is assumed that the most frequent potential allergens associated with
resin-based amalgam alternatives are found in Table 5.
Furthermore, non-amalgam dental alloy-based alternatives for dental amalgam used in inlays,
partial or full crowns contain metals such as nickel, palladium or gold for which allergic
reactions are repeatedly being reported with partially higher frequencies than for dental
amalgam (Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev, 2009).

3.4.7. Epidemiological and clinical
alternatives in dental personnel
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The potential for adverse effects due to alternative restorative materials amongst dental
personnel is widely recognised (Hume and Gerzina, 1996). Most of the evidence of adverse
effects takes the form of case reports, findings from surveys (Örtengren, 2000) and reports
from national reporting systems (van Noort et al., 2004) as well as from dermatological units
(Goon et al., 2006).
The study from Sweden shows a 2-3 times higher sensitisation rate for dental personnel as
compared to patients. Given the extent of the use of alternative restorative materials,
hundreds of millions of restorations annually, and the possibility that <7% of dental personnel
may report skin symptoms when working (Örtengren, 2000), it is surprising that the reported
incidence of adverse effects due to alternative restorative materials is low (van Noort et al.,
2004). The prevalence of verified allergic contact dermatitis amongst dental personnel (<1%)
is much lower than the prevalence of self-reported skin symptoms (<7%) (Örtengren, 2000).
Most of the adverse reactions reported take the form of contact dermatitis, which in severe
cases may be associated with paraesthesia of the finger tips (Kanerva et al.,1998). Reactions
around the eyes, generalised skin itching and bronchial problems have been reported, but
these are rare (Hume and Gerzina 1996).
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HEMA appears to be a common sensitiser, although a small minority of dental personnel may
have positive patch-tests to BisGMA and/or TEGDMA (Kanerva et al., 2001). It is relevant that
relatively low molecular weight resin monomers, including HEMA and TEGDMA take only a few
minutes to diffuse through latex gloves of the type worn by dental personnel, while higher
molecular weight monomers, such as BisGMA, take a little longer to pass through the relatively
thin latex of treatment gloves (Jensen et al., 1991; Munksgaard, 1992). These findings
emphasise the importance of a “no-touch” technique when handling resin-based restorative
materials, even when wearing gloves. This approach to the handling of resin-based restorative
materials is highlighted in manufacturers’ directions for use.
Regarding the lower incidence of allergic responses to resin-containing alternative restorative
materials in patients relative to dental personnel, Kallus and Mjör (1991) and HenstenPettersen and Jacobsen (1991) suggest that this may be related to the fact that the principal
exposure of dental personnel is to methacrylates as monomers during the handling of uncured
materials. Adverse effects of alternative restorative materials in dental personnel may, as a
consequence, be minimised by the avoidance of contact with, in particular, low molecular
weight monomers during the handling and placement of uncured materials. The effects may be
further reduced by the use of effective face protection, water cooling and suction, as
appropriate, in all operative procedures involving both cured and uncured resin-based
materials and associated systems. On the other side, it was reported that in a room where
resin composites are used, monomer concentration in the air is elevated which means that a
further source of exposure exists (Marquardt et al., 2009). However, the concentrations were
very low.
Between 1995 and 1998, 174 dental personnel were referred as patients to the Department of
Occupational and Environmental Dermatology, Stockholm (Wrangsjö et al.. 2001). After
clinical examination, 131 were patch tested with the Swedish standard series and 109 with a
dental screening series. Furthermore, 137 were tested for IgE-mediated allergy to natural
rubber latex. Hand eczema was diagnosed in 109/174 (63%), 73 (67%) being classified as
irritant contact dermatitis and 36 (33%) as allergic. Further diagnoses included other eczemas,
urticaria, rosacea, psoriasis, tinea pedis, bullous pemphigoid or no skin disease. 77/131 (59%)
had positive reactions to substances in the standard series and 44/109 (40%) to substances
exclusive to the dental series. 24/109 (22%) patients had positive reactions to
(meth)acrylates, the majority with reactions to several test preparations. Reactions to HEMA,
EGDMA and MMA were most frequent. Nine of the 24 were positive only to (meth)acrylates,
the remaining 15 also had reactions to allergens in the standard series. Irritant hand
dermatitis was the dominant diagnosis. Contact allergy to (meth)acrylate was seen in 22% of
the patch-tested patients, with reactions to three predominant test substances. In one third of
these cases the (meth)acrylate allergy was seen together with atopy and/or further contact
allergies.
Also, less severe allergic skin reactions among dental personnel have been diagnosed as
caused by methacrylates, secondary in frequency only to chemicals related to natural rubber
latex (Alanko et al.. 2004). Hand dermatoses, together with eye-, nose-, and airway reactions
are consistent findings among dental personnel, although the role played by amalgam
alternatives is undecided (Sinclair and Thomson 2004; Andreasson et al.. 2001).
The Finnish Register of Occupational Diseases diagnosed 24 cases of occupational asthma or
rhinitis caused by methacrylates during the years 1990-98 .The incidence rate of occupational
respiratory disease was considered greater than in the whole population (Piirilä et al.,2002).
Preventive actions such as change in hygiene factors, use of no-touch techniques when
working with methacrylates, less use of latex and awareness of risk factors seems to keep the
prevalence of skin and respiratory symptoms low among dental personnel (Schedle et al.,
2007).
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3.4.8. Potential adverse effects of ancillary items and equipment
3.4.8.1. Photopolymerisation energy sources
Light sources are used to activate chemical photoinitiators, by absorption of photons, in order
to initiate polymerisation in many restorative materials (Small, 2001). The applied light dose
(radiant exposure; [J/m2]) depends on the radiation power emitted per unit area (irradiance;
[W/cm2]) multiplied by time [in seconds]. Each photoinitiator has its unique radiation
absorption spectrum, i.e. photons of specific wavelengths (energies) only are absorbed and to
different degrees. The most common photoinitiator is camphorquinone which absorbs visible
light between ~400-500 nm with an absorption peak at 468 nm. The main advantages of lightcured resin composites compared to chemically cured products are based on the fact that
mixing of components in the clinic is not required, resulting principally in less porosity, better
curing control, less curing time and ease of placement (Krämer et al., 2008).
Types of light curing units
Dental curing systems use light sources such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), quartz-tungstenhalogen lamps (QTH), xenon-plasma arcs (PAC) and lasers of which LEDs are the most widely
used. A small percentage of the lamp source emission is visible light: 15%; 5%; 1% for LEDs;
QTH and PAC, respectively. The remaining emission is heat (all lamps) and infrared radiation
(IR) (not from visible light LEDs). LED dental curing lamps, based on solid-state semiconductor
technology emit radiation in the visible and IR part of the electromagnetic spectrum within
relatively narrow wavelength bands. Typical bandwidth for dental LEDs are 30-50 nm, and
since bands exist that match the absorption spectra of commonly used photoinitiators, both
around 400 nm and around 470 nm filters are not required. The irradiance of 13 lamp products
measured in the 400 to 515 nm range varied from ~600 - 2000 mW/cm2 (Bruzell and
Wellendorf 2008). Some LEDs marketed in 2008 claim irradiance values up to 5000 mW/cm2.
The lifetime is longer and irradiance more stable for LEDs than for halogen lamps.
QTH lamps with halogen inside quartz bulbs generate light through the heating of a tungsten
filament to high temperatures. A drawback of halogen bulbs is that the generation of heat
causes a degradation of the components of the curing unit over time. The irradiance declines
consecutively, which compromises the curing ability of the unit. The IR and some UV radiation
is filtered to emit wavelengths in the violet-blue range only (~380-515 nm). The irradiance of
halogen lamps tested between 2002-2007 varied from ~400 to ~3400 mW/cm2.
Plasma-arc lights are made up of two electrodes in a gaseous, e.g. xenon-filled bulb. The
plasma is heated to several thousand degrees Celsius and emits UV, visible and IR radiation
which is filtered to allow mainly blue light (390-500 nm). Typical irradiance is ~3000 mW/cm2.
Lasers can emit optical radiation at single (monochromatic) wavelengths as a result of the
excitation of atoms of suitable gases/liquids/solids to specific energy levels. Argon lasers
suitable for photopolymerisation emit at 488 nm and may have a power output up to 5000
mW, but the operating power is usually around 250 mW.
Dental curing lamps are classified as medical electrical equipment and should comply with a
specific standard to indicate the potential risk of adverse health effects (International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60601-2-57:2011). According to the rules in this standard,
several dental curing lamps will be classified in the second highest group, indicating that the
risk is moderate, but that the aversion response of the eye cannot be relied on completely.
Light-curing of resin composites
The dental curing lights initiate polymerisation of resin-based dental restorative materials by
emission of radiation to be absorbed by photoinitiators in the material. The surface of the light
delivery device should, ideally, be positioned a few mm from the material surface. Increasing
the distance will normally decrease the irradiation, depending on the area of the emission
relative to the area to be cured. The radiant exposure required for optimal curing, i.e.
achieving adequate depth of resin composite layer without sacrificing mechanical properties
while minimizing heat generation, is material dependent and is of the magnitude 10 000-50
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000 mJ/cm2. Recommended irradiances and curing times may vary from 300 mW/cm2 to >
2000 mW/cm2 and ~5-100 s respectively, to obtain a 1.5-4 mm thick layer of resin composite
polymer, depending on the material colour, degree of opacity/translucency, particle size and volume and chemical composition. So-called bulk-fill materials have increased translucency
that increase the layer thickness (Musanje & Darvell, 2003; Bruzell and Wellendorf, 2008; Ilie
et al.,2013).
Risk issues
Exposure of the eyes
The eyes of the lamp operators and assistants are at risk from acute and cumulative effects,
mainly due to back-reflection of the blue light. Some LEDs emit shorter wavelengths (close to
UV, approx. 400 nm) in addition to the blue, and this radiation is potentially damaging to
anterior parts of the eye, such as the cornea and lens. Exposure to intense visible light
radiation sources in a dental clinic necessitates the use of eye protective filters to avoid bluelight photochemical retinal damage. Normally, the light from a curing lamp does not reach the
patient’s eyes. However, if the risk is increased, eye protection should be used by patients as
well. Increased risk includes for e.g. light curing of the front teeth and treating patients with
ocular disease or intraocular lens implants (due to e.g. cataract surgery). Such lenses offer
various degrees of UV- and blue light protection, but they offer less protection from
wavelengths emitted from an LED lamp than the middle-aged eye does (Mainster, 2006).
Bruzell et al.,(2007) measured the visible light transmittance of eye protective filters of which
half the number were unsuitable for use with light curing.
Exposure of skin and oral tissues
Both materials and radiation intended for curing can be exposed to patients’ oral tissue or
dentists’ finger skin. The two agents combined can cause photosensitisation effects, which is
typical of UVA (320 -400 nm) and visible radiation (400-800 nm). UV can also induce direct
effects. Although in vitro studies have shown that blue light of doses relevant for dental light
curing can induce small cytotoxic effects (Bruzell Roll et al.,2004; Opländer et al., 2011), these
lamps do not appear to cause damage to healthy skin under normal use. However, thermal
effects can occur with irradiances above ~100 mW/cm2 after a few minutes depending on local
tissue factors such as blood circulation. There are reports of accidental oral soft tissue burns
with the use of LEDs (Spranley et al., 2012). Quartz-halogen lamps and a few LEDs emit some
radiation in the UV-and short wavelength visible band (380-410 nm). Chadwick et al.,(1994)
assessed the level of UVA (340- 400 nm) emitted from three previously used halogen sources
and the level of protection afforded by six brands of surgical gloves. It was concluded that the
risk of initiating adverse dermatological consequences such as photosensitisation as a result of
exposure to relatively low irradiance of UVA, is minimal in normal usage. Furthermore, glove
material absorption of UVA has been reported to be up to a third lower than reported in the
Chadwick-study (Lehtinen et al., 1990). However, some LED lamps on the market today emit
up to 1100 times higher irradiance in the UVA, which implies that the risk for
photosensitisation of skin, due to the combined effect of curing lamp emission and chemicals,
has increased during the last 10 years. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that UV
(bandwidth 100–400 nm, encompassing UVC, UVB and UVA) is classified as carcinogenic to
humans (International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)).
Dental light curing units with emission mainly in the visible spectrum, but also with a fraction
of UVA (380-580 nm; unknown irradiance) have been shown to cause the disappearance of
Langerhans cells (antigen presenting cells of the skin) 3 days after exposure in a model of
human skin heterotransplanted into nude mice (Bonding et al., 1987). Several studies have
shown that UV radiation on skin has immunosuppressive effects, in particular wavelengths
shorter than about 320 nm (reviewed by Schwartz, 2008). The suppression is primarily
affecting the adaptive immune response due to an impairment of antigen presenting cells and
an emergence of T regulatory cells (Duthie et al., 1999). The innate immune response may in
contrast be enhanced, explaining why solar exposure does not favour bacterial infections in
general (Liu et al., 2006).
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There does not seem to be any scientific studies on the possibility of adverse reactions other
than the thermal mentioned above in the oral mucosa after exposure to high intensity visible
blue light.
Light as a cofactor in photobiological reactions
Most manufacturers state in the instructions for use that dental curing lights should not be
used in patients with light sensitivity diseases such as urticaria solaris or porphyrias – or who
are currently on photosensitising medication. Examples of such drugs are found in the groups
of NSAIDS, antidepressants, antipsoriatics and antibiotics (tetracyclines) (Kleinman et al.,
2010; deLeo 2000). Some photosensitising drugs can accumulate in skin, nails, teeth and
ocular tissue. Photosensitising reactions, i.e. phototoxic and photoallergic reactions due to the
absorption of UV or light by absorbing molecules, chromophores, with subsequent production
of reactive oxygen species (ROS), radicals and other toxic photoproducts constitute a potential
risk with the use of light sources in dentistry. Exogenous chromophores are, for example, the
above-mentioned drugs, edibles and dental material components. Endogenous chromophores
are for example DNA, porphyrins, flavins, haemoglobin and bilirubin. An example of combined
chemical substance and light effect (no phototsensitisation) was shown in vitro: the depletion
of glutathione (GSH) by methacrylates led to increased cytotoxicity following UVA/blue light
irradiation with the formation of ROS (Christensen and Bruzell, 2010). Although the dose from
the high intensity lamps are in the same range of what is used for dermatological skin testing
of photobiological reactions, phototoxic or photoallergic reactions have not been documented
in the context of oral medicine. This may partly be explained by the fact that the diagnoses of
photoallergic/-toxic reactions are difficult to distinguish from other allergic reactions as the
manifestations are similar. Furthermore, tissue reactions experienced by a patient after a
dental treatment will easily be associated with any material used. The EU-directive (2006) on
safety regarding occupational exposure to artificial optical sources includes photosensitising
reactions as a risk factor, and the dental curing lamp is encompassed by this directive. The
possibility of photo-related reactions should be taken into account in the evaluation of
dermatological conditions in dental personnel.
Exposure of teeth
The curing lamps with high irradiance may cause local heating. Laboratory studies show
temperature rises, at 3 mm distance from the light source, from 4.1oC to 12.9oC (~300
mW/cm2), and from 17.4oC to 46.4oC (~11000 mW/cm2) for LED and halogen lamps,
respectively (Yap and Soh, 2003). Furthermore, a LED with irradiance of 1100 mW/cm2 caused
a pulpal temperature increase of 6 oC after 10 s (Durey et al., 2008). In vitro studies with
thermocouples placed in pulp chambers of extracted teeth showed a moderate rise in pulpal
temperature. In a vital tooth this does not seem to be a problem, possibly due to the heat
convection effect of the blood circulation. In subjects with impaired blood circulation and with
many restorations or carious teeth, temperature increases may be higher. The recent
introduction of LEDs with irradiance of more than ca. 1500 mW/cm2 might increase the risk of
thermal damage to the pulp.
Temperature rise
For high irradiance light curing units (e.g. > 3000 mW/cm2 as presented in Rueggeberg, 2010)
temperature raise in the pulp chamber with 0.75 to 1 mm residual dentin thickness was over
the critical value of 5 to 6 °C (Rueggeberg, 2010). As dentin is known to be a good thermal
isolator, generally heat damage to the pulp in shallow and medium depth cavities is not
expected. However, heat damage on the pulp in cavities closer to the pulp or with pulp
exposure is to be expected. In addition, this may also occur with lower irradiance but
prolonged curing times.
Furthermore, if the treatment is performed under local anaesthesia with vasoconstrictors,
blood circulation is reduced and heat removal from the pulp is impaired (Jandt and Mills,
2013). If inadvertently, the light source is directed to the soft tissues, like the lips, severe
burning has been described with rubber dam offering no protection (Spranley et al., 2012). On
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the other side, insufficient curing, which is observed in daily practice (Price, 2013), may
increase the release of substances and increase its toxicity (Sigusch et al., 2009).
Electromagnetic compatibility
Although a report exists of headache associated with curing light exposure in a Parkinson’s
patient with implanted brain stimulator electrodes (Vangstein, 2003), two studies of possible
electrical or electromagnetical interference of implants with dental curing lamps concluded that
no significant effects on the equipment were found (Miller et al., 1998; Roberts, 2002).
However, a battery-operated LED curing lamp was found to interfere with the sensing and
pacing activity of pacemakers and implantable cardioverter-defibrillator devices (Roedig et al.,
2010).
Ineffective treatment/inferior quality of restoration
Inferior curing caused by e.g. cracks or material build-up on the light guide will increase the
amount of monomers and may lead to increased risk of toxicity. Incorrect positioning of the
lamp, such as too large a distance between the light and the material to be cured, may cause
less than optimal curing and overexposure of oral tissues (Price et al., 2014). Many dental
curing lights have an integrated photometer to check that the irradiance is sufficient for the
intended use. Alternatively, a separate photometer or a more advanced spectrophotometer or
radiometer can be used. When performing irradiation measurements it is important that the
equipment used is intended to measure the wavelength range and the irradiance emitted from
the lamp in question. Equipment used to measure halogen lamps 15 years ago is not
necessarily intended for today’s LEDs. It is also recommended to check that the depth of cure
for the various composites is sufficient. The latter method checks both the quality of the light
source and the quality of the composite material. This is an important aspect, since the resinbased materials have a limited shelf life. Some polymer composite materials contain
photoinitiators with absorption peaks in the range 390-410 nm, and thus require radiation of
lower wavelengths than does camphorquinone for polymerisation to take place.
Overall risk assessment of light curing units
There are inherent problems in the assessment of adverse effects of light exposure from dental
curing lamps. Spectral characteristics vary among the different products, tissues treat
radiation differently and the repair mechanisms for photo-induced damage may be
insufficiently developed in oral mucosa.
The dental curing lights, when used according to the manufacturer’s instructions and with
proper eye protection, seem to be safe for use in most patients and users. However, the
potential for adverse reactions to occur are definitely present and the manufacturer’s
cautionary statements about not using them in specific situations should be heeded (Bruzell
Roll et al.,2004).

3.4.8.2. Glove use
The wearing of gloves, often of latex, but increasingly of non-latex alternatives, has become
routine in the everyday dental practice. Although not advised, should alternative resin-based
filling materials be handled during use, low molecular weight components may quickly pass
through the glove (Jensen et al., 1991; Munksgaard, 1992) and will remain in contact with the
moist skin of the clinician until the gloves are removed and the hands washed at the end of the
treatment. With practitioners who are sensitive to such constituents, or in the presence of skin
conditions, cuts or abrasions, an adverse reaction may occur. Such reactions may be avoided
by strict adherence to the no-touch techniques recommended by manufacturers of alternative
restorative materials.
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3.4.9. General Observations on Efficacy of Alternatives
The general observations on the efficacy of amalgam restorations (Sections 3.3.9 and 3.3.10)
may be reinforced here. Alternatives to amalgam have been in clinical use for well over 30
years. They have not only addressed the issues on the aesthetics of amalgams but have
facilitated a radical change in the concepts of restorative dentistry through the introduction of
more minimally invasive techniques and the associated retention of more tooth substance
when treating caries. This has been achieved through the use of tooth coloured materials that
are themselves adhesive to tooth substances or that can achieve adhesion through the use of
intermediary agents. It is recognised that their use is technique sensitive and that the
procedures for their placement take longer and therefore be more expensive. It is also true
that they may be more susceptible to secondary caries and, in some situations, have less
longevity than amalgams (for references see sections 3.3.9 and 3.3.10). In general therefore,
these tooth-coloured alternatives offer an effective modality for the treatment of dental caries
in many situations.
Non-amalgam alloys and – more recently – ceramics have also been used as amalgam
alternatives, although the costs involved are considerably higher because the restoration must
be separately fabricated and then luted to the tooth (indirect restoration). Survival rates of
such restorations are high (Felden et al., 1998; Krämer et al., 2008; Federlin et al., 2010);
however, due to the specific requirements of the technique, more sound tooth tissue has to be
removed to fit such a restoration than is the case with a direct restoration using amalgam or
resin-based composites.
Used as inlay/onlay more tooth substance is replaced but in the case of overlays of partial
crowns the preparation should be minimal and the longevity is rather good with AFR of 2%
(van Dijken and Hasselrot, 2010).
3.4.10. Conclusions on Alternatives
Alternatives to amalgam comprise a large variety of materials based on mainly acrylic resin
technology, cements, ceramics or dental alloys. The materials used as alternatives to dental
amalgam for direct restorations (so-called resin-based composites or resin composites) are
usually chemically very complex, with certain clinical limitations or may present some
toxicological risks. They frequently contain a variety of organic substances, for which
toxicological data are scarce or even missing and they may undergo chemical reactions within
the tooth cavity and adjacent soft tissues during placement releasing newly formed substances
like formaldehyde. Therefore, it should not be assumed that non-mercury containing
alternatives are free from any concerns about adverse effects (Goldberg, 2007).
The amount of the released substances from resin composites and related materials depend on
the degree of conversion. During application, the low viscous dental adhesives in nonpolymerised state will in many cases be in direct contact with the oral tissues which makes
penetration of the tissues possible and has potential biological risks.
With respect to those materials that incorporate polymerisable resins, it is known that some of
the monomers involved in their intra-oral placement and polymerisation are highly cytotoxic to
pulp and gingival cells in vitro and there is also evidence that some of them are mutagenic,
although it is far from clear whether this has any clinical significance. Some of these
substances are irritants when used by themselves in various situations and the occupational
risks associated with their use are similar to those found in the printing and automotive
industries. Allergies to these substances have been reported, both in patients and in dental
personnel. We note that the full chemical specification of these alternative restorative
materials is not always divulged and it may be difficult to ascertain exactly what they contain.
In the absence of data, it may not be possible to provide a scientifically sound statement on
the safety of individual products. It is also noted, however, that there are very limited scientific
data available concerning exposure of patients and dental personnel to these substances.
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Nevertheless, these alternative materials have now been in clinical use for well over thirty
years, and this use has revealed little evidence of clinically significant adverse events. The
commercially available materials have either changed substantially or been improved
considerably during this time, with reduced bioavailability of harmful components through
improved polymerisation processes. It is recognised that many of the new forms of these
alternative materials lack long-term clinical data and as such, need to be monitored for
possible risks to patients and dental personnel.
As a separate issue, it should be borne in mind that these photo-polymerisable systems
require activation and that the powerful light sources now used for this purpose may constitute
an additional risk for adverse effects, both to patients and dental personnel. Eye protection is
extremely important.
As for amalgam, genetic predisposition may play a role for the occurrence of adverse reactions
towards alternative materials. It is known that the catalase system is necessary for
compensating the increase of cellular reactive oxygen species, which takes place after dental
methacrylate monomer exposure (Krifka et al., 2013 and 2012). Several common mutations of
the catalase gene (CAT) are known (see above); however, as for amalgam, the clinical impact
for alternative materials is unclear. Furthermore, it was reported that glutathione (GSH) plays
an important role in the detoxification of dental methacrylate monomers: toxicity of these
monomers can be increased by GSH inhibition and decreased by the addition of N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a precursor of GSH (Krifka et al., 2012; Stanislawski et al., 2003). Vulnerable
individuals and subpopulations with a genetic predisposition, e.g. of a glutamyl-cysteine ligase
GCLM-588T allele with a reduced glutathione production (Goodrich et al., 2011; Custodio et
al., 2005), may also exist for dental methacrylate monomers. The influence of different
variants of glutathione transferase on the cellular reactions towards resin monomers was
shown (Lefeuvre et al., 2004). However, clinical data are missing and more research is
warranted.
Indirect restorations used as amalgam alternatives have a good survival rate, but the involved
costs are considerably higher than with direct restorations and more sound tooth tissue has to
be removed in order to place such a restoration in a tooth. Furthermore, metals used in these
alloys are not without biological risk and ceramic restorations have to be luted in many cases
with resin-based composite materials and thus the same biological problems occur as with
such direct fillings.
In a recent Cochrane systematic review on the comparative longevitiy of resin-based
composites and amalgams it is stated that the parallel group trials indicated that resin
restorations had a significantly higher risk of failure than amalgam restorations and increased
risk of secondary caries. The results from the split-mouth trials were consistent with those of
the parallel group trials. More data with higher levels of evidence are warranted.

3.4.11. Comments on costs
Generally, costs for restorative treatment are based on the costs of the materials and the time
needed to perform the work within the given environment. Furthermore, the longevity of a
restoration influences the costs by higher replacement rates. There is general agreement in the
literature that the treatment costs for amalgam fillings are lower than for resin composite
restorations. The latter were rated 1.7 to 3.5 times more expensive than amalgam for a one
tooth year restoration (Chadwick et al., 1999). Other estimates amounted to initial costs for
resin composite fillings to be 25% higher, cost per year of function to be 2.5 times higher than
for amalgam (Sjögren & Halling, 2002). In a recently published report from Norway (Skjelvik
and Schou Grytli, 2012) a price increase for a resin composite filling compared to an amalgam
filling in the range of € 48 to 72€ was reported, which means an increase of 33 and 50
percent. However, for amalgam fillings additional costs should be considered; e.g. for
amalgam waste/separator management and for cremation. In the above-mentioned Norwegian
report, such costs have been estimated to be about 1 to 2 € per amalgam filling for
waste/separator costs. However, such costs are varying, e.g. according to the price of the
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recycled metals; presently, e.g. in Germany, recycling companies even pay (a small amount)
for amalgam waste. Another problem is related to cremation, by which mercury from amalgam
fillings is released into the environment. Installation of additional filters for mercury and
maintaining them may add up to 18€ per cremation with an assumed 5 fillings per cremation
(Skjelvik and Schou Grytli, 2012). It can be concluded that even taking the more indirect costs
for amalgam into consideration, the costs for treatment of cavities with resin composites will
increase the costs compared to amalgam fillings.
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4. OPINION
The cited scientific evidence constitutes an update of the 2008 scientific Opinion concerning
the safety of dental amalgam and alternative dental restorative materials. It evaluates new
information and also some scientific articles that were not included in that version. The Opinion
provides answers to the questions posed in the mandate.

4.1. The scientific and clinical evidence
The SCENIHR recognises that dental amalgam, for the general population, is an effective
restorative material. From the perspectives of longevity, the mechanical performance and
economics, it has long been considered and still is a material of choice, especially for certain
types of restorations in posterior teeth, including replacement therapy for existing amalgam
fillings. However, because dental amalgam is neither tooth-coloured nor adhesive to remaining
tooth tissues, its use has been decreasing in recent years and the alternative tooth-coloured
filling materials have become increasingly more popular. This is consistent with the trend
towards minimal interventional, adhesive, techniques in dentistry. At the same time the quality
and durability of these materials have improved. This trend towards non-amalgam restorations
is emphasised by the significant reduction of training in the placement of dental amalgam
restorations, and the corresponding increase in training in the use of amalgam alternatives in
many dental schools in European countries.
Mercury is the metallic element of concern used in dental amalgam. Mercury is a wellrecognised toxicological risk, with reasonably well-defined characteristics for the major forms
of exposure such as ingestion of organic and inorganic mercury compounds and inhalation, of
elemental mercury vapour. Respiratory air concentrations, blood levels and urinary excretion
of mercury in individuals with amalgam fillings indicate that the levels of exposure encountered
are 5 to 30 times lower than those permitted for occupational exposure. Tolerable limits for
dietary exposures to mercury are relevant to amalgam safety considerations, as inhaled
elemental mercury may add to the body burden of inorganic mercury. Dietary mercury
exposure in the general population in Europe does not exceed the TWI for methyl mercury and
inorganic mercury, except in heavy fish-consumers. EFSA (2012) reported that the tolerable
weekly intake for inorganic mercury might be exceeded due to the additional inhalation
exposure in people with a high number of amalgam fillings. However, evidence is weak as the
data are mainly derived from model-based calculations. Studies on large patient collectives did
not show any correlation of health effects with the number of amalgam restorations.
Local adverse effects in the oral cavity are occasionally seen with dental amalgam fillings,
including allergic reactions and an association with clinical features characteristic of lichen
planus, but the incidence is low (<0.3% for dental materials in general) and usually readily
managed. Regarding systemic effects, elemental mercury is a well-documented neurotoxicant,
especially during early brain development, and inorganic mercury also constitutes a hazard to
kidney function. The presence of dental amalgam has been suggested to be associated with a
variety of systemic conditions, particularly neurological and psychological/psychiatric
diagnoses, including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and multiple sclerosis as well as
kidney disease. These possible risks are not substantiated. However, recent studies suggest
that the genetic make-up may be the cause of a higher mercury internal dose for some
individuals, possibly making them more vulnerable to mercury toxicity than the average.
Mercury concentration in the adult brain is associated with the number of amalgam fillings. In
the foetus mercury concentration in the foetal kidney but not the brain showed a trend
associated with the mothers’number of amalgam fillings. Because the elimination half-life for
inorganic mercury in the brain estimated by means of a PB-PK model exceeds 10 years,
mercury is likely to accumulate in the central nervous system.
The accumulated concentrations in brain tissue may reach values that are similar to those
inducing neurochemical changes in in vitro experimental models. Such effects have not been
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convincingly demonstrated in humans and so far, studies in children of school age did not
convincly demonstrate amalgam-associated neuropsychological deficits. However, recent
studies suggest that genetic polymorphisms concerning mercury kinetics may influence the
degree of individual susceptibility with regard to mercury internal exposure and consequently
toxicity. This may raise some concern for possible effects on the brain of mercury originating
from dental amalgam. However, so far such effects have not been documented in humans,
although some evidence on alteration of mercury dynamics have been reported. The transient
mercury release during placement and removal will result in transient exposure to the patients
(resulting in a transient increase in plasma mercury levels) and also to the dental personnel.
Therefore there is no general justification for removing clinically satisfactory amalgam
restorations, except in those patients diagnosed of having allergic reactions to one of the
amalgam constituents. Recent studies do not indicate that dental personnel in general, despite
somewhat higher exposures than patients, suffer from adverse effects that could be attributed
to mercury exposure due to dental amalgam. Exposure of both patients and dental personnel
can be minimised by the use of appropriate clinical techniques.
The alternative materials also have certain clinical limitations and toxicological risks. They
contain a variety of organic substances and may undergo chemical reactions within the tooth
cavity and adjacent soft tissues during placement. Therefore, it should not be assumed that
non-mercury containing alternatives are free from any concerns about adverse effects. With
respect to dental composite restorative materials and hybrid systems that incorporate
polymerisable resins, it is known that some of the monomers used are highly cytotoxic to pulp
and gingival cells in vitro. There is also evidence that some of these are mutagenic in vitro
although it is far from clear whether this has any clinical significance. Allergies to some of
these substances have been reported, both in patients and in dental personnel.
It is noted that there are very limited scientific data available concerning exposure of patients
and dental personnel to the substances that are used in alternative restorative materials. It is
recognised that such data are very difficult to obtain. Further toxicological research on the
various components of these alternative dental materials is warranted.
Alternative materials have now been in clinical use for more than thirty years, initially in
anterior teeth and later also for restorations in posterior teeth. This clinical use has revealed
little evidence of clinically significant adverse events. However, there is an increase in patients’
claims with increasing use of these materials. It is also important to note that the commercially
available materials have changed substantially and improved considerably over this time,
especially concerning their physical and mechanical properties and their adhesion to dental
hard tissues.
Resin-based composites contain a large variety of organic substances, for which toxicological
data are scarce or missing and available information on the composition and on leachables of
these materials is inadequate. Leaching occurs directly after curing from remaining un-reacted
groups in the body of the restoration and in the non-polymerised surface layer of the
restoration exposed to oxygen during curing. Leachable components may also be released due
to degradation or erosion over time, the leaching process being determined not only by the
degradation process itself but also by diffusivity through the material. Chemical degradation is
caused by hydrolysis or enzymatic catalysis. Other degradation factors are thermal,
mechanical and photochemical. Unreacted monomers, catalysts, formaldehyde and – in some
cases – bisphenol A are released. Dental alloys continuously release metals into the oral
environment depending e.g. on the metal content, the phase distribution within the alloy and
the corrosion conditions. Metals like gold, copper, silver and palladium are released but also
nickel, zinc, cobalt and chromium and many others. Glass ionomer cements release fluorides
and calcium, sodium, silicon, strontium, and aluminium. Ceramics release substances like
silicon, boron, sodium, potassium, and aluminium, some brands also release lithium in small
amounts.
The cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of substances leached from resin-based materials, of metallic
elements from alloys and of glass ionomer cements have been the subject of extensive studies
using cell culture techniques and bacterial mutation tests. Some of the released substances,
especially from resin-based composites and from alloys, are highly cytotoxic to pulp and
gingival cells in vitro and there is also evidence that some of the released monomers are
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mutagenic, although it is unclear whether this has clinical significance. Studies on the
intracellular biochemical mechanisms have clarified various effects such as cell membrane
damage, inhibition of enzyme activities, protein or nucleic acid synthesis, increase of radical
oxygen species concentration, etc. The risk associated with the release of Bisphenol A from
resin dental materials was recently evaluated and considered to be negligible. (SCENIHR
2015). Substances from resin materials such as TEGDMA and HEMA, but also metals from
alloys like nickel, cobalt and palladium, cause allergies in patients and dental personnel.
Recently, increased attention has been directed to the possibility of photo-related reactions
and to the effect of high energy light curing units. Specific safety precautions are necessary to
prevent eye damage of patients and dental personnel (by proper eye protection) and heat
related effects (burning of the gingiva or the dental pulp). Photo-related reactions should be
taken into account in evaluation of dermatological conditions in patients and dental personnel.
The SCENIHR notes that the full chemical specification of these alternative restorative
materials is not always divulged, and it may be difficult to know exactly what they contain. As
a result, there is limited toxicological data publicly available for these materials. Dental
restorative materials are defined as medical devices according to EU-Directive 93/42/EEC and
belong to class IIa. Consequently, the certification process does not include review of the
design dossier and, therefore, the chemical specification does not have to be revealed to the
third party. Although manufacturers are obliged to assess biocompatibility and the risk from
unintended side effects, accessible information on the toxicity of the constituents of the
materials as well as relevant exposure data is lacking. Therefore, the SCENIHR notes that it is
not possible to provide a scientifically sound statement on the generic safety of these
materials.
It is noted that there are very limited scientific data available concerning exposure of patients
and dental personnel to substances that are used in alternative restorative materials. Many of
the monomers and other organic solvents used in them are volatile and need to be better
identified and quantified.
More publically available research data are also needed to have a broader basis for risk
evaluation. In view of the controversial nature of this subject, it would also be beneficial for
the community in general to be better informed of the recognised benefits and risks.
In light of the above comments we conclude that dental amalgam already in place is not
considered a health risk for the general population. Thus, pre-existing amalgam restorations
should not be removed, as this intervention would result in a greater exposure to mercury. As
with any other medical or pharmaceutical intervention, caution should be exercised when
considering the (re-)placement of any dental restorative material in pregnant women. There is
no evidence that infants or children are at risk of adverse effects arising from the use of
alternatives to dental amalgam. As far as dental personnel are concerned, it is recognised that
they may be at greater risk with respect to mercury exposure than the general population,
although the incidence of reported adverse effects is very low.
Far less information is available concerning exposure, toxicity and clinical outcomes for
alternative materials. There is some evidence that certain low molecular weight substances
used in their preparation are associated with local allergic reactions, although the incidence is
very low. There is no evidence that there is any association between these materials, as used
clinically, and any neurological disorders or any other health disorders. We do emphasise,
however, that data is sparse and the continuing evolution of these materials suggests that
caution should be exercised before new variations are introduced into the market. As far as
dental personnel are concerned, again there is evidence of limited numbers of cases of
allergies to these materials. The pervasiveness of some of the volatile low molecular weight
species throughout dental clinics should be noted.
The SCENIHR concludes that dental health can be adequately ensured by alternative types of
restorative material. Furthermore, the use of resin-based alternatives allows the use of
minimally interventional adhesive techniques. The longevity of restorations of resin-based
alternative materials in posterior teeth has improved with the continuing development of these
materials and the practitioner's familiarity with effective replacement techniques. However, in
certain clinical situations (e.g. large cavities and high caries rates), the alternative materials
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are still inferior to amalgam. The clinical trend towards the use of adhesive alternatives implies
that a sustained reduction in the use of dental amalgams in clinical practice will continue
across the European Union.
As a separate issue, it should be borne in mind that these photo-polymerisable systems
require activation and that the powerful light sources now used for this purpose may constitute
an additional risk for adverse effects, both to patients and dental personnel. Eye protection is
extremely important.
The SCENIHR noted that indirect restorative techniques, involving the use of variety of
different alloys and ceramics may also be used when direct restorations are contra-indicated.
Their use, which is both time-consuming and expensive, has remained at a comparatively low
level in recent years. This use is not seen as a health concern with the exeption of allergies to
some metals. As a general principle, the relative risks and benefits of using dental amalgam or
the various alternatives should be explained to patients to assist them to make informed
decisions. This has implications concerning the provision of improved product information from
the manufacturers.
The SCENIHR concludes that dental restorative treatment can be adequately ensured by
amalgam and alternative types of restorative material. The longevity of restorations of
alternative materials in posterior teeth has improved with the continuing development of these
materials and the practitioner's familiarity with effective placement techniques, but is in certain
clinical situations (e.g. large cavities and high caries rates) still inferior to amalgam.
The choice of material should be based on patient characteristics such as primary or
permanent teeth, pregnancy, presence of allergies to mercury or other components of the
restorative materials, and presence of decreased renal clearance. The clinical trend towards
the use of adhesive alternatives is considered advantageous as it implies that a sustained
reduction in the use of dental amalgam in clinical practice will continue across the European
Union.
The SCENIHR recognises a lack of knowledge and a need for further research, in particular in
regard to genetic susceptibility related to mercury effects and to the constituents of alternative
restorative materials. Furthermore, there is a need for the development of new alternative
materials with a high degree of biocompatibility.

4.2. Answers to Terms of reference
In particular, the SCENIHR is asked the following questions.

4.2.1. Question 1
Is there any new scientific evidence that justify reasons for concern from the health point of
view in the use of dental amalgam as dental restoration material?
A variety of systemic adverse effects, particularly developmental neurotoxicity as well as
neurological and psychological or psychiatric diseases, have been suggested to be associated
with the presence of dental amalgam. The causality evidence for such effects due to dental
amalgam is weak, also considering other source of mercury exposure. A recent study
(Sherman et al.,2013) indicates that demethylation of methyl mercury from seafood gave a
major contribution to the mercuric mercury in the urine with fewer than 10 amalgam fillings.
The most recent in vitro evidence provides new insight into the effects of mercury on
developing neural brain cells at concentrations similar to those found accumulated in human
brain in post-mortem specimen.
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Neurological effects associated to dental amalgam have not been convincingly demonstrated in
humans as caused by dental amalgam. The effects of genetic polymorphism concerning
mercury kinetics may influence the degree of individual susceptibility in regard to mercury
internal exposure and consequently toxicity. Some evidence on alteration of Hg dynamics have
been also reported. They may raise some concern, although so far such effects have not been
clearly demonstrated in humans.

4.2.2. Question 2
In view of the above, is the use of dental amalgam safe for patients and users, i.e. dental
health professionals? Are certain populations particularly at risk, e.g. pregnant women or
children? Is it possible to recommend certain practices to minimize patient's and user's
exposure to dental amalgam?
The current evidence does not preclude the use of dental amalgam in restorative treatment in
the general population. The SCENIHR recognises that dental amalgam is an effective
restorative material for the general population, with low risk of adverse health effects.
The choice of material should be based on patient characteristics. The use of amalgam
restorations is not indicated in primary teeth, in patients with mercury allergies, and persons
with chronic kidney diseases with decreased renal clearance. As with any other medical or
pharmaceutical intervention, caution should be taken when considering the placement of any
dental restorative material in pregnant women. A decision to perform dental treatment during
pregnancy should take into account the dental therapeutic needs of the patient and balance
any potential risks (including the use of anaesthetics, along with all dental materials) against
therapeutic benefits to the patient. Generally, extensive dental treatment during pregnancy is
discouraged.
Placement and removal results in short-time exposure to the patients compared to leaving the
amalgam intact. Therefore there is no general justification for unnecessarily removing clinically
satisfactory amalgam restorations, except in those patients diagnosed as having allergic
reactions to one of the amalgam constituents.
Recent studies do not indicate that dental personnel, despite somewhat higher exposures than
general population as mercury in the urine, suffer from adverse effects that could be attributed
to mercury exposure due to dental amalgam. In a recent study in Canada, it was observed
that mercury vapour exposure during dental training on amalgam removal remained below
occupational exposure limits (Warwick et al., 2013).
The mercury release during placement and removal results in exposure of dental personnel.
Exposure of both patients and dental personnel could be minimised by the use of appropriate
clinical techniques.
Genetic polymorphisms involved in alteration of mercury kinetics and dynamics may raise
some concern for vulnerable groups, although so far such effects have not been clearly
demonstrated in humans.
To reduce the use of mercury-added products in line with the intentions of the Minamata
Convention (reduction of mercury in the environment) and under the above mentioned
precautions, it can be recommended that for the first treatment of primary teeth in children
and for pregnant patients, alternative materials to amalgam should be the first choice. This
decision should be made after informed consent from the patient or the legal guardians.
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4.2.3. Question 3
Is there new scientific evidence on the safety and performance of alternative materials?
Alternatives to amalgam comprise a large variety of materials based mainly on acrylic resin
technology, cements, ceramics or dental alloys. Except for certain metals such as gold, there
are no relevant markers for assessing patient- or user exposure to the alternative materials.
Ceramics have to be luted to the dental hard tissues usually using acrylic technology products.
Resin materials have to be cured mainly using light curing units. Resin-based materials achieve
adhesion to tooth substances through the use of intermediary agents containing highly reactive
chemicals. Their use is still technique sensitive and the procedures for their placement takes
more time than for amalgam.
The data base required for safety evaluation of alternative materials is still inadequate and less
complete than for amalgam. Many of the new alternative materials lack long-term clinical data.
There are very limited scientific data available concerning identification and quantification of
the exposure of patients and dental personnel to released substances from these materials.
Further toxicological research on the various components of these alternative dental materials
is warranted.
The SCENIHR notes that alternative materials are chemically very complex and also have
clinical limitations and represent toxicological risks. They contain a variety of substances
including organic solvents and undergo chemical reactions within the tooth cavity and adjacent
soft tissues during placement. . The SCENIHR Opinion “The safety of the use of bisphenol A in
medical devices” (2015) concluded that release of BPA from some dental materials was
associated with negligible health risks. Non-mercury containing alternatives are not free from
concerns about adverse effects. With respect to resin composite restorative materials and
hybrid systems that incorporate polymerisable resins, there is in vitro evidence that some of
the monomers used are highly cytotoxic to pulp and gingival cells. There is also in vitro
evidence that some monomers are mutagenic although it not known whether this has any
clinical significance. Allergic reactions to some of these substances have been reported, both in
patients and in dental personnel. Similar to treatment with dental amalgam, the use of these
materials in pregnant women is discouraged.
Studies comparing amalgam with resin-based materials showed generally better longevity for
amalgam. Alternative restorations fail, primarily through secondary caries and fracture of the
restoration and tooth. However, some recent studies from the Netherlands, Sweden and
Denmark showed very good long-term clinical effectiveness for posterior resin composite
restorations with equal and better longevity than for amalgam. But even under optimal
conditions, large composite restorations in caries risk patients failed more often than amalgam
fillings.
In one study, exposure to bisGMA-based dental composite restorations was associated with
impaired psychosocial function in children, whereas no adverse psychosocial outcomes were
observed with either urethane dimethacrylate–based compomer or amalgam treatment levels.
The indirect restorations have a good survival rate, but require removal of some additional
healthy tooth tissue. The involved costs are considerably higher than with direct restorations.
Due to reported mediocre mechanical properties and clinical failures, glass ionomer cements
can only be used in small, one-surface cavities. Recently, resin-based materials with reduced
cytotoxicity, e.g. the methacrylate-free siloranes, have been introduced, showing good short
term clinical performance. They also show low genotoxic potential and may be suitable
components for development of new biomaterials.
In conclusion, amalgam alternatives have certain clinical limitations and toxicological risks.
More experimental, clinical and epidemiological research is required to ensure patient safety in
the future. The development of better amalgam alternatives is still the prime aim.
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4.2.4. Question 4
Is it possible to recommend alternative materials and certain practices related to these
materials to reduce potential risks for patients and users?
The current evidence does not preclude the use of alternative materials in dental restorative
treatment in the general population.
The choice of the restorative material for treating dental cavities depends on a large number of
variables, e.g. the size of the defect, the technical circumstances for restoration placement,
and individual health problems like allergies, material properties, or the available funds.
Therefore, the final decision on which material should be used in the individual case can only
be made in the single situation between the dentist and the patient, based on informed
consent. Based on current information, dental composites do not pose unacceptable risks to
pregnant patients. However, the data base is scarce. A decision to perform dental treatment
during pregnancy should take into account the dental therapeutic needs of the patient and
balance any potential risks (including the use of anesthetics, along with all dental materials)
against therapeutic benefits to the patient. Generally, extensive dental treatment during
pregnancy is discouraged.
Alternative materials may also represent some health risks, so no general recommendations on
the use of alternative materials can be given. One exception is for patients with a proven
allergy to one of their components, which requires more information about their constituents.

4.2.5. Question 5
In case there is not enough scientific data to answer these questions, the SCENIHR is asked to
formulate recommendations for research that could help to provide the necessary data.
The SCENIHR recognises a lack of knowledge and a need of further research, in particular in
regard to genetic polymorphism related both to mercury and to the constituents of alternative
restorative materials. Furthermore, there is a need for the development of new alternative
materials with a high degree of biocompatibility.
The ideal new material meant as a true amalgam alternative should have a similar gradient in
properties from cavity floor to surface, as in a natural tooth, and be cost effective and nontoxic to human health and the environment (safe and efficacious). It would seal the interface
between the tooth and the restoration against the penetration of bacteria and common ions
from saliva and food, be adhesive to the tooth with little to no shrinkage, interact favourably
with carious dentin and enamel (preferably with healing/demineralising properties), be
clinically easy to use in a variety of settings, and be fracture- and wear-resistant and
repairable.
The present report has clearly identified that in some areas there are not enough scientific
data to provide firm answers to the questions formulated by the EU Commission. Therefore,
the future research agenda should first of all address improvement of knowledge on
toxicological profile of alternative material and the development of new materials, both organic
and inorganic. Improved tools for their evaluation are also needed and both points are
specified below. In addition further research on the individual susceptibility of the mercury
from amalgam and on the constituents of alternatives currently in use is necessary.
However, equal or more research emphasis should be placed on the further development and
implementation of new caries management concepts like early intervention and of new tools
for caries prevention in risk groups. It is generally accepted that restorations do not only fail
due to insufficient mechanical and biological properties, but also due to a high caries activity in
some patients.
Improving information for materials in use.
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Studies in clinical and community practice settings for materials in use should be
further supported with study designs and study reports that follow internationally
recognised guidelines.
More human and environmental safety studies including mechanistic approaches,
especially for chemicals from alternative materials or for nanoparticles from restorative
materials, are needed.
Risk groups for the exposure to chemicals including genetic approaches are to be
identified.

Developing new materials






While advances in polymer sciences are being made, there is a concern that we may
need to move away from Bis-GMA polymer based materials for human safety and
environmental reasons.
New organic non-acrylic materials (like the siloranes) should be refined or new
materials, both organic and inorganic, should be developed.
Biomimetic material approaches should be followed to develop materials with the ability
to remineralise dental hard tissues with the aim to further increase and support the
minimal invasive approach to treat carious lesions.
New materials – as true amalgam alternatives – must aim to be easily used in a variety
of clinical and community settings on primary and permanent teeth and on low and high
caries risk patients.
New materials must be tested in randomized clinical trials. In addition to patient and
user safety aspects, environmental safety has to be addressed.

Developing new research tools to improve knowledge for existing and for new materials






Laboratory tests must be developed which reliably predict clinical material performance
over the lifetime of the materials and, ultimately integrated into specifications for
acceptance of new materials/products.
New clinical testing schemes should be developed, by which the long term clinical
behaviour of new materials can be predicted from short-term testing.
International networks for Centres advising patients who claim health problems from
dental materials should be established.
Close collaboration with medical disciplines (e.g. allergology) and human genetics
should be further developed.
Tools should be developed, by which the process of pre-market certification can be
accelerated.
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5. CALL FOR INFORMATION
A call for information was issued by the Commission on 8 August 2012 with a deadline of 10
October 2012.
In total, 68 responses were received of which 35 were from organisations, 20 from individuals
and 13 concerning 1 case report. Of the organisations, 15 were non-governmental, 7 public
authorities and 13 other institutions, including dental associations.
In evaluating the responses from the call, submitted material has only been considered for the
update of the Opinion if
1. it is directly referring to the content of the report and relating to the issues that the
report addresses,
2. it contains specific comments and suggestions on the scientific basis of the Opinion,
3. it refers to peer-reviewed literature published in English, the working language of the
SCENIHR and the working group,
4. it has the potential to add to the preliminary Opinion of the SCENIHR.
Each submission which met these criteria has been carefully considered by the Working Group.
Overall, many of the comments were of good quality. The scientific rationale of the report has
been revised to take account of relevant comments. The literature has been updated with
relevant publications.
As indicated in the Opinion, the information on adverse effects of alternatives is limited. During
the call for information, some additional information became available regarding the
alternative restorative materials, especially concerning the release of BPA from dental resinbased materials.
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6. CONSIDERATION OF
CONSULTATION PROCESS

THE

RESPONSES

RECEIVED

DURING

THE

A public consultation on this Opinion was opened on the website of the Scientific Committees
from 09 September to 16 November 2014. Information about the public consultation was
broadly communicated to national authorities, international organisations and other
stakeholders.
25 organisations and individuals participated in the public consultation providing 102
comments to different chapters and sections of the Opinion. Each submission was carefully
considered by the SCENIHR and the scientific Opinion has been revised to take account of
relevant comments. The literature has been accordingly updated with relevant publications.
The scientific rationale and the Opinion section were clarified and strengthened.
The text of the comments received and the response provided by the SCENIHR is available
here:
http://ec.europa.eu/health/scientific_committees/consultations/public_consultations/scenihr_c
onsultation_24_en.htm
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7. MINORITY OPINION
None
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8. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
4-AETA

4-Methacryloxyethyl trimellitic anhydride

ADA

American Dental Association

ADME

Absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination

Al2O3

Alumina glass

ALS

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

ATSDR

Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry

BAT

Biologischer Arbeitsplatz Toleranzwert (biological tolerance value at the
workplace)

BBP

n-butyl benzyl phthalate

BHT

Butylhydroxytoluene

BDNF

Brain derived neurotrophic factor

Bis-EMA

Ethoxylated bisphenol A-methacrylate

Bis-GMA

Bisphenol A – glycidylmethacrylate

Bis-HPPP

2,2-bis[4(2,3-hydroxypropoxy)-phenyl]propane

BPA

Bisphenol A

CAT

Catalase gene

CPOX

Coproporphyrinogen oxidase

COMT

Catechol O-methyltransferase

COMET

The Single Cell Gel Electrophoresis assay

DMABEE

4-N,N-Dimethyl amino benzoic acid ethylester

DPMS

Dimercaptopropane sulfonate

EDS

Energy-dispersive X-rays spectroscopy

EFSA

European Food Safety Authority

EGDMA

Ethyleneglycoldimethacrylate

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

DIMDI

German Institute for Medical Documentation and Information

GCLM588T

Glutamyl-cysteine ligase allele

GSTs

Glutathione S-transferases

GSH

Glutathione

HDDMA

Hexanediol dimethacrylate

HEMA

Hydroxyethylmethacrylate

Hg

Mercury

HMBP

2-Hydroxy-4-methoxybenzophenone

IARC

International Agency for Research on Cancer

ICD

International Classification of Diseases

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission
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IRIS

Integrated Risk Information System

IR

Infrared

ISO

International Standards Organisation

JECFA

The Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives

LED

Light-emitting diode

MAK

Maximale Arbeitsplatz
workplace)

MAF

Minor allele frequency

MBRN

Medical Birth Registry of Norway

MeHg

Methylmercury

MSDS

Material safety data sheets

MT

Metallothioneins

MT1M

Metallothionein mutant

α1-MG

Alpha 1 microglobulin

MMA

Methylmethacrylate

MRL

Minimal Risk Level

MS

Multiple Sclerosis

NAC

N-acetylcysteine

NAG

N-acetyl-β-D-glucosaminidase

NIOSH

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

NOAEL

No Observable Adverse Effect Level

NOAEC

No Observed Adverse Effect Concentration

NSAIDS

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

OES

Occupational Exposure Standard

8-OHdG

8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine

OLP

Oral Lichen Planus

PAC

Xenon-plasma arcs

PBPK

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling

PTWI

Provisional Tolerable Weekly Intake

RNA

Ribonucleic acid

ROS

Reactive oxygen species

QTH

Quartz – tungsten – halogen

QSAR

Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship

SCENIHR

Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks

SCHER

Scientific Committee on Health and Environmental Risks

SEA

Self-etching adhesives

SiO2

Silica glass

SNPs

Single nucleotide polymorphisms

5HTTLPR

Serotonin transporter gene promoter region

Konzentration
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TCB

Reaction product of butane tetracarboxylic acid and
hydroxyethylmethacrylate,

TEGDMA

Triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate

TPO

Trimethylbenzoyl-diphenyl-phosphine oxide

TWI

Tolerable weekly intake

UBA

Umweltbundesamt (German Federal Environment Agency)

UDMA

Urethane dimethacrylate

UNEP

United Nations Environment Programme

UV

Ultraviolet

WHO

World Health Organisation

YF3

Ytterbium fluoride
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Annex I. Organic chemicals in resin-based restorative materials
The following list is based on a compilation by Schmalz and Arenholt-Bindslev (2009).
Bisphenol A dimethacrylate,
CAS number: 3253-39-2
bisphenol A diglycidyl methacrylate (Bis- GMA),
CAS number: 1565-94-2
ethoxylated Bisphenol-A (Bis-EMA).
BisphenolA ethoxylate dimethacrylate
CAS number 24448-20-2
(also: CAS Number 41637-38-1 for higher molecular substance)
Urethane dimethacrylate, UDMA
CAS number: 72869-86-4
urethane bisphenol-A-dimethacrylate UPGMA
nothing found!
Triethylene glycol dimethacrylate
CAS number: 109-16-0
triethylene glycol monomethacrylate (TEGMA)
CAS number: 39670-09-2
Mol wt. 246
Tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate
CAS number: 109-17-1
Di(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate
CAS number: 2358-84-1

(DEGDMA)

Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA)
CAS number: 97-90-5
1,10-Decanediol dimethacrylate
CAS number 6701-13-9
1.6 Hexanediol Dimethacrylate
CAS number 6606-59-3
2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
CAS Number 868-77-9
1,5-pentanediol dimethacrylate
CAS number: 13675-34-8
1,4-Butanediol dimethacrylate
CAS number 2082-81-7
BDDMA-methanol-adduct ½
Nothing found
BDDMA-auto-adduct ½
Nothing found
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1,2-propanediol dimethacrylate
CAS number 7559-82-2)
bis(oxymethyl)tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]decane
nothing found
Benzyl methacrylate
CAS number 2495-37-6
3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate
CAS number 2530-85-0
Trimethylolpropane trimethacrylate
CAS number 3290-92-4
Methyl methacrylate
CAS number 80-62-6
Methacrylic acid
CAS number 79-41-4
Additional substances analysed for in extracts from dental composite resins by Landuyt et al.,
2011.
Trivial name
Chemical name Molecular
mass
BADGE
BADGE,

Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether

340.45

2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane, bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (BADGE)

CAS No. 1675-54-3
BHT

Butylatedhydroxytoluene

220

2,6-Di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol
CAS Number 128-37-0
BPA

Bisphenol A

228.29

2,2-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane,
CAS Number 80-05-7
CQ

Camphorquinone

166

2,3-Bornanedione
CAS Number:
DMABEE

10373-78-1
Ethyl4-(dimethylamino)benzoate

193

CAS Number: 10287-54-4
EBPA

Bisphenol A ethoxylate

316

CAS Number: 32492-61-8
HMBP

2-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzophenone
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CAS Number: 131-57-7
HQ

Hydroquinone

110.1

CAS Number: 123-31-9
Irgacure

1,2-Diphenyl-2,2-dimethoxyethanone

256.3

4-Methoxyphenol

124.14

CAS Number:
MEHQ

CAS Number: 24650-42-8
PBPA

Bisphenol A propoxylate

344

(propoxylated Bisphenol A)
CAS Number: 37353-75-6
Quantacure BEA
2-n-butoxyethyl-4-dimethyl-aminobenzoat
CAS Number: 67362-76-9
TMA

3-(Trimethoxysilyl)-propylmethacrylate

248.35

CAS Number: 2530-85-0
TIN P (drometrizole) 2-(2-Hydroxy-5-methylphenyl)benzotriazole

225.1

CAS Number: 2440-22-4
TMPTMA
CAS Number:

Trimethylolpropanetrimethacrylate
3290-92-4

116

338.2

